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Greetings,
We urge you to approve the petition to Landmark the CITGO sign. It has
encouraged many thousands of Marathon runners and its gleaming red triangle
has presided over countless innings at Fenway Park. The sign is visible from
almost every angle of the city and Cambridge serving as a beacon for the region.
The CITGO sign isn’t just an advertisement, it is a Boston landmark. For national
audiences, it says “Boston” just as much as Old North Church and the Swan
Boats.
Boston University announced its intention to sell the building that supports the
CITGO sign earlier this year with no stipulations that the sign remain. With this
change in ownership, the sign’s future is threatened. However, with your help, we
can ensure that future generations of Bostonians will know and love this fifty-yearold icon of the city.
Landmark designation will protect the CITGO sign permanently and require any
possible changes to be reviewed (including those that result from future
development of 660 Beacon Street). Further, it will recognize the CITGO sign as
an important piece of Boston history and culture.
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Amanda Hanley

Jamaica PLain, MA

2016-06-23

I've always loved that sign!

Peter O'Sullivan

Dorchester, MA

2016-06-23

The sign should fall under landmarks it's a major icon in the city skyline would
be a shame to have it be lost

mary rieves

Boston, MA

2016-06-23

The CITGO is a go to landmark for people who want to find Kenmore Square
and has been for many years!

Thomas Adamietz

Falmouth, MA

2016-06-23

It is an integral part of Boston's History. Fenway would not be the same without
it.

Sabrina Dellorusso

Boston, MA

2016-06-23

its a boston landmark! I run the boston marathon and when I see the citgo sign
I know I am almost there!

Elizabeth Martel

Somerville, MA

2016-06-23

The Citgo Sign is a Boston landmark and deserves to be protected.

Julie Larry

Biddeford, ME

2016-06-23

When I see the Citgo sign I am reminded of watching Red Sox's games with
my Nana when I was growing up.

Mike Vickers

Boston, MA

2016-06-23

I love the sign!!!

Joshua Barbieri

East Boston, MA

2016-06-23

It should be a landmark and preserved.

Bruce Martin

Natick, MA

2016-06-23

It's important to preserve Boston's History by protecting the structures and
locations that help define it's unique and distinguish character.

Steven O'Shaughnessy

Boston, MA

2016-06-23

Too many physical ties to the past are cast aside without regard to their
importance to tradition and history. The Citgo sign is connected to Fenway
Park and the memories of countless of fans for too long to be lost.

Patrick Malone

Barrington, RI

2016-06-23

This sign is a Boston icon.

William Stilwell

Green Harbor, MA

2016-06-23

How else will people find Fenway if they don't have the sign as their guide?

Elizabeth Vizza

Boston, MA

2016-06-23

I agree that the Citgo sign is an essential, and delightful, element of the Boston
landscape.

Peter Makrauer

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-23

Since i was a young boy, the CITGO sign has been an unforgettable icon of
Boston life. Just as important as the view from Kenmore is the view from inside
Fenway Park. That sign has been the backdrop for so many great and
heartbreaking nights for our local nine - it's very difficult to imagine losing the
CITGO sign. There has been such transformation of the Fenway area over the
last 10 years - is it so much to ask that we preserve the sign for future
generations? Do we really think that lux condo towers bring us closer to our
city's identity and history? I think not.

Tara Gann

Running Springs, CA

2016-06-23

Patti Vaughn

Juan Ramos

Roxbury, MA

2016-06-23

I love the CITGO sign!

Ron Peik

Chelmsford, MA

2016-06-23

The Citgo sign is recognizable as "Boston" to countless millions of people all
over the world. Isn't that the very definition of a landmark?

Alison Nash

Boston, MA

2016-06-23

I love the sign!

Susan Ashbrook

Boston, MA

2016-06-23

Keep the Citgo sign!

Victor Brogna

Boston, MA

2016-06-23

I am grateful that you have started a petition to save the Citgo sign. It is surely
a Boston landmark and unquestionably deserves landmark status from the
Boston Landmarks Commission.

Alyson Fletcher

Somerville, MA

2016-06-23

Citgo is a memorable part of the Boston landscape and needs to be preserved.

Lauren Alverson

Boston, MA

2016-06-23

BOSTON! Duh.
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Guy Hillman

Winthrop, MA

2016-06-23

I am a fan of progress, but some thing are best if left unchanged.

David Dwiggins

Stoughton, MA

2016-06-23

This sign is one of the things that makes Boston unique, and should be
preserved.

Emily Gonzalez

Boston, MA

2016-06-23

I can't imagine living here and not catching a glimpse of this sign at night.

Richard Panciera

Brookline, MA

2016-06-23

The Citco sign is a landmark recognized by both Bostonians and those visiting.
It is Kenmore Square, Fenway Park, and all the places we can see this sign
from. It should be therefore designated a landmark and be protected from
those who just don't know Boston.

Rebecca Camerato

Boston, MA

2016-06-23

Boston's Landmarks are important. They tell a story and guide people around
our great city. Taking down the Citgo Sign would be like taking down the
prudential center.

Tony Fusco

Boston, MA

2016-06-23

The CITGO sign is not only an iconic visual identifier for the City of Boston, but
is also an important part of our 'sense of place'.

Rebecca Winter

Glendale, CA

2016-06-23

This sign is such an iconic part of the city. You can look into the sky and
instantly know where Fenway is. It is just as important as the ballpark itself and
adds to the character of the city.

Paul Fusco

Willoughby, OH

2016-06-23

It should be done

Bradley Galer

West Chester, PA

2016-06-23

This is a historic symbol of the soul of my home city that must remain.

emily cring

Boston, MA

2016-06-23

This is my neighborhood and a proud landmark. It cannot be removed.

Timothy Kilroy

Attleboro, MA

2016-06-23

It is a true landmark that defines a part of the city. many fond memories of
ballgames and marathons etc. dating back to my childhood!!

William Clendaniel

Boston, MA

2016-06-23

One of the quirky things that makes Boston, Boston.

Susan Porter

Brookline, MA

2016-06-23

The Citgo sign has been an important landmark for fifty years and it deserves
Landmark status.

Frances Winter

Brookline, MA

2016-06-23

The sign is a Boston landmark--lots of affection felt by many people.

Pamela Humphrey

Boston, MA

2016-06-23

This sign has been part of the fabric of boston. It is an icon, a beacon as you
can see it from all over the City. I travel extensively for business and pleasure
and when I fly home, day or night, it is not the mega buildings which are going
up like topsy in this city, but the Citgo sign that says I sm home. We are
destroying the fabric of this City which makes it so soecisl and livable by the
unfettered building going on- encroaching on our neighborhoods. Copley
Squate the newest and most outrageous. Now this. Please get this land
marked to prevent its destruction. Protect our "landmark" from this unfettered
development. We don't have enough citizens fighting this stuff from the BRA
and zoning board. Please get involved and speak up loud and clear. Otherwise
this stuff just slips through. I get development but there is a limit to what it can
add to our special city. The zoning board is overturning zoning laws right and
left. Stop them.

Dave Waller

Boston, MA

2016-06-23

I'm onto BU's tricks after they tore down the Ellis the Rim Man sign.

Joseph Miessner

Ann Arbor, MI

2016-06-23

I used to live near Boston and remember this sign well. My father used to work
near Kenmore Square.

Alyssa Galindo

Boston, MA

2016-06-23

Boston is home.

James Aurelio

Brighton, MA

2016-06-23

The sign is an important part of our history and national identity, and should be
saved and protected.

Steven Tamasy

Jamaica Plain, MA

2016-06-23

The sign is such an important part of "the Boston mystique!"

lorri mcdaniel

Hyde Park, MA

2016-06-23

noooooo this has to be saved!

Bethany Daily

Boston, MA

2016-06-23

I smile every time I see the CITGO sign. It is uniquely Boston.
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Roy & Sheila Rider

South Boston, MA

2016-06-23

We feel that this is an important landmark in Boston...

McKey Berkman

Boston, MA

2016-06-23

The Citgo sign is a precious Boston landmark which must be preserved.

Witold Lipski

pittsburgh, PA

2016-06-23

As a marathoner, the Citgo sign holds a special significance to me, and I think it
should be protected.

Isabel Mary Shattuck

Boston, MA

2016-06-23

The CITGO sign is part of bostons skyline. I thought the sign had been made a
landmark many years ago when it was restored!

Nathan Green

Brookline, MA

2016-06-23

This is a valuable historic piece of our architecture!

Carol Seidman

Milton, MA

2016-06-23

This is our city...if you want to build here please listen to those who live here.

Curtis Wu

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-23

It's one of the first things I noticed upon coming to Boston for school, and it's
remained one of my favorite things about the city

Nancy Gates

Boston, MA

2016-06-23

The Sign is a part of the Boston skyline. BOSTON STRONG

James Berkman

Boston, MA

2016-06-23

I believe the Citco sign is an important Boston landmark deserving protection.

Blythe Berents

Boston, MA

2016-06-23

Removing this sign would be like tearing down the Empire State Building. It is
Boston.

Eaton Brian

Bethesda, MD

2016-06-23

The sign is part of the fabric of the Back Bay. IT would stink to see it ripped
down for another condo building.

steve chase

boston, MA

2016-06-23

This is a Boston icon, even if the city has to pick up the tab.

Jennifer Famiglietti

Lexington, MA

2016-06-23

This is an icon imagine of the Boston skyline. As a usual participant of the
Boston Marthon, I need to see it!! Helps keep me going!

Sara Chase

Lexington, MA

2016-06-23

We navigate our way through cities, towns, neighborhoods,by means of
recognizable prominent landmarks. For everyone finding his or her way around
Boston, there is no more prominent landmark than the Citgo neon sign.

James Hannon

Reading, MA

2016-06-23

signs are my life.

Beatrice Nessen

Boston, MA

2016-06-23

The Citgo sign is a defacto landmark. and it should be formerly recognized as
such.

Erin Yuskaitis

Brookline, MA

2016-06-23

The Citgo sign is an icon!!! Everyone always knows where they are in Boston
based on where the Citgo sign is located. It's such a recognizable marker for
Kenmore Square!

Caitlin Hart

Somerville, MA

2016-06-24

This sign is part of my Boston - makes me feel good walking about my city,
whether I'm up close in Kenmore or walking across the Harvard Bridge. Not
only is the CITGO an iconic and significant bit of Boston skyline, but it is also
significant in the context of urban signage, with its neon style (even if it's no
longer actual neon) and its undeniable presence in a world in which remarkable
urban signage is largely absent.

Steph Barron

Boston, MA

2016-06-24

The citgo sign is already a landmark in our hearts its about time to make it
official

Mayhew Seavey

Belmont, MA

2016-06-24

I can't imagine Boston at night without it!

Sean Cummings

Boston, MA

2016-06-24

would this be the first giant corporate logo to be landmarked?

Justin Go

Cheshire, CT

2016-06-24

As a BU alum, the Citgo sign holds a significant amount of sentimental value. It
was as much as part of my home as any other part of the campus. For those
four years, I would pass by it on my way home, to class, to the gym, etc. To me,
and many of my fellow Terriers, the losing the Citgo sign would be like losing
Marsh Chapel or SMG. It's a beacon and a landmark, much like the Prudential
Center. Boston just would not be Boston without it.
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Israel Alvarez

Milton, MA

2016-06-24

I've lived in Boston over 30 years - the Citgo sign is the one constant of my
time here - from a landmark to follow home on late nights as a student to a
backdrop for my beloved Sox, the Citgo sign has been and should remain a
key part of the Boston skyline.

Paula Warwick

Lakewood, CO

2016-06-24

Being married to a Bostonian, it is all part of the iconic image of what Boston is
all about.

Joe Valante

Quincy, MA

2016-06-24

When you are at Fenway Park during a night game it's part of the nostalgia
looking out and seeing it's bright colors flashing. You might as well take down
the green monster

Ann Hershfang

Boston, MA

2016-06-24

It should be preserved.

Lindsay Turnquist

York, ME

2016-06-24

How else am I to find my way around?

Jennifer Thomas

Ponder, TX

2016-06-24

I grew up seeing that sign. To me, it has always meant HOME! Please protect
it!

Frederick Ames

North Easton, MA

2016-06-24

I went to BU.

Carole Mooney

San Diego, CA

2016-06-24

It's cool!

Salli H

Newport Beach, CA

2016-06-24

Preservation matters! Save this Boston Landmark!

Kathleen Dailey

Malden, MA

2016-06-24

How can there even be a question that we shouldn't save this iconic landmark!!

Christine Maggio

Medford, MA

2016-06-24

I grew up seeing that sign every time I came to Boston. It just would be the
same without it.

Michelle Guerriero

Mansfield, MA

2016-06-24

It is a landmark in every sense of the word.

Lynn Johnston

Johnstown, PA

2016-06-24

Went to countless Sox games as a child and young adult and attended BU for
4 years; The Citgo sign, besides being a remarkable example of neon signage,
is part of the landscape of my youth. Kenmore Square would like any other City
"square" without it.

Joanne Tuller

Boston, MA

2016-06-24

The sign has been widely known and loved as a Boston icon for decades. If
that doesn't define a landmark, I don't know what does.

Ann French

Watertown, MA

2016-06-24

I have enjoyed it all my life

Suzanne Apgar

Birchrunville, PA

2016-06-24

I went to school in Boston TUSVM. My step daughter attends BU . I may retire
to Boston. I love that sign. It is a piece of Boston history.

Charles Vasiliades

Brighton, MA

2016-06-24

It is a true visual icon of the city skyline

Shannon Schaefer

Denver, CO

2016-06-24

I lived in MA when I was a kid and would visit Boston often. I have come back
to visit this great city since moving from MA and believe the Citgo sign is a
heritage landmark and makes up the iconic skyline of Boston. Would New York
City take down the Empire State Building? No. Don't allow Boston's historic
landmarks to disappear and in turn its story and community.

Jared Kuzia

Boston, MA

2016-06-24

Its a piece of Boston History and part of its soul

Edwina Boose

Boston, MA

2016-06-24

This sign is an iconic landmark

charles taylor

France

2016-06-24

Its part of Boston

Russell Galer

Accra, Ghana

2016-06-24

I am a Boston native. It remains my home, although I am currently located
outside the US. Kenmore S. has changed, often for the better, sometimes the
worse. This is one change that should not occur. Real estate development
and revitalized central core of Boston is necessary, but at what cost? The
overheated market and speculative development should be required to take
into account the elements of Boston that make it Boston, or it will become a
sterile, ahistorical place. Might as well be in Phoenix....
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Emily Avant

Exeter, NH

2016-06-24

It's a city landmark --- don't get rid of it. Boston's unofficial beacon.

Janis Moriarty

Malden, MA

2016-06-24

Iconic Boston!!! Don't remove the famed Citgo sign--it's part of our landscape!

Kate Castelli

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-24

The Citgo sign is more than a landmark, it's a symbol for the city. Like many
people, I use it as a constant point of orientation and reference-- it is Boston's
North Star in so many ways than just the landscape.

290 Stephens

Truro, Canada

2016-06-24

It's important to preserve iconic images of Boston.

heather martin

Weymouth, MA

2016-06-24

My grandfather was a sheet metal worker who helped to build the original sign.

Julie Valiton

Watertown, MA

2016-06-24

It's a Boston landmark ! We need to be weary of removing those familiar and
unique symbols. I think it detracts from all the increasing cement and
uninteresting look in the area.

Stephanie Pernice

Lynnfield, MA

2016-06-24

The sign is a symbol of Boston .
I identify the sign since childhood driving with my family from Newton through
Boston to East Boston for our weekly Sunday dinner at our Nonna's house. My
family imigrated to Boston from Italy: Sunday dinner at your grandmother's
house was mandatory, and a teadition. The CITGO sign was a landmark on
the trip we made a point to watch every second we had a view. Especially at
night driving along Storrow Drive:. The Citgo sign will hopefully remain. It
shoukd be a landmark symbol of Boston. It's a delight to see feom every
vantage point, many which come as a surprise. All which say Boston.

Bernardine Joslin

Boston, MA

2016-06-24

This is a landmark to be preserved for future generations, not only for Boston
residents but for all of Massachusetts residents. it is a treasure just like the
COD and BOSTON BAKED BEANS, AND BOSTON CREAM PIE.

aaron judge

South Hadley, MA

2016-06-24

Ive run the Boston marathon the past 11 years, and this is just an icon to the
city

Erin Becker

West Chester, PA

2016-06-24

I'm signing because the CITGO sign is a Boston landmark. It's more Boston
than baked beans. As a student, every time I left Boston, I felt like I was home
as soon as I saw that glowing beacon.

Jean Baker

Lynn, MA

2016-06-24

The Citgo sign should be put on the Historic Register

Blair Howcroft

Peabody, MA

2016-06-24

The Citgo sign is an icon of Boston and our skyline wouldn't be the same
without it.

Dayl Cohen

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-24

The CItgo sign is an iconic example of American advertising signs. It helps to
create a sense of place for Kenmore Sq., a part of Boston which greatly needs
one.

Ruth Walsh

Boston, MA

2016-06-24

Boston shouldn't become a commodity city. We need to protect the things that
are unique to us.

Carla Gautier

ROXBURY CROSSING,

2016-06-24

The sign is a world renown icon and a beacon to find my way back home.

MA
Jonathan Ross

Arlington, MA

2016-06-24

The sign is a cultural landmark.

Rosemary Snyder

Arlington, MA

2016-06-24

I want Boston to retain it's unique identity, and the Citgo sign is a iconic part of
that!

Victoria Nix

Pasadena, MD

2016-06-24

As someone who grew up in Boston, who still has family and friends there, the
memory of the Citgo sign and how it glowed over Kenmore Square feels like
home to me. A viewing of the Sox playing in Fenway without this icon
prominently in the background on TV, would lessen that feeling for me of
seeing my hometown, so far away from home now.

Jonathan Bekemeier

Malden, MA

2016-06-24

The Citgo sign is an interval part of Boston and should be saved!
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Ashley Schiefer

EAst Boston, MA

2016-06-24

I attended Boston University, and from the moment I visited the campus to
present day, the Citgo sign has served as a visual reminder of my life in
Boston. More importantly, it is a critical part of the Boston skyline along with
the State House dome, the Prudential Center, the Hancock Tower, and other
important landmarks.

Trish Palmiere

Boston, MA

2016-06-24

The Citgo sign is a Boston landmark and should be maintained. It's presence is
not a burden or problem for the building on which it is located. I support
Landmark status for this Boston icon!

Moira Barrett

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-24

It is a Boston landmark that should be preserved.

Juan Lucero

Arlington, MA

2016-06-24

It was proposed a while ago but it never went through…leave it on !

Kathy Kottaridis

Jamaica Plain, MA

2016-06-24

This anchors the growing city. Let's not lose our identity.

Sherman Morss

Boston, MA

2016-06-24

I am signing this petition as a preservation architect at Finegold Alexander
Architects

James Mobius

Boston, MA

2016-06-24

It's an essential piece of the Boston skyline, and the last bit of character
Kenmore square has.

Tom Barrett

Boston, MA

2016-06-24

It is a landmark and has countless memories for countless people.

Susan Scott

Brooklyn, NY

2016-06-24

Love the sign! Helps to find your way around

L Marconi

Somerville, MA

2016-06-24

As a BU alum, I am deeply disappointed in the school's decision.

Ben Williams Jr.

Cleveland, OH

2016-06-24

Boston University alum, and consider Boston my second home.

Margaret Mary O'Connell

ALLSTON, MA

2016-06-24

The CITGO sign is the definition of landmark!

Omar Aboulezz

Worcester, MA, MA

2016-06-24

This sign is a beloved icon

Paul Campagna

Somers, CT

2016-06-24

That sign is part of my life

Ryan Eagle

Gorham, ME

2016-06-24

This sign has always been one of my favorite things about the city, especially at
night when I would be walking back from class and it would be all lit up. It's so
important.

Meaghan Flaherty

Milton, MA

2016-06-24

This is a part of our culture!

Samantha Loos

ROXBURY CROSSING,

2016-06-24

This is an iconic landmark!!!

MA
Hugh Wyman

Medford, MA

2016-06-24

NOOOOOOMAHHHHHH!!!! HIT THE BAHLL WIKID HAHD KHID!!!!

Christopher Baum

Boston, MA

2016-06-24

It's a cherished landmark!

Noreen Kennedy

Grafton, MA

2016-06-24

I don't want to see the sign removed. I have driven by the sign my entire life.
Please leave the Citgo sign. Something as iconic as that sign should be left in
place for future generations to see.

John Quatrale

Brighton, MA

2016-06-24

The Citgo sign is very important to the runners in the boston marathon. Once
they get a glimpse they know they are almost home.

Francesca Fifis

Brookline, MA

2016-06-24

When you see the sign from the highway, you know you're home.

Dorothy Leef

Boston, MA

2016-06-24

Like most people I know, I would sorely miss that sign if it were to be taken
down. It's part of the Boston identity.

Stephanie Bowker

Boston, MA

2016-06-24

This is one of the things that makes me feel like in coming home when I see it
from the highway.

Jeanne Levesque

Boston, MA

2016-06-24

Iconic piece of Boston history...please keep it and maintain it properly for future
generations of Bostonians.

Catherine Flaherty

Dorchester, MA

2016-06-24

Having the CITGO in the picture when you watch the Sox playing at Fenway is
part of the Boston experience.
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Millie O'Connell

Boston, MA

2016-06-24

I was an early member of the Society for Commercial Archeology and, together
with Arthur Krim, we fought to save the sign the last time it was threatened.
Thanks for doing this.

Ann Harrer

Boston, MA

2016-06-24

As a former Boston resident this sign was an icon, symbol, and beacon. Its how
you know where you are and is part of the skyline of Boston.

Beth Gray-Nix

Natick, MA

2016-06-24

I love the sign, and want it to stay if possible

Deb Marron

Punta Gorda, FL

2016-06-24

Don't fix what isn't broken! That's a well known piece of Boston's history!

Tom Holtey

Newton, MA

2016-06-24

I have treasured that sign for over 50 years.

Maritza Suazo

Brookline, MA

2016-06-24

Keep it! It belongs there.

Kerri McWade

Weymouth, MA

2016-06-24

The Citgo Sign is one of the iconic pieces of Boston's identity and culture as a
community. It is known to visitors from other parts of the U.S. and one of the
best parts of Fenway. BU is a great school from this city, and should support
what this city represents.

Ann Ferguson

Brighton, MA

2016-06-24

It is a Boston icon just like Fenway park

Ann

Edward Hahn

Reston, VA

2016-06-24

It's actually pretty cool

Dona Fraenkel

Boston, MA

2016-06-24

I live in Boston baby!

Mary Rajner

Brighton, MA

2016-06-24

This sign is a historical landmark and needs to be kept that way. The CITGO
sign is know by all as part of Kenmore Square. Where my father grew up and I
lived as a young child.

Barbara Saunders

Derry, NH

2016-06-24

its old like me...let it live!!!

Elizabeth Breadon

Brighton, MA

2016-06-24

The Citco is an iconic Boston Landmark, like the Gas Tank. We do not want to
loose it.

carol wallis

Peabody, MA

2016-06-24

Citgo is god

Susanna Perkins

Winter Park, FL

2016-06-25

127 W Fairbanks Ave #211

Mary Kay Richardson

Weymouth, MA

2016-06-25

The CITGO sign was what my now husband (then boyfriend) would tell me to
look for on my way back home.

Kathy Lituri

Lincoln, MA

2016-06-25

The CITGO sign is part of Biston's DNA and history

melissa mecca

San Francisco, CA

2016-06-25

As a BU student, I lived around the corner from this sign for years. It's an
integral part of orienting oneself after a night of college level drinking. It's a
public service AND a iconic part of the skyline!

Hilary Kempainen

Boston, MA

2016-06-25

This sign is a modern Boston icon. I remember when it went unlit during the
energy crisis and it was well missed.

Malcolm Purinton

Boston, MA

2016-06-25

The sign should stay!

Marianne Robinson

Orleans, MA

2016-06-25

Grew up in Boston, went to Boston State, Kenmore Square was part of my old
stomping grounds Very sentimental and nostalgic

Amy Sylvester

Boston, MA

2016-06-25

This sign is a historical landmark.

Jennifer Mecca

Boston, MA

2016-06-25

In preserving Boston's history, we should not limit ourselves to icons only made
of masonry - the sign is a terrific part of our cultural heritage and long favorite in
the Kenmore Square/ Fenway skyline.

Isabelle Ruesch

Brockton, MA

2016-06-25

ITS THE CITGO SIGN... really Boston this is just atrocious
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Joan Short

North Reading, MA

2016-06-25

I am a bostonian and the citgo sign is important, period

Philip Saul

Boston, MA

2016-06-25

I would hate to see the sign go and have some nondescript reflective building
put in its place

Stephanie Joseph

Brighton, MA

2016-06-25

I have been a Boston Resident for 76 years and Citgo sign is a Landmark.
Please save it.

Nancy Bunson

Hyde Park, MA

2016-06-25

OK. We need the Citgo sign. A Boston landmark.

Mary Appleyard

Cortlandt, NY

2016-06-25

My father grew up in Kenmore Square and the Citgo sign is a landmark in
Boston.

Marisa Morrill

Newton, MA

2016-06-25

Boston you're my home!!

Melinda Moses

Ashland, MA

2016-06-25

It was the first Boston landmark that imprinted on my post college brain in 1983
and has made me smile ever since. I would be devastated to see this piece of
vintage Boston go.

Anne Harper

Portland, OR

2016-06-25

It's a landmark I love.

Daniel Forrester

Waltham, MA

2016-06-25

I love the sign

Carol Guzman

Santa Cruz, NM

2016-06-25

I grew up in Allston and remember the former Cities Service/ now CITGO sign
as the point that signified the separation of Downtown Boston from the
residentiol neighborhoods of Allston/Brighton. I could see that sign everyday
from my bedroom window and/or from the foot of my grandmother's home near
Brighton Avenue. It set my neighborhood apart and I agree that some things
are best when left unchanged.

Hannah Goldman

Norton, MA

2016-06-25

I love the Citgo sign!!!

Julia Humphrey

Boston, MA

2016-06-25

If I'm ever lost in the city I know to look for the Citgo sign. It's always there to
lead me home

Sam Esbenshade

Newton Centre, MA

2016-06-25

I love the Red Sox

charissa Gagnon

Boston, MA

2016-06-25

It's an icon !!!!

Mark Cripps

Holden, MA

2016-06-25

Kenmore Square was my home..

Willaim Jackson

Sterling Heights, MI

2016-06-25

This should be designated as a historic cultural site. Go BoSox!

Shona Keir

Brookline, MA

2016-06-25

I love the sign. It is an integral part of the Kenmore Square landscape. Please
keep it.
Thank you!

Kathy Moore

Marion, MA

2016-06-25

It's legendary!

Kenneth Simms

Boston, MA

2016-06-25

I'm signing this petition because the famous CITGO sign is sentimental as well
as monumental in the City of Boston. I'm not lying when I say that the CITGO
sign is literally Boston's "North Star". Taking this away would be like taking
away any other historical building or site. The CITGO sign has value to this City
and it should remain exactly where it is. Keep the CITGO sign it's apart of
Boston's history.

Annmarie O'Toole

Braintree, MA

2016-06-25

I'm signing because this sign has been a part of Boston history for years. It is
BOSTON.

Dorothy Farrell

Jamaica plain, MA

2016-06-25

A visual landmark should stay up there

MJ Roland

North Palm Beach, FL

2016-06-25

The sign is a Boston icon - and showed me the way home innumerable times

David Weisberg

Boston, MA

2016-06-25

Save the sign!!!!

John Ruggieri

Boston, MA

2016-06-25

The sign is a beautiful piece of public art and Americana 24-7. SOC: Save Our
Citgo!

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Mark O'Brien

Austin, TX

2016-06-25

It's a cherished part of the Beantown skyline, and my neighbor owned a CITGO
service station.

Jessica Bergman

Oakland, CA

2016-06-25

I love it!

Chelsie Groves

East Hampstead, NH

2016-06-25

The sign is wicked awesome!

Anton Anastasov

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-25

Even though I've been in the U.S. for only 4 years to attend college, Boston
feels to some extent as home, and the CITGO sign is one of the most
distinctive parts of the Boston skyline.

Caroline B. Gakenheimer

Boston, MA

2016-06-25

I LOVE the sign. It is an internal part of the Boston image.

Constance McCall

Gaithersburg, MD

2016-06-25

I lived in Cambridge for two years and fell in love with the city of Boston. The
sign is an icon and helped me greatly on navigating through the city. Please
leave it up!

Ian Dower

Watertown, MA

2016-06-25

The citgo sign is the most recognizeavle boston landmark. How can we consist
losing it!?

Karen Ramsey

Lisbon Falls, ME

2016-06-25

When I see the Citgo sign- I know I am HOME!

Laura Arsenault

Saugus, MA

2016-06-25

I love seeing the sign

S. A. Kenyon

Boston, MA

2016-06-25

This is an iconic Boston sign. It absolutely deserves landmark status!!

Tim Wilde

Boston, MA

2016-06-25

The Citgo sign is a key landmark in Boston - how it doesn't have landmark
status yet is hard to fathom!

Carol Steinman

Bro., MA

2016-06-25

It is a landmark for all.

Eric Weiss

Austin, TX

2016-06-25

The Citgo sign is an important landmark and an icon of downtown Boston

Janice Paulsen

Boston, MA

2016-06-25

Too much of old Boston has been disappearing under the wrecking ball and
being replaced with condo towers. Enough!

Francine Cohen

Somerville, MA

2016-06-25

It's a landmark, instantly recognized worldwide as a Boston icon, more
than/long before the Zakim bridge, and it's become a part of Fenway Park.

Jeff Edmiston

Brighton, MA

2016-06-25

Boston will lose some of itself if we fail to protect our cherished landmarks

Alexandra Hilliard

Milford, CT

2016-06-25

I grew up going to Red Sox games since I was 3 years old and went to college
steps away from Fenway park. I could never imagine my city or my baseball
team playing and not have the "North Star" there.

Kirsten Alexander

Hamilton, AP

2016-06-25

Boston wouldn't be the same without it!

Emma Forest

Springfield, MA

2016-06-25

This sign is something that anyone from Massachusetts recognizes as "home".
It would be such a shame to see it go.

George Guild

Wellesley, MA

2016-06-25

I am signing this petition because I believe that we should preserve iconic
structures so that Boston will continue to have a blend of old and new.

Aaron Block

Allston, MA

2016-06-25

The Boston skyline deserves preservation in the face of rampant
redevelopment and the ceaseless condoization of the city

janet calcaterra

boston, MA

2016-06-25

Born and raised in Boston, the Citgo sign, though an ad for a gas station that is
long gone, has always been a landmark and a symbol of Home.

Joe Hacking

Belmont, MA

2016-06-25

BU owes more than lip service to this city.

Ellen Murphy

Lexington, MA

2016-06-25

It is Boston

William Talbot

The Villages, FL

2016-06-25

I am signing as I lived in Mass. for over 62 years. This sign has many
memories for me; Red Sox games, Boston Marathons, dates with my wife of 46
years, etc. If the sign goes, you might as well change the name of Kenmore
Square.

Mary Reagan

Norwood, MA

2016-06-26

I grew up with the Citgo sign. Just wouldn't be Boston without it.

Name
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Hayakawa Rieko

Japan

2016-06-26

This is not just a sign! It's a historical monument. Please do not take it
down...so many memories are with this sign...

Teresa Glosky

Johnstown, PA

2016-06-26

The sign IS Boston.

Mary Devine

Boston, MA

2016-06-26

I'm signing because it's a historical moment and testiment to Boston's History.
People use the sign as a beacon to know they are home. It brings a sense of
peace because the world is so full of no peace lately.

David Nash

Malden, MA

2016-06-26

Former BU Student, a must to keep around!

Annmarie Farretta

Needham, MA

2016-06-26

Lifelong Boston resident

Scott Cassel

Brookline, MA

2016-06-26

It is a quirky part of Boston and a clear landmark. It is part of the City.

Danielle Disisto

Clinton, MA

2016-06-26

This sign signifies home to me. It is the ultimate symbol of Boston and to me, it
stands for the city that I love so much.

David Black

Boston, MA

2016-06-26

I treasure this landmark and want it to be protected in perpetuity.

BRANDON MAYO

Colorado Springs, CO

2016-06-26

The sign needs to remain in place, and in tact

Thara Margaritis

Southborough, MA

2016-06-26

It's an icon! It's something I've seen all my life on my way into town!

dan keefe

Yarmouth, MA

2016-06-26

Why wouldn't I as a red sox fan?!?!?

Kristen Van Arsdale

Gilbert, AZ

2016-06-26

I used to spend a lot of time in Boston. This sign was always used for
navigating to somewhere else.

Robert Wrubel

Boston, MA

2016-06-26

It's an iconic symbol for Boston as well as a great example of pop art
It must remain!

Andrew Schinderle

Aurora, CO

2016-06-26

It is a iconic part of Boston that should be preserved.

Gail Fenske

Winchester, MA

2016-06-26

It's a beloved Boston landmark.

Debra Coveney

Boston, MA

2016-06-26

Can't picture Fenway without it !!!

Ted Gee

Denver, CO

2016-06-26

I grew up in the Boston area, went to Art School in Kenmore Sq. and lived in
the area for a long time until I moved to Denver. Every time I see the Citgo
sign, either on TV during a Red Sox game, or in a photo, I connects me with
my past, my youth, my home State.

Katie DeMore

Boston, MA

2016-06-26

This sign is a historic landmark

Kate Noyes

Brooklyn, NY

2016-06-26

Because the Citgo sign should be preserved, regardless of future real estate
sales and development in the Kenmore Square area.

Timothy Sarro

East Boston, MA

2016-06-26

The Sign IS Boston and needs to stay

Christina Lambertson

Boston, MA

2016-06-26

Why take something away which holds such an importance to those who live in
this town. Keep Boston Boston. The Citgo sign is an important reminder of an
older Boston. Preserve it.

William Degen

Newburyport, MA

2016-06-26

I love the Citgo sign. It's an integral part of the Kenmore Square and Fenway
Park scene.

loreen smith

Medford, MA

2016-06-26

I love seeing the sign

Susan Kavanagh

Dublin, Ireland

2016-06-26

15 years living in Boston ....you guys have to take care of your icons ...I'm a
citizen

Nina Arnfeld

Brookline, MA

2016-06-26

One of my favorite sites of Boston

Janice Cappello

Winthrop, MA

2016-06-26

I grew up 20 years at 452 Park Drive Boston
Please don't take our sign away. Makes me think of home. My Dad died in 76
and Mom moved to a friends house in Belmont. A year later she died. My Dad
was custodian of 452 and 448 Park Drive. We moved there in 1952.

Beth Doucette

Kansas City, MO

2016-06-26

I am boston born and bred. I may live in Missouri at current time but believe in
my
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Robert Buoncuore

Medford, MA

2016-06-26

It's a part of who we are as New Englanders.

Virginia todd

chelsea, MA

2016-06-26

I'm signing because the sign is a great Boston landmark

Mary Kraft

Longmeadow, MA

2016-06-26

I'm signing because I went to BU, and the CITGO sign means "home."

Mary Meehan

Allston, MA

2016-06-26

It is an icon

Caroline Barry

Port Washington, NY

2016-06-26

Because growing up, I could see this sign from my bedroom window.

Nicole Morgan

Roxbury, MA

2016-06-26

The sign is a landmark and it represent Boston.

Jay Calderin

Boston, MA

2016-06-26

It's an iconic part of our neighborhood that should be preserved.

Julie Broderick

Boston, MA

2016-06-26

Historic icon!!!! Work around it!

Karen Bryan

New York, NY

2016-06-27

I'd like to keep tradition alive in Boston.

Susan Heideman

Boston, MA

2016-06-27

the Citgo sign is a wonderfully iconic part of Boston with great historic and
aesthetic value.

It should be landmarked.

nancy caruso

Dedham, MA

2016-06-27

It's an icon

Richard Smith

Dorchester, MA

2016-06-27

The sign is a Boston icon and should continue to be a part of the city.

Kornelia Polyak

Brookline, MA

2016-06-27

how would I know where Kenmore Sq is?

Joshua Shaw

Quincy, MA

2016-06-27

This is a beloved landmark just as we saved Fenway we must save this sign!

Eliza Hoover

Jamaica Plain, MA

2016-06-27

I love the citgo sign. I have taught pre school for 14 years in Boston and it is
the number one Boston landmark for my students. They love it!

Paolo DiFabio

Somerville, MA

2016-06-27

It's not the Boston skyline without that sign.

Michelle Wehr

Marshfield, MA

2016-06-27

Can't imagine thevFenway area without that sign! I love the way it lights up the
night sky!! And, as a New England School of Photography grad I can't imagine
it not being there!!!

Rosanne Gervasi

Tallahassee, FL

2016-06-27

I love the Citco sign. Kenmore would never be the same without it!

Christine Bizzaro

Malden, MA

2016-06-27

The Citgo sign IS a Boston landmark and should be designated as such to
prevent its destruction or removal.

tarsha baker

Boston, MA

2016-06-27

I'm a true bostonian..

Patricia Marques

Somerville, MA

2016-06-27

I don't want to see this iconic sign leave our skyline!

Christina Costello

Boston, MA

2016-06-27

One of the Iconic symbol of Boston

DOROTHEA WILSON

Hooksett, NH

2016-06-27

I grew up in Boston and this sign that i always loved looking at at night is part of
my home and history.

Dennis Moura

South Windsor, CT

2016-06-27

As a Boston native and BU alum, that sign is engrained in my memory and I
look forward to taking my children to red Sox games with the sign standing
watch over the monster.

Paul Scioletti

Boston, Greece

2016-06-27

Love it. Represents Kenmore, the surrounding universities and the Red Sox!

Bryan Decker

Brookline, MA

2016-06-27

The Citco Sign is as much a part of Boston as Faneuil Hall. Please don't let it
go dark.

Linda Lawton

Melbourne Beach, FL

2016-06-27

First apartment in 1968 bedroom glowed with the changing colors. At 65 brings
a flood of fond memories.

Chris Crowley

Medway, MA

2016-06-27

The CITGO sign should be a Boston landmark. Kenmore Square wouldn't be
the same without it.

Leah Kaplan

Saugus, MA

2016-06-27

The Citgo sign is basically already a landmark, without the title. I love seeing it
when I go into Boston. It's a very important part of the city.

Morgan Timmerman

Newburyport, MA

2016-06-27

It's important

Dan Santa

Plattsburgh, NY

2016-06-27

Please don't do this. Keep Sign and Fenway park forever

Name
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Allison Durkan

Boston, MA

2016-06-27

This sign is historical! It represents the city.

Timothy Mannila

Worcester, MA

2016-06-27

I think the sign is an iconic symbol and should be kept as is.

Jon Cahill

Northborough, MA

2016-06-27

The City Sign makes the city of Boston.

Alexis Cole

Newburyport, MA

2016-06-27

The CITGO sign is the North Star of Boston

Ronny Twombly Jr

Milford, CT

2016-06-27

I love that sign. It's a Boston staple. I have moved away from Boston because
of work and everytime I drive home it is comforting to see the familiar
landmarks.

Shirley Patnode

Methuen, MA

2016-06-27

Because it's a Landmark!!!!

Victoria Botana

Boston, MA

2016-06-27

The Citgo sign is like the North Star of my campus. BU wouldn't be the same
without it

Lori Brown

West Springfield, MA

2016-06-27

It's an icon! We love our Red Sox!

Brittany Mattison

Hinsdale, NH

2016-06-27

I love the CITGO sign. When I see it, I get those butterflies, knowing I have
arrived at my happy place, Fenway Park. I remember my first time in Boston,
my parents, a family friend, and I, and my dad said, "Hey Brit!! Look it's the
CITGO sign!! We're here!!" That sign brings back so many fantastic memories
with me and my late father. I am now 18 and wish I could go back to relive
some years with my dad of seeing the CITGO sign. He passed when I was 16,
almost 17, so it's been awhile since I have shared the awe of the sign with my
father. Keep the sign! I have so many good memories, not to mention it's part of
Boston, part of the excitement of going to Fenway, I love it, and I'm obviously
not the only one who loves it, as this petition exists. So, keep the sign!! We love
it and all the great memories we have created!!

Nicole Paretta

Castleton-on-Hudson,

2016-06-27

NY

I'm a judge sox fan and I don't want to see the sign taken down. It's ine of the
ways you know your at Fenway!!!!!!

Gabrielle Martinez

Andover, MA

2016-06-27

What's Boston without the infamous Citgo sign!?

Eamonn Bradley

Haverhill, MA

2016-06-27

I want children and eventual grandchildren to see the sign that screams Boston
and Fenway park! I love watching the game and seeing that big beautiful sign
light up the sky

William Huyck

Berkeley Heights, NJ

2016-06-27

I am a red sox fan and believe we should preserve historical architectural
things

Justin Endsley

Ypsilanti, MI

2016-06-27

It's a redsox icon

Maryanne Chessey

Boston, MA

2016-06-27

It's a Boston landmark!

Cindy Winget

Lancaster, NH

2016-06-27

This is such an icon for so many people for so many years

Katlyn Reid

Charlestown, MA

2016-06-27

The Citgo sign is like the North Star for some.

Sophie Will

Salt Lake City, UT

2016-06-27

As a BU Student, the Citgo sign is part of our landscape and culture. It should
be preserved.

catherine rivera

brentwood, NY

2016-06-27

This is a part of my city.

Bruce Bradley

Portsmouth, VA

2016-06-27

Active duty military and Boston native and don't want to lose this iconic
landmark

Debra Golden

Quincy, MA

2016-06-27

The Citco sign is absolutely a part of Boston and should have landmark status.
Please save the Citco sign..

P Hurley

Milton, MA

2016-06-27

Landmark!! Everyone identities w the sign!

Lawrence Falter

Everett, MA

2016-06-27

It's a Boston landmark, not just a sign.

Olivia Osbourn

Dallas, TX

2016-06-27

I'm signing because anytime I've traveled to Boston the Citgo sign welcomes
me to the city. Now that I'm planning to move to Boston, I want Citgo to
welcome me each morning. It's infamous and friendly- please keep it.

Name
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Mary Curtin

Charlestown, MA

2016-06-27

Such an iconic Boston landmark ... granted not like old yankee, but certainly up
there with the Shell sign across the river, preserved by the city of Cambridge:
<a href="http://magazineshell.com/historical-shell-sign/"
rel="nofollow">http://magazineshell.com/historical-shell-sign/</a>. How else am
I going to guide out-of-towners as the best indicator that you're getting close to
Fenway Park! We don't want the Boston skyline to look like every other city
skyline out there, do we? Really?!

Collin Wall

Jonestown, PA

2016-06-27

For the Red Sox!
A lot pf people love the sign!
Please keep it! :)

Varun Sivakumar

Allentown, PA

2016-06-27

I'm a Bostonian who wants to preserve his city's history.

Greg Hamm

Boston, MA

2016-06-27

That sign is a icon and Boston does not need any more over priced Condos!

Kayle Martino

Milford, MA

2016-06-27

It's an icon! Part of our skyline and history!

Paul Freeman

Nottingham, NH

2016-06-27

This is a Boston Landmark that is cherished by millions of residents, workers,
college students, alumni and sports fans the world over.

Dex Slade

Enfield, CT

2016-06-27

It's part of Red Sox History

Evelyn Scheri

Somerville, MA

2016-06-27

It is part of the Boston Sky line and it would be very upsetting to see part of our
culture/memories mean nothing to the developer(s)! It is a part of our
community!

MaryBeth Ragusa

Edgewater, FL

2016-06-27

I grew up in Dorchester, and going to Fenway was the highlight of our summer!
Seeing the Citgo sign, you knew you were THERE! It is an iconic piece of
Boston that needs to stay!!

Art Vachon

East Haddam, CT

2016-06-27

Historic and traditional icon

Katherine Greenough

Boston, MA

2016-06-27

I love looking at the Citgo sign from my kitchen window and have for 40 years!

Michael Call

Boston, MA

2016-06-27

It's part ad the Fenway park landscape when you see that sign you remember
your first game you ever went to when you were a kid

Karen Misiaszek

East Killingly, CT

2016-06-27

I believe this sign is an icon and do not want it removed

Erin Flannigan

Defiance, OH

2016-06-27

I'm signing because this sign is a view from Fenway Park. It is part of the whole
Fenway experience.

sara turner

Norwood, MA

2016-06-27

The Citgo sign is a historic landmark in Boston and should be preserved as
such!!!

Pam Kerensky

Somerville, MA

2016-06-27

The Citco sign is a part of the Boston skyline near Fenway Park. It is part of the
history of the neighborhood.

Peter Stone

Millersville, MD

2016-06-27

Being a New England native and remembering my childhood and adult life
visiting Boston and Fenway. This iconic landmark is Boston and part of the
experience of Red Sox games as well as just driving through the city. My kids
love seeing it and know exactly where they are when they do. Boston culture.
Don't ruin that.

Robert Cormier

Downey, CA

2016-06-27

I grew up with this sign. It should be in the hall of fame as it watched over many
a famous and infamous people.

mary holman

Springfield, MA

2016-06-27

icon!

kevin di

Wallasey, United

2016-06-27

I came to Boston for the first time last week from England to watch the red sox

Kingdom

and driving from the airport o got so excited as seen the sign and new I was
near fenway

Chelsea Sutton

Forestdale, MA

2016-06-27

Because it's one of the highlights of Boston!!!

Sarath Mohan

Boston, MA

2016-06-27

I love the sign and everything it means to Boston and the Fenway park skyline.
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Allison Yergens

Fort Myers, FL

2016-06-27

You can't put out the North Star!

Ann Ameigh

Rehoboth Beach, DE

2016-06-27

I lived in Boston for more than 17 years, went to BU and it is the most
recognizable symbol of the BU/Fenway neighborhood.

Michael Thomas

Jewett City, CT

2016-06-27

The Citgo sign is an icon and landmark. It also helps me find Fenway Park! It's
park of Fenway Park history!

Collin Wall

Jonestown, PA

2016-06-27

A part of history!

Collin Wall

Jonestown, PA

2016-06-27

A part of history!

Phil Rollins

Richmond, VA

2016-06-27

As a former resident of Massachusetts, lifelong baseball fan, and supporter of
cultural heritage, I strongly support the effort to preserve the CITGO sign at
Fenway Park. It's a national landmark.

robin gormn

Exeter, NH

2016-06-27

Wouldn't be Boston without it it is an icon

Jeffrey Wordell

Fall River, MA

2016-06-27

The Citgo sign needs to stay

Ashlynn Rickord

Kenosha, WI

2016-06-27

the Citgo sign is a landmark of Boston. It is one of the most identifiable things
and it is need of saving.

lucy klein

Salem, NH

2016-06-27

It's a historic landmark

Wiley Cox

Weymouth, MA

2016-06-27

The Citgo sign has been a part of my life since I grew up in and around of
Boston, and I feel it's an important piece of Boston's architectural and social
history.

Elisabeth Nevins

Malden, MA

2016-06-27

Boston without the Citgo sign would cease to be Boston.

Patricia Cooke

Boston, MA

2016-06-27

I have always thought, That the CITGO SIGN!!!!! Was like FENWAY
PARK!!!!!! TO BOSTON!!!! PLEASE SAVE, OUR CITGO SIGN 

terri north

Boston, MA

2016-06-27

This is a Boston landmark...one that has been seen from all over the city for
over 50 years. It is our sign; it needs to stay!!

Zheqing Chen

波士顿, MA

2016-06-27

It is a sign for boston not just an ad. So many postcards has this sign because
it is part of Boston. Please keep it.

Debra Ciarletto

Stoneham, MA

2016-06-27

Boston is my home, the sign is part of boston .

Kathleen Conley

Boston, MA

2016-06-27

It's an icon for the City of Boston. Most Red Sox photos have the Citgo sign in
the background. It's a part of our neighborhood and history.

michael Davy

Middleborough, MA

2016-06-27

It's been a fixture of the Boston skyline for so long it seems wrong to remove
it!When I came home from the Army I use to look forward to seeing it from the
plane!I'm also sick of hearing people say remember when this use to be there
referring to other fond landmarks around Boston that are no longer here.It's
become a bit of "Pop Art" that gives the city it Character

danielle baptiste

boston, MA

2016-06-27

Save the Citgo sign... it may sound silly if you're not from Boston but it's a
landmark and a fixture in our skyline!

William Collins

Boston, MA

2016-06-27

That sign is a landmark of Boston and needs to stay!

Kathryn Mandeville

Middletown, CT

2016-06-27

That sign is iconic Boston and shouldn't be touched!

junyu huang

brookling, MA

2016-06-27

This is the symbol of Boston!!

Amanda Gustin

Montpelier, VT

2016-06-27

Boston native, historian, and very much a believer that the rich cultural
landscape of Boston ALSO includes landmarks such as the sign - not just the
traditional symbols of culture.

Fang Qu

Boston, MA

2016-06-27

It's a sign for BU!

Richard Hall

Pittsfield, MA

2016-06-27

It has to stay! Its a landmark for an historical Stadium.
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Yiwei Chen

Brookline, MA

2016-06-27

I was a BU student and I have stayed in Boston for almost three years. The
CITGO sign always makes me proud to introduce it to my friends and familis . It
is definitely one of the most important landmarks of Boston and BU.

Tanya Krochuk

Naples, FL

2016-06-27

I lived in Boston for 25 years and know this is truly one of the greatest Boston
landmarks

LAUREL Zangerl-Salter

Dedham, MA

2016-06-27

I attended BU in the mid 60s, and still greatly cherish that sign. I've lived across
the country and back and even for a year in France, but when I returned, it was
wonderful to see that the sign was still there! A family member new to the
Boston area has repeatedly remarked on the sign's uniqueness and historical
meaning.

Tommy Xia

Newton, MA

2016-06-27

I'd loving it!

Xiang Li

Brighton, MA

2016-06-27

It is the first impression of mine for Boston. Keep it!

Cindy Jones

Chestnut Hill, MA

2016-06-27

I love the sign and would miss it terribly if it left our skyline!

Rich Fields

North Andover, MD

2016-06-27

It's not advertising it's an historical landmark.

john Herman

Waterbury, CT

2016-06-27

The Citgo sign is a vital and immediately recognizable part of Fenway Park and
Kenmore Square just as the Steaming Kettle is to Scollay Square. I plead to
keep it. Remember it used to say: "City Service".

Colleen Garganta

Kissimmee, FL

2016-06-27

Iconic !!!

james mcdonald

North Attleborough, MA

2016-06-28

As a fan of the Red Sox and a frequent visitor to Boston... This sign is iconic. I
have a painting of Fenway in my living room and the sign is a prominent part of
the skyline.

Ron Medina

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

It is a Boston land mark

Geoff Bolte

Thompson, CT

2016-06-28

Because it is a sign that everyone recognizes as part of Boston, especially Red
Sox Fans!!

Cara Rowe

Georgetown, MA

2016-06-28

The CITGO sign is an unofficial landmark that is recognized by sports fans
around the world and by locals as well as tourists and deserves to be an official
landmark.

Jason Wu

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

Please keep the sign

Karen Gentile

Belchertown, MA

2016-06-28

Part of Boston. Part of the experience of a game or the marathon or where am
I ? I know by seeing the Citgo sign. Part of the history of this city. Thank you

Rebecca Patterson

Rowlett, TX

2016-06-28

I'm signing because the CITGO sign is just such an important landmark and a
timeless part of the landscape of Boston. Please consider ensuring that our
future and future generations continue to recognize and love the CITGO sign
as much as I do!

Cody Boehner

Rehoboth, MA

2016-06-28

I love Boston.

Chao Yun

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

I love Boston. It's a part of Great Boston absolutely.

Joan Woodward

Belmont, MA

2016-06-28

Does a reindeer need a hat rack? Come on, it's part of Boston!!

Anthony Digirolamo

Saugus, MA

2016-06-28

Iconic Boston sign

Eileen Velez

Hyde park, MA

2016-06-28

1153 Hyde Park Ave

Sally Guy

Brookline, MA

2016-06-28

Since I moved to Boston in 1972 that sign has been my beacon. When I rowed
crew at NU in 1978 that sign was a reassuring presence on the Charles River
in the cool dark mornings. When I moved to Beacon St and realized I could see
it from my deck I felt like I was home. I know it sounds stupid but I would miss it
terribly. I've grown to love it over the years and its absence would feel like a
loss. We already took a hit to a piece of our Boston heart and soul in 2013.
Let's not lose this one.

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Jill Pratt-Williams

New Hartford, CT

2016-06-28

I want to

Juan Pedro DelMoral

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-28

Because I live this sign and it is always in my painting when I do Boston's
skyline.

Lisa Pollock

Arlington, MA

2016-06-28

This is as big a landmark as the Prudential Center, the Zakim Bridge and The
John Hancock Tower!

Susan Clark

Peabody, MA

2016-06-28

I am signing this because the Kenmore Square Citco sign is as much Boston
as the swan bosts and Fenwsy Park. It is a land beacon much like a light
house at sea. Pleade dont take it away for another building that wont be as
iconic nor important

Michael Baker

Clinton, CT

2016-06-28

The CITGO sign is itself a landmark for the city of Boston. It should remain as
is and should be designated as an official landmark by the city of Boston in
order to remain where it stands for many more decades.

Kathleen Quinn

Acton, MA

2016-06-28

It's the right thing to do!

Elizabeth Terry

Sutton, MA

2016-06-28

This sign is as much a symbol of Boston as Fenway Park and the Make Way
for Ducklings statue. Please keep the Citgo sign so that it may continue to
shine a familiar and iconic light for the city.

George Pollock III

Apopka, FL

2016-06-28

ITS THE RIGHT THING TO DO ITS A PIECE OF HISTORY AND A PART OF
FENWAY PARK

Susan Selman

Round Rock, TX

2016-06-28

I viewed the Citco sign from the 1970's to 2008, when sadly I left Boston. This
sign was like a strong homecoming everytime I spotted it!! Please keep it in
sight!!!!!

Siqi Yang

Shanghai, China

2016-06-28

I used to study in Boston. The CITGO sign is totally a kind of icon of Boston. I
do not want it to be removed.

Rachel Zimmer

Somerville, MA

2016-06-28

I love the Citgo sign! It is a very important part of the Boston skyline. It's a local
landmark. Preserve our local history, please!

andrew holmes

Weymouth, MA

2016-06-28

I believe that this sign is a part of Bostons heritage and should remain in place
forever. It is Big Ben, The statue of liberty, etc, etc.

Jan Mannone

Malden, MA

2016-06-28

This sign is part of Boston history

Randi Lathrop

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

The sign is a beacon and icon for the City

Elissa Cadillic

Brighton, MA

2016-06-28

It is iconic and BU isn't doing the right thing by making sure it's preserved.

Art Graham

Arlington, MA

2016-06-28

I think the CITGO sign is an integral part of the character of the Boston Skyline.
Plus it makes it easier to find Kenmore Square.

Donald Bourne

Yarmouth Port, MA

2016-06-28

I navigate by that sign!

Darrin DiCenso

Oviedo, FL

2016-06-28

Because I love Boston its my hometown and love historical sights n signs a
symbol of great history

Andrew Parthum

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

The sign is part of Boston.

John GEARTY

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-28

BOSTON is BOSTON. Let's keep it that way.

stephanie bennett

jamaica plain, MA

2016-06-28

Of course! It's already a landmark!

Jeff Brewer

Newton Centre, MA

2016-06-28

"Citgo" is clearly an iconic object on the Boston skyline - one of the most
vibrant symbols that makes this city an exciting place to live. It would be a
tragic mistake to lose it.

Lori Ryan

No. Quincy, MA

2016-06-28

I am signing this because they are taking away too many of our iconic
landmarks and this sign should be saved it's been with us too long.

Nadine Krikorian

Middleborough, MA

2016-06-28

The sign truly is. Historic land mark !!!!

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Kevin Caldwell

Dorchester, MA

2016-06-28

It is an important part of history in this city. Maybe not the company itself; but
the image of this sign is clear in most Bostonian's image.

Barbara Zimmer

Providence, RI

2016-06-28

The CITGO sign is a precious relic millions of Sox fans adore...if anyone dares
remove it we'll invoke the "Curse" of the Bambino!!!

Richard Lundstrom

Dorchester, MA

2016-06-28

It's an icon

Sophia Krentzman

Jamaica Plain, MA

2016-06-28

The sign is iconic to Boston and should be preserved!

Susan Sloan

BOSTON, MA

2016-06-28

it is a landmark and we should stop just tearing down well designed signs of
our civilizattion

scott B

Syracuse, NY

2016-06-28

I want to preserve the character of the city and Fenway neighborhood.

Nikki Granitsas

Revere, MA

2016-06-28

I would be lost without it!

alexandra gross

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

The CITGO sign is at the heart of Boston & Bostonians - both physically &
spiritually. Let's make it permanent. Thank you for helping make this happen.

julie zakas

Marion, MI

2016-06-28

I was born and raised the north shore.... Boston just wouldn't be the same
without the most iconic sign in Mass.

Claudia Jenkins

Atkinson, NH

2016-06-28

The Citgo has always a big part of the Boston experience. Partly it is what
makes Boston so beautiful, because we keep such monumental landmarks.

Cindy slaney

Westbrook, ME

2016-06-28

The Citgo Sign =
Boston +Fenway Park !!!

Kelsea Hindley

Cohasset, MA

2016-06-28

Because it's one of the points of culture and fandom in the city of Boston.

Brittney Davidson

Sterling, MA

2016-06-28

This is home!

Leann Gehlke

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

The Citgo Sign is a true icon of this city, just as much as Fenway Park, Beacon
Hill, and Faneuil Hall. With all of the new development going on in this city, it's
more important than ever to retain the things that set us apart from every other
city.

Michael Lurie

Branford, CT

2016-06-28

This sign, much like the beloved ballpark it looms near, IS Boston.

Tristan Smith

South Hamilton, MA

2016-06-28

The Citgo sign is a landmark that should be treated as such

maura fogarty

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

It brings back wonderful memories - that's how we knew we were almost home!

Alex Casey

Franklin, MA

2016-06-28

I was born in Boston and grew up seeing that sign always

Rosalind Halzel-Hamilton

Winthrop, MA

2016-06-28

It wouldn't be the same without it!!

Robert Thibeault

Coventry, RI

2016-06-28

It's a part of Fenway for me

Kathryn Burlile

Westborough, MA

2016-06-28

Boston would be losing a part of its charm if we were to lose the Citgo sign :(

Jared Hughes

Peabody, MA

2016-06-28

I'm signing because it is a staple of the city

Suzanne Peterson

Bridgewater, MA

2016-06-28

this sign is iconic and holds a special place in my heart for the city I love!

Devin McCarthy

Southborough, MA

2016-06-28

This is the greatest city in the world and this sign needs to stay. This sign is an
icon for the city of Boston. GO RED SOX

Nicole Kelly

Malden, MA

2016-06-28

It's something that I can remember as a kid just looking up that reminds me of
Boston or a summer game at Fenway. It's a part of Boston.

Mike Poirier

Watertown, MA

2016-06-28

The Citgo sign has is an iconic landmark which tells everyone where to find
Kenmore Square.

Rody Alexis

Randolph, MA

2016-06-28

Legend never go quietly into the night.

Kevin Baptista

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

I love my city and its unique skyline.

Nancy crowell

Allston, MA

2016-06-28

I love the Citgo sign. It should be a landmark!

Name
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Edwin Ramos

Chelsea, MA

2016-06-28

I'm signing this petition because I believe that the Citgo sign is a landmark of
Boston, when tourist or people from across the world come they search Boston
and find the citgo sign and think "wow that's cool sign I have to see it and take
a picture." It just makes Boston unique.

Pat Sullivan

Arlington, MA

2016-06-28

I am signing up because I cannot image the Boston skyline without this land
mark. It has been there since I was little and I am now in my 60's!! Thank you

maggie Cheney

Sagamore Beach, MA

2016-06-28

It's the view I wake up to every morning!

Thomas Barrasso

Amesbury, MA

2016-06-28

The CITGO sign is part of the Boston skyline, taking its place with the Hancock
and Prudential. Its preservation is part of keeping Boston's history alive. Like
the Old Man of the Mt. was to NH, the iconic nature of the CITGO sign is to
Boston and Massachusetts.

Mary Beaudry

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

It's legendary, it's iconic. Kenmore & Fenway would not be what they are
without it, and hitters at the ball park would no longer be able to "c-it-go"!

Stephen Boyajian

Gainesville, VA

2016-06-28

As a native Bostonian and Red Sox fan, I have to agree with the petition. The
cityscape and Fenway would be different without this iconic sign. It is just as
much a part of the city as any other structure.

Tynan Friend

west newton, MA

2016-06-28

this is a symbol of Boston's strength, uniqueness, and history

Christopher Daley

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

There is no way the CITCO sign can be taken down.

Matt Schiff

Fuquay Varina, NC

2016-06-28

Let's go Red Sox!

Sean Roche

Wells, ME

2016-06-28

The CITGO sign is a Boston icon!

Travis Baxter

Woonsocket, RI

2016-06-28

Because I grew up walking to Fenway and seeing the Citgo sign everyday. It's
a landmark unlike any other in Boston.

Eleni Glekas

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

This sign is a defining feature of Boston's skyline!

Adam Noey

New York, NY, NY

2016-06-28

The sign is an icon!

Corinne Burns

Port Aransas, TX

2016-06-28

BU alum; Citgo sign is a Boston staple. Keep it for the sake of the drunk
college students needing to find their way home.

Thomas DiBenedetto

Winthrop, MA

2016-06-28

The citco sign is a Boston icon! It needs to stay!

Aaron Mariano

Brookline, MA

2016-06-28

I love the sign and it should be granted official landmark status

Don Latino

Lexington, MA

2016-06-28

Streetscapes are important and this sign has become an icon.

Alan Flye

Hancock, ME

2016-06-28

This sign in it's current location are a symbol of Boston and the Red Sox and
have been for years. With cities growing and changing constantly, some things
need to remain to show future generations of that city's great history. This sign
is such a symbol

Melanie Hiris

Prides Crossing, MA

2016-06-28

It's an ICON like RCA puppy we saved in Albany NY

Tracy Tsubokawa

Atlanta, GA

2016-06-28

I just moved here from Atlanta. I love that sign. As you've mentioned, it's very
much a part of Boston & is enjoyed by those who come to this city. I come from
a city that doesn't care about history or anthing that could give the city an
identity. This is why I I chose to leave everything I had to move here. Let's
preserve the city, keep our identity, & keep that Citgo sign!

Ralph Petrucci

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-28

It is Vintage American pop art and irreplaceable - like the Cambridge Shell sign

Claudio Barbosa

Guaratinguetá, Brazil

2016-06-28

Being a brasilian that was only one time at Boston, this CITGO is a memory
from the time I was hosted in Fenway area!

Bridget Phelan

Canton, MA

2016-06-28

Because Boston just wouldn't be the same without the CITGO sign!

Jacqueline Klimas

Washington, DC

2016-06-28

It always felt like I was home once I saw the Citgo sign when I was a student at
Boston University.
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Vinny Fiore

Brighton, MA

2016-06-28

Boston

Valerie Petrillo

Oakville, CT

2016-06-28

This iconic sign is a must to keep as a city landmark!

Joe Piemonte

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

I love the sign and want my children to see it

Joe Dainis

Leicester, MA

2016-06-28

The CITGO sign is an iconic symbol of Boston that should not be removed.

Mark Tosi

Fall River, MA

2016-06-28

It's a historic Boston landmark.

Dan Mitchell

Ashland, MA

2016-06-28

The Citgo sign should be protected as a historical landmark of Boston.

Anthony Deveno

West Springfield, MA

2016-06-28

When I am driving into Boston I see the sign and I know what I will see next old
Fenway park it is just a nice reminder of the good times

Cynthia Winfree

warren, RI

2016-06-28

It is part of the historic Boston landscape and the legend of Fenway Park!

Erik Andersen

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

The sign is beautiful modern art.

Sean Leber

Philadelphia, PA

2016-06-28

As a native Bostonian the citgo sign is an icon of my home. It represents
Boston! Please ensure its safety and longevity.

Kyle Boutilier

Douglas, MA

2016-06-28

It's a Boston landmark

Patricia Saffell

Honiton, United Kingdom

2016-06-28

I grew up in Boston,went to Simmons College,went to Red Sox games and to
me this is a most cherished landmark.Preserve please!

Joanie Lindstrom

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

How can the Citgo sign NOT be granted landmark status? I lived in that bldg in
the photo, the oval window was my apt. You have to save the sign (why that
bldg has remained empty for 20+ years is another story).

Diane Dooley

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

The Citgo sign is a Boston icon!

chris cutler

Melbourne Beach, FL

2016-06-28

It is a landmark that we the people have enjoyed for decades. Let it be !

John Finn

Worcester, MA

2016-06-28

Taking down a Boston Icon such as the Citgo sign; something that has been a
tradition for longer than I have been alive (I am 51) is just not fair to those who
adore it. People from other cities even ask where it is and want to go see it. It
would be like tearing down the Old North Church or shutting down the Swan
Boats

Ann Batterton

Boiling Springs, SC

2016-06-28

The Citgo sign is a Boston landmark and has been for as long as I can
remember. Please consider the request to have the sign officially designated
as a Boston landmark. Even though I no longer reside in the area, I visit quite
often and am always thrilled to see the sign which signals that I am HOME
once again!!!

Kessiah McConchie

Middle Grove, NY

2016-06-28

GO SOX!!!

Michael Deckers

West Hartford, CT

2016-06-28

I am signing this because I grow up with this sign going to Red Sox games and
taking plains to Boston. I want this to be a landmark for life

Sam Chapman

Lausanne, Switzerland

2016-06-28

How else would I have found my way back to campus at night?

Jeffrey Berlin

Melrose, MA

2016-06-28

I'm proud to have lived in and around Boston for the past 40 years.

Michael Deckers

West Hartford, CT

2016-06-28

Please save this sign it has been in the city for a long time and it would be sad
to see it go.

David Maloney

Malden, MA

2016-06-28

It's a landmark that must remain.

arthur howe

Lewiston, ME

2016-06-28

Grew up on mass and love signp

celia Walsh

Duxbury, MA

2016-06-28

Is just right

Eliot Schickler

Brookline, MA

2016-06-28

This sign IS Boston and it needs to stay up in perpetuity!

Cheryl Elder

West McLean, VA

2016-06-28

Part of me will always be a Bostonian. Part of the city is this sign. Keep it in
place!!

Name
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Butts Mary

Fremont, NH

2016-06-28

Being born in Cambridge & that sign is not only a landmark but is recognized in
photos world wide as Boston! This should have historic protection.

Laura Mullin

San Jose, CA

2016-06-28

It's part of Boston and it has to stay. I cannot imagine the Boston skyline
without it or a Red Sox game without it. Please keep it, it is dear to the city

Laura Garneau

Traverse City, MI

2016-06-28

The Citgo sign is a Boston icon that represents the city and the beloved Red
Sox team. I can't imagine the city without it.

Renee Plastino

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

The Citgo sign is a major Boston landmark. It's one of the distinguishing
characteristics of the city skyline. Without it, Boston wouldn't be Boston!

Katharine Stapleton

Westerly, RI

2016-06-28

Santee

I am signing because I spent some of the BEST years of my life living in Boston
and the Citgo sign is as iconic as Fenway Park and The Boston Common. It
serves as a beacon to locals and tourists alike. In a world that changes so
quickly, having historical touchstones matter more and more everyday!

Elizabeth Brown

Leicester, MA

2016-06-28

the Citco sign is a city icon

Robert Bestwick

Middleborough, MA

2016-06-28

Once a landmark to my sisters address

Sam Kinsman

Somerville, MA

2016-06-28

Keep the sign up!

Steven Areiza

Berlin, CT

2016-06-28

The citgo sign is Boston

Anneka Choi

Middlebury, CT

2016-06-28

Proud BU graduate

Matthew O'Brien

Malden, MA

2016-06-28

I love Boston

Evon Quigley

Malden, MA

2016-06-28

I was at the game last week and I couldn't wait for it to get dark and the Sign
came on. That's part of our Red Sox history, when we see the sign we know
Fenway and Kenmore is near ❤️⚾️

Doug Hughes

Brookline, MA

2016-06-28

This sign is a landmark and needs to be saved

Lauren Siegmund

New York, NY

2016-06-28

The Citgo sign is an essential icon of the Boston skyline. It should be protected
as such!

Delores Dalton

Florissant, MO

2016-06-28

I love history.

Warren Seamans

Rumney, NH

2016-06-28

The sign is iconic!

Stewart Pruslin

Wilmington, MA

2016-06-28

It's a strong symbol of the city. Has been my whole life.

miatta shafore

Lowell, MA

2016-06-28

As a former Bostonian, I and countless friends have used the CITGO sign as a
landmark, a beacon to lead us home, a meeting point and as a directional for
any visitor who has yet to navigate the twist and turns of Boston roads. Please
keep the legacy of the CITGO sign alive!

Nancy Silva

Waltham, MA

2016-06-28

The Citgo landmark is a part of Boston history. It is iconic and should be
preserved and honored.

Alissa Sullivan

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-28

It's important to preserve the spirit of Boston!

Stephanie Pfeiffer

Winthrop, MA

2016-06-28

Kenmore square will not be Kenmore Square without the Citgo (formerly City
Service) sign.
We lost the Iconic CocaCola sign from the bottling plant in Cambridge where
the Mass Pike meets Storrow drive. The developer promised to put it back
when the hotel was built and it mysteriously disappeared. Please give this one
landmark status so it will be treated as the historical landmark that it is.

Erin Cronin

Kealakekua, HI

2016-06-28

I grew up in Boston and each time I return the Citgo sign is like a welcoming
beacon. It belongs there permanently.

Linda Clayton

Jamaica Plain, MA

2016-06-28

The CITGO sign is, indeed, iconic and special. Boston wouldn't be the same
without it.

Dennis White

Dorchester, MA

2016-06-28

I believe the Citgo sing deserve landmark status.
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Nihyah Dorf

Plainfield, VT

2016-06-28

to stay in Boston because it is a part of Boston when the sun sets when it gets
dark

vanessa hill

Framingham, MA

2016-06-28

its a icon

Stefan Skalinski

Dorchester, MA

2016-06-28

I'm signing because the citgo sign is a Boston staple. People from all over the
world recognize it when the come to Boston. The backdrop of the green
monster has the citgo sign proudly shining. It as to be a national landmark.

Maria G.

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

I'm signing because the CITGO sign is symbolic of Boston & the people who
view it everyday. It should be protected & remain as such.
Thank you!

Dianne Hanlon-Druyff

Marblehead, MA

2016-06-28

Because people LOVE it, and there's just not enough to love these days.

Daniel True

Leicester, MA

2016-06-28

This sign should not be removed! It is a landmark in the city of Boston

FRANKI TURNER

Charlestown, MA

2016-06-28

I'm signing because its a landmark and I grew up around there and that would
so wrong to see that it has gone away because what I don't know.

Lily Lui

Malden, MA

2016-06-28

That is how I know which way I go to get to Fenway and that I am near. Why
get rid of it?

Patricia Dilorenzo

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

I love the sign

Azmyr Turbides

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

it is one of Boston's most famous land marks Fenway would not be the same!!

Emily Loisel

San Diego, CA

2016-06-28

It's a landmark

Josh Combs

Andover, MA

2016-06-28

The sign is timeless.

fabio benoit

Brockton, MA

2016-06-28

im awesome

Sandy Cali

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

Because it's a part of Boston & a part of us & we love it. ❤ And I believe that
they should've made this long lived Boston icon a landmark years ago.
#helpsaveoursignboston

Vicki Rowland

Watertown, MA

2016-06-28

It wouldn't be Boston without it!

Matthew Mailloux

Brookline, NH

2016-06-28

The Citgo sign is a quintessential Boston landmark, let's make sure it keeps its
place in the skyline.

Nancy Gratrix

Vacaville, CA

2016-06-28

You can't take this ICON away

Ronak Nair

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

It completes my mental picture of Boston being my second home

John Marino

Naples, FL

2016-06-28

It's a Boston Landmark and there is nothing greater to see in that area than
that Citgo Sign. I can remember as a kid sitting in Fenway park just
mesmerized by the way it lit up. Traditions are traditions..and this ICON should
not go. Shame on any develper if they try to change this landscape of our city!

Pamela Hay

Derry, NH

2016-06-28

I have long identified Boston (especially Fenway Park) with this sigh! It has
even been on television in various Boston based shows such as Rizzoli &
Ilse's. We need this sign made as a Landmark to keep it safe. You just knew
where you were when you saw that sign.

Jack Drees

Wakefield, MA

2016-06-28

As one who lives near Boston, and a fan of the Red Sox, I see significance in
this sign. As a child, it was something I'd always notice when going to Fenway
and it has such a nostalgic vibe at this point.

CORY CHEBATOR

Stoughton, MA

2016-06-28

The sign is truly a landmark. it can be seen from all over the city and it helps
identify where you are in the city. not to mention the significance it has to the
red sox and fenway park.

Sarah Zitoli

Medfield, MA

2016-06-28

The CITGO sign is an iconic Boston Landmark! The city wouldn't be the same
without it.

Allison Villali

Waltham, MA

2016-06-28

The sign needs to be protected.
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John Sullivan

Arlington, MA

2016-06-28

How could this not be designated a landmark. It's The last and best example
of neon signs.

Cindy Blanchard

Woonsocket, RI

2016-06-28

I'm signing because it IS a Landmark!! It's as much Boston as the marathon
is!!!

sheryl dagata

Salem, NH

2016-06-28

Sheryl dagata

Ted MacLean

Brookline, MA

2016-06-28

The CITGO sign is a part of what makes Boston special and unqie. Please
keep it right where it is!

Paula Curran

Portland, ME

2016-06-28

I am Boston born. Please Preserve historical landmark.

Jennifer Harenberg

Golden, CO

2016-06-28

This is a Kenmore Square icon!

Mary Tang

Medford, MA

2016-06-28

The CITGO sign should not be removed.

Chris Bagshae

Massillon, OH

2016-06-28

Boston will always have my heart.

David Alfaro

Guatemala, Guatemala

2016-06-28

Porque creo es importante mantengan un ícono de Boston

Andrew Hegarty

Arlington, MA

2016-06-28

The Citgo sign is one of the most famous and recognizable Boston icons and
we should let it fall to bland development that is already ruining the charm of
Kenmore Squ.

Elisheva Zuckerberg

Philadelphia, PA

2016-06-28

The Citgo sign is our north star!

Elisheva Zuckerberg

Philadelphia, PA

2016-06-28

The Citgo sign is our north star!

Jason Boltz

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

The sign is a landmark.

Peri Nawawi

Somerville, MA

2016-06-28

I believe the Citgo sign is truly iconic to the City of Boston and our skyline; it
seems like exactly the type of unique landmark that should be preserved.

Adam Tidd

Atlanta, GA

2016-06-28

It's iconic and will forever change the Boston skyline should it be taken down.

Debra M. Zeida

Falmouth, MA

2016-06-28

My late husband loved it.

Jack Coughlin

Naples, FL

2016-06-28

It is a historic landmark. Even before it was CITGO, it was the City Service
sign.. KEEP IT !!

Chester d'Entremont

Lower West Pubnico,

2016-06-28

Canada
Megan McCarney

Framingham, MA

I just love that Beautiful Sign , Iconic Boston sign and it would NOT be the City
of Boston without it !

2016-06-28

I love the Citgo sign! It reminds me of Boston and my college days, it should be
there for generations to come

Matt Keith

Pittsford, VT

2016-06-28

the citgo sign is a boston landmark

Lucas Wittman

Brookline, MA

2016-06-28

Because Red Sox.

Lindsey Haskins

Johnston, RI

2016-06-28

My childhood.

susan fahey

New Britain, CT

2016-06-28

This has been a landmark for years..It has become a part of the Boston
heritage..

ann pelletier

Wolcott, CT

2016-06-28

It's an icon historic symbol should be kept the way it is

Allison Caron

Waltham, MA

2016-06-28

Eeek! Someone's even THINKING of taking it down?? NOOOO!

Toni Casarano

Malden, MA

2016-06-28

I'm a true Bostonian. The sign is a landmark and belongs right where it is

John Keegan Keegan

Melrose, MA

2016-06-28

Iconic landmark and a work of art in its own right.

Sarah Hall

Medford, MA

2016-06-28

It is iconic- a symbol of Fenway Park and the Red Sox and all of Boston. It
transcends the brand/logo

Ross Huntley

Allston, MA

2016-06-28

The Citgo sign has become a landmark associated with Fenway Park and
Boston as a whole. It should be protected.

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Gerard McParland

Newry, Ireland

2016-06-28

My wife and I both love Boston adn we would not want any of its landmarks
removed

patric rowan

Klawock, AK

2016-06-28

the citgo sign used to shine into the window of my dorm room at BU my
freshman year of college. it is one of the reasons I fell in love with the city I
think of as home.

Jack Luk

South Boston, MA

2016-06-28

Part of Boston's identity lives through the Citgo sign. To change Boston's
identity is to change the citizens of the city's identity.

Ashley Ansolini

Saco, ME

2016-06-28

I love Boston and this sign is a symbol! It would be a SHAME to not see it when
in town.

Alana Stanton

Norwood, MA

2016-06-28

I'm signing because..... BOSTON!!!!

Eliza Woodman

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

Boston isn't Boston without the citgo sign

Anne Nawawi

Wayland, MA

2016-06-28

It wouldn't be Kenmore Square. If we could not see the Citgo sign.

Kenneth Mostone

Lexington, MA

2016-06-28

Its a landmark.

John Molina

Portland, ME

2016-06-28

It's has many history

Miguel Espada

Cambridge,, MA

2016-06-28

I need to keep CITGO for the rest of there lives. Let support CITGO signs.

Suzette Klimas

East Haven, CT

2016-06-28

My daughter went to BU. The sign is definitely a landmark. I'd get spun
around coming out of Fenway and it was my beacon to find the way back.

Robert Baxter

Rutland, VT

2016-06-28

Fenway will never look the same with the sign gone.

Victoria Britton

Middlesex, NJ

2016-06-28

The CITGO sign is iconic to the Boston skyline and one of the first things I look
for when coming back to Boston for alumni events or visiting friends.

Gail McGough

Wollaston, MA

2016-06-28

I've known this sign my entire life and visitors identify this sign with fond
remembrances. Leave the sign alone! So much has changed over time. Let's
make this sign Landmark Status and leave it where it is!!!

Sarah Davidson

Merrimack, NH

2016-06-28

Because this sign represents Boston and should stay where it is!

Sunjay Agtey

Brighton, MA

2016-06-28

It's an iconic sign. When I moved to Boston this was one of the first landmarks I
went to see. Also, love seeing the sign when running the Boston Marathon.

Melissa deutsch

Franklin, MA

2016-06-28

i don't want the sign taken down!!!

Esther Messing

Chestnut Hill, MA

2016-06-28

The CITGO sign is a historic symbol of Boston and should be kept there
forever.

Sophie Bishop

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

This was the first landmark my dad ever taught me about at my first Red Sox
game over. I don't want to lost that memory, and I want generations to continue
to have that.

Keith Desautel

Warwick, RI

2016-06-28

The citgi sign is so famous its even featured as part of fenway park in every
picture and even in the video games takeing it down would be a tragedy

Paul Stonkus

Lynn, MA

2016-06-28

What would a memory of Fenway be, or coming home to Boston from
anywhere, without that sign?!

David DeMarco

Milton, MA

2016-06-28

The Citgo sign "IS" Boston. It has been the quintessential Boston landmark
known throughout the world.

Lisa Hazen

Jersey City, NJ

2016-06-28

I love that sign and have found my way to Fenway park for 40 years because of
it. I see it out my window!

Nancy Pease

Tampa, FL

2016-06-28

I living in Massachusetts for 27 years and went to Simmons College. The Citgo
sign has and always will be apart of Boston!!

Laura Maginnis

Natick, MA

2016-06-28

Boston wouldn't be the same - it's an iconic landmark.

K. B. GROSS

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-28

This sign is an icon of Boston and a work of industrial art that has great
significance.

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Li Han

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

I am a student in NESOP, and I like this sign.

Tim Fraser

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

I'm signing because the Kenmore Sq "Citgo" sign is an important landmark that
identifies Boston around the world.

Bob DeMaria

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

Because the Citgo sign is iconic!

LaTanya Maxwell

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

This is a landmark; leave great things alone.

Elizabeth Norman

Ellington, CT

2016-06-28

I love Boston and all the landmarks and signs that make it what it is

Heidi Miller

Framingham, MA

2016-06-28

The Citgo sign IS Boston. It's a landmark.

Mychaela Kelly

Allston, MA

2016-06-28

I want the Citgo sign to remain a Boston icon!

Sophie Hearne

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

The Citgo sign IS Boston.

Danielle McNeil

Saugus, MA

2016-06-28

This sign is an icon & she be protected

Val Ballestrem

Portland, OR

2016-06-28

This sign is a landmark, even for a Red Sox fan living 3,000 miles away. They
should look at what Portland, OR did with its landmark White Stag sign and
perhaps follow suit.

Deborah Murphy

Rumford, ME

2016-06-28

It is a historical landmark that needs to be preserved.

Madeline Muther

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

The Citgo sign is a Boston Landmark, and deserves recognition as such! Keep
it right where it is!

Scarlett Tamburro

boston, MA

2016-06-28

This is known in boston. It is a part of the city.

Tom Younis

Brookline, MA

2016-06-28

Some things need not change in this new Boston

Erin Martinovich

Natick, MA

2016-06-28

It's an icon, please preserve it!

Kathleen Liberman

ROXBURY CROSSING,

2016-06-28

The Citgo sign in Kenmore Square has been a part of my life since I came to

MA

Boston over 50 years ago to attend college. It would create a void in my life if it
were to disappear.

Raela Ripaldi

Brighton, MA

2016-06-28

This is a Boston Landmark and I can't imagine Kenmore Square without it.
(Even though it is an ad :)

Brianna Bien-Aime

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

I'm signing because the Citgo sign is a very special artifact and as a 22 year
old Bostonian id hate to see it go

David Hose

Natick, MA

2016-06-28

History needs to be preserved.

Paul Curley

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

I agree that the iconic CITGO sign is an important piece of Boston history and
culture and should be preserved.

Pamela Pratt

las vegas, NV

2016-06-28

Please grant the CITGO sign landmark status. It's not just a Boston icon, but a
national one as well. So many baseball fans outside of Massachusetts say "Of
course the game is at Fenway. You can see the sign!"

christopher brisson

Los Angeles, CA

2016-06-28

I'm signing because I was educated in Boston, lived there for seven years,
spent tons of time in Kenmore, and feel it is an essential beacon which helps
define one's navigation and enjoyment of the city. Only the John Hancock
Tower rivals it as a contemporary landmark intrinsic to the city's identity.

Colleen Powell

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

I want to see this sign remain as a Boston landmark .

Kun Cao

Boston, Virgin Islands,

2016-06-28

CITGO lights up Boston Univeristy. It feels so good to be able to see it

U.S.

everyday and to kown that I'm not far from my school, my home.

Patrick McKenna

South Easton, MA

2016-06-28

GO SOX

Piroska Collard

Peabody, MA

2016-06-28

The sign is a landmark

andrea flammia

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-28

That sign is a part of bostons history & sky line, boston wouldn't same without
it. The citco sign is bostons twin towers & I couldn't imagine not seeing that
sign entering or traveling through boston

Name

Location

Date

Comment

joe frio

andover, MA

2016-06-28

It's already a Boston landmark, it should be made official.

Logan Mullen

Springfield, MA

2016-06-28

It's an icon, it simply can't go away

Tyler Fowler

Fall River, MA

2016-06-28

It's a Boston landmark.

Mary Falcione

Chelsea, MA

2016-06-28

This is an icon!

John D Nichols

Preston, CT

2016-06-28

I'm old school Boston. Back years ago this sign at Fenway meant
See it go ie. Citgo

amanda smith

Watertown, MA

2016-06-28

BOSTON &lt;3

LYNNE COPP

Exeter, NH

2016-06-28

Boston ROCKS!! It's WICKED PISSAH!!!

Benjamin Oppenheimer

Boulder, CO

2016-06-28

I love the sign

Omer Comeau

Winchendon, MA

2016-06-28

Everytime we go to Boston thats the first thing we look for next to Fenway Park
it must stay put

Nikhole Stoffel

Lowell, MA

2016-06-28

It is such a land mark staple for Boston it can't go!

Elizabeth Tavano

Ipswich, MA

2016-06-28

Taking down the Citgo Sign in Boston would be equivalent to the French
tearing down the Eiffel Tower...#SAVETHESIGN!!! #CITGOICON

LeeAnn Coleman

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

Boston would not be the same without it! It would be like taking the hollywood
letters off the mountain

Peggy Harrison

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

Since I first learned to drive this sign has helped me find my way home. Icon

Mike Armold

Mount Joy, PA

2016-06-28

It's a symbol of history in Boston that shouldn't be taken down or threatened

Tony Ursillo

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

The Citgo sign is an icon of Boston.

Morgan Robb

Rocky Hill, CT

2016-06-28

The Citgo sign is iconic. As a Red Sox fan and a student in the city, the sign is
like a North Star. Kenmore square would be bare without it

Sheila Chabot

Millbury, MA

2016-06-28

This is a Boston Icon and a piece of history should not be just thrown away!

Melissa Candido

Fort Lauderdale, FL

2016-06-28

I am an alumni of Northeastern University and I lived in Boston for numerous
years. This is a vital landmark and should be preserved despite the sale of the
building!

David Olsen-Billet

Ashburnham, MA

2016-06-28

The Citgo sign is sacred

Amanda Silvia

Fall River, MA

2016-06-28

It's a landmark!

Kristin DeAngelis

Chicago, IL

2016-06-28

It's iconic and you can't remove an icon from Boston

Neil Silberman

Branford, CT

2016-06-28

This cultural landscape is part of who I am

Jacqueline Kelly

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

Its an icon and I can always find my way home looking for citgo sign

Janet Santackas

Alamogordo, NM

2016-06-28

I'm from Waltham and Cambridge Massachusetts, my father in law worked on
the blueprints and the building of the citgo sign.

Megan Doherty

Brookline, MA

2016-06-28

I'm signing because the Citgo sign makes the Boston skyline unique and
recognizable.

Kyle Faticoni

Marina del Rey, CA

2016-06-28

Just like the Pru, the Citgo sign is an integral part of the Boston skyline.
Removing it would be removing part of Boston itself.

Nicole Gergits

Brookline, MA

2016-06-28

We simply cannot take this down!

Edward Gildea

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

Because I love it when players hit a homer over the Monster and "C-it-go" (-Joe
Carter)

Melanie Burnett

Allston, MA

2016-06-28

I'm signing because of the feeling of "home" i get everytime return to Boston
and see this sign.

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Rick Kanaski

Savannah, GA

2016-06-28

One of the memorable & iconic landmarks in Kenmore Square...you knew the
ballpark was around the corner & BU just down the street. Losing it diminishes
Boston

Adam Naessig

Bloomsburg, PA

2016-06-28

Preservation is cool

Janice Marchut Conrad

West Chazy, NY

2016-06-28

Some things are just part of the Boston experience and make visitors and / or
residents smile. Please preserve the Citgo sign.

Paula McCutcheon

clermont, FL

2016-06-28

I grew up outside of Boston! Kerp the sign!

Wayne Mory

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

Icons are important to pass from generation to generation

Ryan McDaniel

Santa Monica, CA

2016-06-28

Fenway wouldn't be the same without that sign in the background!

neil neitlich

cambridGe, ME

2016-06-28

lived in Boston all my life can't imagine taking it away would be a sad day

Thomas Harrison

Augusta, GA

2016-06-28

It's as much a part of Boston as the Freedom Trail.

james allen

Lowell, MA

2016-06-28

It's a part of Boston that says you're home! It would be dead wrong if Boston
University did away with the classic, iconic neon sign.

Nick Tortola

Plymouth, NH

2016-06-28

It's the citgo sign it has to stay!

Richard Phillips

Rotonda West, FL

2016-06-28

I will always be from Boston no matter where I live!

Donna grand Pre

Mount Kisco, NY

2016-06-28

Leave the sign - the charm and the landmark!

shirlee walsh

Lancaster, MA

2016-06-28

Save the sign....important part of Kenmore Sq....

Becky Kidder Smith

Boston, MA

2016-06-28

#CitgoSign=Boston

Tordis Isselhardt

Woodford, VT

2016-06-29

Landmarks are a key to an enduring sense of place.

Donna Davis

Reading, MA

2016-06-29

Boston strong!!

George Garron

Pompano Beach, FL

2016-06-29

It would not be Kenmore Sq without the iconic sign. NY has Times Sq and all
the gaudy TV screens. Boston has the sign. Every homer to left field from
Fenway, prompts me to say C IT GO!

Matthew Edmonston

Pembroke, MA

2016-06-29

Because!

Jeff Howard

Old Orchard Beach, ME

2016-06-29

It's part of the Fenway skyline.

Eliza Clary

Duluth, GA

2016-06-29

This sign is more than just a sign, it's a piece of Boston history & deserves to
remain as such

Kim Labagnara

Sudbury, MA

2016-06-29

I can't imagine Boston without this landmark. It's a part of our history.

Lauren Richard

Attleboro, MA

2016-06-29

I'm signing because I was born in the great city of Boston. This is just one of
our fabulous landmarks that need to be protected and saved. We have lost so
many! We can't lose any more!!

Andrew Broughton

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

It's a icon that I don't want to change or leave our city, long live the Citgo Sign!!

Kory Scott

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

It's a landmark and needs to remain forever shining bright for everyone to
see!!!

Lisa Harrison

Windsor, CT

2016-06-29

This sign was my stalwart companion in the seventies when I was learning my
way around Boston. I knew if I could see it I was not lost.

Steven Barbour

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

I went to BU. This sign is meaningful for the entire city. It adds to the night
skyline. It needs to be preserved.

Steve MacArthur

Bridgewater, MA

2016-06-29

As an iconic landmark on the Boston skyline, it's a part of the fabric and history
of the entire region.

Nancy Farrington

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

I love the CITGO sign. It is us.

Lauren Little

Allston, MA

2016-06-29

I love the CITGO sign and want it to stay around!!!

Andy Munzing

cicero, IL

2016-06-29

It is as Boston as baked beans!

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Barbara Harmon

North Conway, NH

2016-06-29

It is a landmark and my father Thomas J.
Joyce is the Electrical Engineer who designed what we have seen for years
now in the Boston Skyline.

Pamela Dugas Vars

Norwich, CT

2016-06-29

This may be a sign to some but it's an icon, landmark, special memory to
others!! Great accent to Fenway Park also!!

Kristen Lucey

Quincy, MA

2016-06-29

This sign is an icon. When you think of Fenway you think of the sign. I
remember seeing it as a kid and knew now my kids love it.

Diana DeShiro

Hyde Park, MA

2016-06-29

It's part of history!!! I'd be devastated to see it go.

Dawn Feinstein

Hanover, MA

2016-06-29

It's been there my whole life. It goes hand and hand with Fenway Park

John Gaynor

Norton, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is Boston. And without it Boston wouldn't be the same

Donna Maybury

Gloucester, MA

2016-06-29

My grandfather worked for the electrical company that put the sign up. It's a
part of Boston's, and my family's history.

Robin Doyle

Lowell, MA

2016-06-29

It is a staple in Boston and should be taken very good care of!

Jessica Stewart

Lakeland, FL

2016-06-29

For the love of Boston...you're my home !

Kasey Eiklor

Candor, NY

2016-06-29

It means a lot to someone dear to me

Sherolyn Milles

Rochester, NY

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is my landmark to Fenway from Back Bay when I'm in town for a
Sox Game. Don't take it away!!!)

Kathy Zimo

Abington, MA

2016-06-29

it's our Times Square ball, it's our Hollywood sign, it's our Disney castle...you
know you are in Boston with our Citgo sign:)

Patty Amora-Pender

Brookline, NH

2016-06-29

It is an important landmark and it goes with Fenway Patk.

Courtney Velez

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

Boston is my home ❤

Jacqueline Chen

Dedham, MA

2016-06-29

Being a BU alum, the Citgo sign was my North Star and I never want it to fade!

Catherine Kelly

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

It is a landmark!!

Liz Cowan

Edgewater, MD

2016-06-29

Itsba part of boston. Enough said

Marilyn Wisd

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-29

I'm signing because I think the Citco sign is a Boston landmark and should be
protected as such. Thank you.

Kara Canole

Milford, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo Sign is a staple of Boston. It's a landmark for directions and just for
the city itself. It's the heart of boston

Douglas Michaud

Baldwin, ME

2016-06-29

It's the friggen Citgo sign ked of course I'm signing #citgo#landmark

Cathy Hontz

Bellingham, MA

2016-06-29

I'm a lifelong Masshole  Love Boston and my Sox ⚾️❤️⚾️❤️ No
need to take it down .. If it's not broke don't fix it! Lol

Kathleen Clements

Milton, MA

2016-06-29

Why do we have to destroy something that has so much history and value to
the people and visitors of Boston for the sake of a dollar.

Maria Muñoz

Everett., Colombia

2016-06-29

Maria Lorena Munoz.

Caryl Munsell

Ipswich, MA

2016-06-29

It should be a historic Boston landmark

Elena Mirti

Arlington, VA

2016-06-29

I'm signing because that sign led me to Kenmore Square when I was a young
girl going out with friends. I remember it fondly. Please save that wonderful
landscape.

stephen souther

Weymouth, MA

2016-06-29

The citgo sign is iconic to the Fenway area and should be a landmark. It's
history and once it's gone, it's gone forever.

Jessica Legault

Auburn, MA

2016-06-29

This sign has been a part of Boston for as long as I can remember. It should
stay in Boston.

Kim Burgess

Manchester, NH

2016-06-29

Historical Landmark

Name
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Amy Robillard

Lynn, MA

2016-06-29

How would I find my way!

Gary Wilson

Brockton, MA

2016-06-29

The sign is a part of Boston like Fenway Park itself or the gas tanks in
Dorchester.

Matthew Cobrin

Cranston, RI

2016-06-29

It scares me to see such beautiful signage to be wasted and replaced with
something out of Corel Draw or Photoshop. Despite the sign being a bit out of
place as it is a Texas-based company, it brings familiar to the Boston along with
raw signage beauty like Pizzeria Regina's. Let the next generations of college
students throughout Greater Boston experience these signage beauties and
realize the impact of conserving them.

cristine nadeau

Newton, NH

2016-06-29

It's a Boston staple. Should just stay.

Arlene Farber

Medford, MA

2016-06-29

That sign is a landmark, one I looked for every time I went to Boston with my
dad for a red Sox game.

Theresa Kelly

Melrose, MA

2016-06-29

Our Citgo sign has been a thread in the weaving of Boston's history. It needs to
remain as such. Leave it alone. For the love of God, stop trying to change the
landscape of this beautiful city.

Ashley Wallace

State College, PA

2016-06-29

I grew up in Tewksbury and even though I am not in MA anymore this symbol
brings me home.

Gary Hamer

Manchester, NH

2016-06-29

Do not destroy this great Boston iconic landmark.

Trenda Wallace

Tewskbury, MA

2016-06-29

I love the Red Sox and it is part of the game

Jacki Bates

Barnstable, MA

2016-06-29

Save the CITGO sign!!!

Lisa Scholl

Whitinsville, MA

2016-06-29

We live the Red Sox and all things Fenway related!!

nancy martin

millbury, MA

2016-06-29

To preserve the iconic Citgo sign, it a part of Boston!

Bonnie Brown

Methuen, MA

2016-06-29

I work at the Center for Anxiety at BU in Kenmore Square. We use this sign
when providing directions to our patients because almost everyone knows
where the Citgo sign is.

cheryl raps

dallas, TX

2016-06-29

Remember what happened when the Big Bambino was traded to NY?
Sometimes you should leave well enough alone.

Jennifer Mulready

Newton, MA

2016-06-29

I was shocked that it wasn't already a protected landmark.

Jonathan Sheffield

Everett, MA

2016-06-29

CITGO sign IS Boston.

Andrea Leahy

Waltham, MA

2016-06-29

I am a Bostonian born and raised and to lose this landmark would be
devastating.

John cooper

Medford, MA

2016-06-29

I think this sign is a national landmark, it's moderates Boston, every single Red
Sox game their it is, it's in movies and video games! it's an icon that like the
state house should always be a shining beacon of our city, our home!!

Nancy Mills

Alexandria, NH

2016-06-29

I'm signing because for more than sixty years I've seen the CITGO sign
associated with my beloved Fenway Park and the most awesome Red Sox.
They shouldn't be separated! Save the CITGO sign!

Jennifer Hilton

Stoughton, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is a landmark of Boston. Without it kenemore square wil not be
complete.

Lora Beck

Medford, MA

2016-06-29

Boston landmark.

Nancy Chase

East Falmouth, MA

2016-06-29

It's an icon. Some things should be left alone and not changed and this is one
of them!

Patrick Howe

Belmont, MA

2016-06-29

I love that sign!

William Kicher

Douglas, MA

2016-06-29

Love Fenway and that's part of history

Name
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Jacob Kinnane

Holliston, MA

2016-06-29

The sign helps people know where they are and need to go from that point on
ad a landmark

Laurie Gandolfo

Revere, MA

2016-06-29

I am signing this petition because the CITGO sign is part of our city. When I
see it I know Iam home. Please keep it a part of Bostons history.

Anne T. Campbell

Medford, MA

2016-06-29

To the residents of Boston and the surrounding communities, the CITGO sign
iIS an iconic landmark and should be protected as such!

Alexandria Duplantis

Braintree, MA

2016-06-29

It should stay.

Laura Dunn

Mansfield, MA

2016-06-29

The CITCO sign is life!

Nick Type

Melrose, MA

2016-06-29

you cant just get rid of the citgo sing its as iconic as the Prudential center and
fenway

Anne Luevano

Wayland, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is a Boston landmark!

Karen Estes

Baldwinville, MA

2016-06-29

The sign brings back memories of childhood. It was always exciting to see the
sign when we went to Boston.

Darlene Hayner

Stoughton, MA

2016-06-29

This sign needs to be made a landmark as it's been part of Boston forever!

Jonathan Rawcliffe

Saugus, MA

2016-06-29

It's a classic landmark that we all grew up seeing and continue to love, and to
see the sign disappear would take Boston's one of a kind identity away.

Latoya Rose

Providence, RI

2016-06-29

I'm signing this because I was raised in the Dot (Dorchester). I can't count how
many times this sign led my way late nights. Keep it!

Marie Burns

Wilmington, MA

2016-06-29

My Dad worked on the electrical when it was first erected it means a lot to me!

Mark Dolan

Greenville, RI

2016-06-29

This is an iconic symbol of my childhood.

Steven Golub

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

Landmark it need to stay

Kathleen Nichols

Norwich, CT

2016-06-29

This is part of people's childhoods - must leave as is.. please!

Derek Ellsworth

Danville, NH

2016-06-29

It needs to stay

Carol Rose

Lakewood, CO

2016-06-29

I am signing because the CITGO sign let's me know I'm home. It's an iconic
landmark that I've been endeared to for almost 65 years.

laura Hamilton

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

Its a part of Boston and should remain a part of Boston.

Stephanie Pavao

Intervale, NH

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is such a historic part of Boston and a good memory of my
years living /going to school in Boston. It would be tragic for it to be removed.
That sign and the Red Sox...quintessential Boston!

Dianne Tylus

Methuen, MA

2016-06-29

It's a landmark

Deborah Brown

Ashland, MA

2016-06-29

Born grown Mass !!! Landmark. Not everything needs to be removed or
changed.

Sarah Mather

Somerville, MA

2016-06-29

Everyone knows the sign it's been in kenmore forever don't mess with it

Mike Morris

Anderson, SC

2016-06-29

Anyone that has run the Boston Marathon needs to sign this petition.

Lynn Sorrentino

Winthrop, MA

2016-06-29

It's been there all my life! It's definitely one of the staples in Boston

Amy erb

Beverly, MA

2016-06-29

This is my only landmark on being able to find out how to get to Fenway . Great
sign please don't take it

Kerry Alexander

Lowell, MA

2016-06-29

It's as much a part of Boston's image as Fenway Park. Loosing it would be a
shame and forever alter the image and perception people have of Boston.

Patrick Coughlin

Plaistow, NH

2016-06-29

I love Boston and it's and important icon to the city and I see no reason to get
rid of ot

Nancy Gastonguay

San Leandro, CA

2016-06-29

I grew up in MA and always look for the sign when in Boston. Let's save it!!

Kristen Kean

Richmond, KY

2016-06-29

As a former resident of that area, I feel like it just won't be the same without the
Citgo sign. Keep it!
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Mary Folker

Stafford Springs, CT

2016-06-29

I grew up outside of Boston and some icons should remain

Kaylyn Leighton

Lowell, MA

2016-06-29

When I first moved to boston the Cisco sign wasn't just a cool sight but a staple
in navigating around the city. I knew how to find my way home by its location
and I often told visitors the trick. Taking it away is like knocking down the pru
which is another major landmark newcomers can use to navigate this amazing
city.

Steven Major

Anchorage, AK

2016-06-29

I was born and raised near Boston and still an avid RED Sox fan

kirsten nagiba

colchester, VT

2016-06-29

I am a native Bostonian and that sign is part of the city's history and skyline. It's
a landmark, an orientation point and I cany imagine my city without it. Please
save it!

Elle Parker

Worcester, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign, IS a piece of history, as is Fenway ! It brings us back to our
childhood and our college nights....

Rachel Didomenico

Wilmington, MA

2016-06-29

Citgo sign is already a Boston landmark!!!

Carolanne Hoover

Mashpee, MA

2016-06-29

OMG this is a Boston ICON

James Erdmann

Waltham, MA

2016-06-29

I'm signing because this landmark is a historic piece of Boston and should
never be removed

Melinda Morrell

Natick, MA

2016-06-29

It is only right to keep it. Use some historical site code!

Theresa Gates

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

its a part of Boston

Nancy Dayian

Hopkinton, MA

2016-06-29

It's a Boston landmark

Judy Hull

Rochester, NY

2016-06-29

Iconic!

Mrs K Resnick

Ridgeville, SC

2016-06-29

I am Boston, born and bred. Originally from Mission Hill area. I LOVE Boston.
I love the history, the pace, the people, the sports, the history, even the traffic.
Please keep it! It is an icon for Fenway!

Shea Strafuss

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

It's iconic and should remain.

Justin Perry

Wells, ME

2016-06-29

I got engaged at Fenway. The sign has to stay

Matt Graham

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

its boston historic

sean trott

Gloucester, MA

2016-06-29

It belong there

Marilyn Barrington

Savannah, GA

2016-06-29

That sign is just classic Boston. Moved south 5 years ago, but I can always
smile and remember my childhood visits to Fenway and Boston whenever I see
it :)

Lauri Turner

Worcester, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is such a well-known landmark in Boston. It would be a shame
to lose it.

Katrina Hicks

Kapolei, HI

2016-06-29

I grew up with my family in Amesbury MA and spent summers with my aunt
and grandma in Quincy MA. That sign has always been a landmark whether
officially or unofficially. It's how you knew where you were and helped find you
way around the city. It is a part of Boston.

andrea smith

groton, CT

2016-06-29

I'm a Sox fan!!! This sign belongs here. It's a historic landmark!!!!!!

Laura Patten

Lynn, MA

2016-06-29

I have spent many weekends in Boston throughout my childhood and life and
this sign is a huge part of my memories and life and to get rid of it would be
devastating

Edward Lau

Needham, MA

2016-06-29

The CITGO sign greeted me the first night I arrived in Boston as a freshman,
looking out the window from Shelton Hall. It should continue to radiate for
many more to come. The Back Bay skyline is undefined without the CITGO
sign.
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Christopher Lazar

Lee, NH

2016-06-29

Whenever I went to a red soxs game after the long trip down from NH, and I
saw the big buildings and whenever I saw that sign, I knew we were close to
the field. Still to this day whenever I see that sign, nothing but good memories
come flooding back.

Mary McNeil

Moscow Mills, MO

2016-06-29

I identify with the CITGO sign for several reasons and one is of particular
interest to me. Having been transplanted from Boston to St. Louis I recently got
a tattoo of the cities skylines. Boston's included the CITGO sign. Please keep
the sign!!!

Donna LaFontaine

Cumberland, RI

2016-06-29

I ran the Boston Marathon and that sign kept me going

Nunciata Sullivan

Charlton, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is an icon of Boston and must be recognized as such

Michelle Ruth

Columbus, OH

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is such an iconic part of B▲st▲n and Kenm▲re Square! Please
protect it! Bostonians ♥ the ▲ sign!

Francis Carnevale

Abington, MA

2016-06-29

with out that sign fenway would not be the same that sign has been there
longer then I have been alive it is a true Boston land mark

Lori Hutchinson

Cibolo, TX

2016-06-29

It is a beloved sign from my childhood. I grew up on the south shore and
CITGO sign was always a welcoming sight when we went to a Red Sox game.
When i was older i was able to find Fenway by going towards the CITGO sign.

Norman Storey

Sutton, MA

2016-06-29

Its a historical landmark write it in under the agreement to the new owner the
sign must stay

Tabitha Conyers

Wentzville, MO

2016-06-29

My grandfather built that sign! I want to see it kept as part of the Boston
skyline!

Jason Ingersoll

Tewksbury, MA

2016-06-29

The sign is to iconic to go away !!!! It's just as much part of the sky line as the
Pru...

Mary Reitano

Tewksbury, MA

2016-06-29

This is a landmark for our city. It is time that is should be recognized as one.
When people visit our beloved city they all know about it and it's a great asset
to our community.

Bob Clough

Danvers, MA

2016-06-29

It is a classic Boston Landmark

John Cabral

Ashland, VA

2016-06-29

I'm a native of Framingham having to live in Virginia . 508-581-7204.Been a
Sox fan since 1966. It's a Fenway fixture and should be preserved!

Riannon Heasley

Wrentham, MA

2016-06-29

The CITGO sign is a legacy

Haley Vuong

Everett, MA

2016-06-29

I'm signing because Citgo is what makes Boston, Boston!

Elaine Foley

Melrose, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is a Boston icon. It deserves landmark status.

Michelle Bedard

Pelham, NH

2016-06-29

It would be sad to see it gone. I can't imagine Kenmore Square without it!

Debbie Severance

Leadville, CO

2016-06-29

I'm a Bostonian who thinks the sign should stay!

Krista-Lyn Campbell

Danvers, MA

2016-06-29

Boston Strong! 

Cameron Snell

Scottsbluff, NE

2016-06-29

I love the Red Sox and this is history!

Mariah Hughes

Norwood, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is an integral part of the Boston skyline. New York has the
Empire State Building, Paris has the Eiffel Tower, Hollywood has the Hollywood
sign, and Boston has the Citgo Sign. It can't go.

Christine Beshara

Salem, NH

2016-06-29

The CITGO sign IS KENMORE SQUARE!!

Korinna Dennehey

North Adams, MA

2016-06-29

I'm from Boston. Don't mess with our culture. You will get massive backlash.

Christopher Laforest

Everett, MA

2016-06-29

The sign is cool

Naomi Bragg

Kankakee, IL

2016-06-29

My grandfather made this, and I would love to see this part of my heritage
remain in its rightful place.
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Nicholas Fosman

Salem, NH

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is not just part of a building, but it's part of the Red Sox, part of
Kenmore Square, and part of Boston's identity.

Melissa Farnsworth

Las Vegas, NV

2016-06-29

This sign IS Boston!

Thomas Betschart

Orlando, FL

2016-06-29

MAKE IT A LANDMARK!

Daniel Weiner

New Bedford, MA

2016-06-29

I love the sign. It's iconic.

Dee Yuele

Brookline, MA

2016-06-29

It's part of the Boston skyline, don't mess with greatness.

Michael ODonnell

West Palm Beach, FL

2016-06-29

It is a landmark and should remain where it is

JoAnne Herrero

Watertown, MA

2016-06-29

Boston is a place of history and great memories. The Citgo sign is another
symbol of how strong we are and has been standing tall above Kenmore for yrs
a great site to see coming in or out of Boston or watching a game at Fenway. It
wouldn't be the same with out it.

Matt cail

Norwood, MA

2016-06-29

Born and raised in Boston area . Thus Citgo sign is a major landmark

Julia Campeti

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

Boston wouldn't be the same without it!

loretta meagher

Southbridge, MA

2016-06-29

The citgo sign should stay where it is! Wonderful landmark for Boston and the
Red Soxs!!

Mike Bragg

Kankakee, IL

2016-06-29

Keep the sign, it's history now.

Raymond McGinnis

Lincoln, RI

2016-06-29

Boston and Fenway won't be the same without the CITGO sign!!!

Lisa Gale

Maynard, MA

2016-06-29

This sign is a part of Boston!

Kelly Patterson

San Francisco, CA

2016-06-29

I spent 16 years as a resident of Boston and greatly appreciate the historic
aspect of the city and its landmarks.

David Moranville

Taunton, MA

2016-06-29

Because it part of Boston and Kenmore square

Linda Sullivan

Newton, MA

2016-06-29

the Citgo sign IS a landmark..

Lisa Pullem

Ashland, KY

2016-06-29

I'm signing because I think the Citgo sign is an iconic landmark in the city of
Boston and should be preserved.

Jamie Freedman

Georgetown, MA

2016-06-29

The Citco sign is an icon of Kenmore Square and Fenway Park. It is an
important part of the city.

Mike Karamas

Bristol, CT

2016-06-29

The citgo sign IS Boston!

Thom Colby

Newport Beach, CA

2016-06-29

I'm a native Boston and it is part of the city's history.

Austin Pellegrino

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

ITS A HUGE PART OF BOSTON MY HOME!!!!!!!

Tim Maracle

Colorado Springs, CO

2016-06-29

I grew up just north of Boston, attended Northeastern University and it is
rumored that my grandfather made that sign. It has been a Boston landmark
and is connected to the Fenway faithful for the Red Sox nation.

Meredyth Leahy

East Sandwich, MA

2016-06-29

It IS a landmark

Paul Lachance

quincy, MA

2016-06-29

This sign has been a landmark of Boston for a while.

Barb Segura

Boca Raton, FL

2016-06-29

Boston is a historic city. Save the history.

Stephanie Hintzen

Chesapeake, VA

2016-06-29

People around here seem to like it

Christina Rubino

Peabody, MA

2016-06-29

I have loved this sign since I was a young girl. It is not only a symbol of
nostalgia for myself but also for the city. To remove the Citco sign down from
the Boston skyline would be nothing short or a crime.

Claudia Schab

Somerville, MA

2016-06-29

I'm signing because it signifies to many the city of Boston itself and confirms for
us who live here the home of our beloved Sox!!

zoraya yanar

El Paso, TX

2016-06-29

It's a great memorie from my time living in Boston!!
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Alexander Pellegrino

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

I'm signing because I am from Boston and this sign has been apart of the city
for years and is a huge landmark. Please keep the CITGO sign alive!!!!!!!!!

Faith Griffin

Effingham, IL

2016-06-29

My grandfather built this and it's the most precious to our family and they don't
make them that way anymore! Plz preserve this historical monumen!

Chris Brown

Quincy, MA

2016-06-29

It has been a landmark in bostons eyes for a long time. Why not make it official,
cuz they shouldn't remove it.

Kenneth Ferullo jr.

Everett, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is a stamp of not only the Red Sox but the people of Boston as
well. It is a historic landmark that people from all over the world go see when
they visit this great city!

Erika Mc

West Roxbury, MA

2016-06-29

Who in their right mind would WANT this sign torn down? Anybody that grew
up here, or lives the Red Sox would be devastated to see this go. It must be
given Landmark Status!

Michelle Muller

Quincy, MA

2016-06-29

The sign is iconic!!!!!! We love our city!

Dennis Cunningham

Waban, MA

2016-06-29

I went to school in Kenmore Square. Like so many others, I feel that the sign
symbolizes continuity in an area where so much has changed. My school has
moved, Waterman's is gone, the Rat is gone. What is more iconic than the
sign? The swanboats? The tea kettle? The grasshopper? True, all are but the
Citco sign can be seen from a far greater distance announcing one's arrival in
Beantown. Please keep it shining bright after I've gone too. DjC

Toray Monteiro

Milford, NH

2016-06-29

I was born & raised in Boston & would love to see history stay where it belongs

Alexandra Prim

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is home to me. If we're friends, you've probably heard me say
this but, when my mom was growing up in the projects in Brighton, she could
see it out her bedroom window. The Citgo sign was her nightlight and it's
always made me feel safe, proud, and like I belong somewhere. I know it can
be interpreted as weird--or even bad--to feel so strongly about a gas station ad.
But it's so much more than that now. A lot of bad things happen in this world.
Signing this petition is a tiny, easy way to do something good.

Donna Brady

Worcester, MA

2016-06-29

Please keep this sign. As a child going to a Red Sox game I always with my
dad, I knew that we were now at Fenway park.

Diane Lisker Belyea

Winthrop, MA

2016-06-29

It definitely should be a landmark. It has been here for so many years and
gives people great memories.

Connie Martin l

Jupiter, FL

2016-06-29

History , when are we going to stop tearing it down and start preserving our
past.

Judi McLaughlin

Medford, MA

2016-06-29

The most beautiful skyline in the world would be lost without the Citgo sign.

Reece Cardwell

Amsterdam, Australia

2016-06-29

I went to school at BU and my apartment overlooked the Citgo sign, it's an
institution and should be saved.

Breanne Kovatch

Florida, NY

2016-06-29

For BU

Gayne Dorio

Sanford, FL

2016-06-29

The citgo sign IS Boston

Thomas Laquiere

Clinton township, MI

2016-06-29

Great part of Red Sox, Fenway History!

Mike Jiran

Jersey City, NJ

2016-06-29

I'm not from Boston, but closer to home, the red neon Pepsi-Cola sign on the
East River and the giant clock that originally topped the Colgate factory on the
Hudson River have been preserved, and rightfully so. Iconic signs like these
(and like the Citgo sign) transcend their original advertising purpose and
contribute to a sense of place. If the Citgo sign isn't a landmark that tells the
viewer of any photograph he or she is looking at Boston, than neither is
Fenway Park, Fanueil Hall, or the Prudential building.

Douglas Blois

Holliston, MA

2016-06-29

Its a landmark
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Mark Bocash

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

This should be considered a Historic
Landmark. We can't keep tearing
vintage structures down and try to
retain the past. Once something is gone, it is gone for good.

Paul Farrell

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-29

The sign has become an icon, so it's a part of our self-image, the time of the
Rat and loving that dirty water.

John Young

Malden, MA

2016-06-29

CITCO have long gone from Boston, but the Sign is synonymous with Boston
and the Red Sox.

Veronica Joseph

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-29

I lived in Boston for 7 years and worked at 650 Beacon...the CITGO sign is an
iconic Boston landmark and should be preserved!

Kristen Flynn

Barnstable, MA

2016-06-29

That sign is a true Boston landmark and means the world to Massachusetts
residents.

Sue Dietrich

Australia

2016-06-29

This is the sign my boyfriend and I looked out upon from the top of the
prudential center when he first told me he loved me a zillion years ago. This
"City Service" sign should never go.

Jean Bovio

Salem, MA

2016-06-29

This has been part of my childhood and I have always shown my kids and
grand kids the iconic sign . Please save it

Ann Tennis

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is the heart of Boston..you see that sign and you feel safe and
at home...please keep this

Denise Maggio

Center Conway, NH

2016-06-29

My friend's late father, Tom Joyce, designed this sign. It's iconic.

Jess Swazey

Somerville, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is part of our iconic skyline; it would be a complete tragedy to
lose it.

Paul Jenkins

Waldorf, MD

2016-06-29

For five years, finding my way home late at night was as easy as walking
towards the Citgo sign.

Lindsey Meyers

Quincy, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is a part of this city's personality!

George Garcia MD

Canton, MA

2016-06-29

I have s great view from my condo. It is a selling feature that would affect the
price. Also, the history of that area is intrinsically associated with Boston.

Maureen Silenzi

Northborough, MA

2016-06-29

This is an important landmark in the history of not only the Red Sox but also
the city of Boston.

Beth Duquette

Boylston, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is a Boston icon!

Meredith Chamorro

Dingmans Ferry, PA

2016-06-29

The citgo sign is a Boston landmark. Kenmore Square wouldn't be the same
with out it.

Carl Licence

Ashland, MA

2016-06-29

It's a city and regional icon. We've lost the Coke sign and can't afford to loose
this one!

Daryl DeLuca

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

CITGO has more than a half century tradition in Boston and should be
maintained as is as its an Iconic structure which can be seen all over the city
of Boston.

Enid Cruz-Cabrera

revere, MA

2016-06-29

I LOVE THE SIGN!

Julie Fairweather

Wakefield, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is a staple in Boston's skyline and it would be horrible to see it
ever removed.

Scott Devlin

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

For someone who has lived and worked in the city for over 10 years, the Citgo
sign's significance as a landmark is self evident. Change (read development) in
this city is inevitable, and that's OK, so long as landmarks like these are
protected so that folks like me can always come back and see that beautiful,
familiar glow!

jennifer gruttadauria

Millis, MA

2016-06-29

love the sign
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Gary Kelley

Marlborough, MA

2016-06-29

It screams Boston!

Marlene Miranda

Tewksbury, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is a landmark that I recognize when I go to Boston. Please
keep it.

JoAnn Devitt

Proviedence, RI

2016-06-29

I was born and bred in Boston. I lived in the Kenmore area for many years. The
sign is indeed a landmark.

Georgette Altimari

Albany, NY

2016-06-29

This sign is iconic to Boston. It is historic. It is part of the landscape of this great
city.

Loriann Chisholm

Norton, MA

2016-06-29

I believe th citgo sign should be a landmark. It's iconic! How else could you
find Fenwy?

NANCY SPANOS

Lowell, MA

2016-06-29

Tell me what I can do to make it stay!!!! When I was younger I always used it
as a landmark. Now as I sit here in my office at MGH I can see it's reflection in
the window. I always want to see that reflection!

donna lawnsby

salem, MA

2016-06-29

Its a landmark

Lisa Green

Plymouth, MA

2016-06-29

I can't imagine bostons skyline without the

Caroline Haidul

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

The CITGO Sign is such an important part of Boston. We need to do everything
we can to keep it safe.

Benjamin Tanenbaum

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo Sign is a Boston icon!

Ryan Wasserman

Bolton, CT

2016-06-29

This is an icon that adds to the uniqueness of the Boston skyline, and serves
as the "North Star" of all Boston Nightlife

Carolyn Emberley

Winchendon, MA

2016-06-29

I love the sign. It really is symbolic to Boston!

Joseph williams

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

It should be a landmark

Gabriel Goldberg

Newmarket, NH

2016-06-29

I don't want to C IT GO.

Milo Lanoue

Sergeantsville, NJ

2016-06-29

I grew up in MA, and spent my college and formative career years under the
lights of this iconic work of industrial art. Keep the sign lit for our children and
grandchildren, so that they may know and appreciate the unmistakeable
historical pieces of Boston that we all know and love.

debbie fidler

Lakeville, MA

2016-06-29

This sign is such a piece of Boston! You could never get lost as ling as you
could see that sign.

David Hartman

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-29

Our landmarks should be protected and preserved.

Louise Russell

ashburnham, MA

2016-06-29

It is a Boston iconic landmark. We need to keep it!

Nicole Devlin

Marshfield, MA

2016-06-29

I'm originally from Boston and definitely think it earned the landmark status ...
Everyone knows it!!!

Karen Brewster

Methuen, MA

2016-06-29

I love Boston and the Red Sox. To me, the the CITGO sign symbolizes both
and has become sort of a beacon of inspiration for me.

Lisa Cruz

Lakeland, FL

2016-06-29

That sign has been there so long and is part of the Boston that makes me smile

Brianna Kincart

Brookline, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign against the sunrise on my early morning runs reminds me every
time of how much I love this city.

Sandy Griffin

Littleton, MA

2016-06-29

I grew up with this sign. It makes me smile every time I see it. One of my
favorite things!!

Kristen Rowan

Waltham, MA

2016-06-29

It's a Boston landmark!!

doug gilman

New Boston, NH

2016-06-29

I used to live in the Fens

Deborah Fitch

Center Ossipee, NH

2016-06-29

I grew up in Somerville and saw the sign my whole life.

Anthony Sanders

providence, RI

2016-06-29

That sign is an integral part of Boston History
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Bryan Cain

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

It's a historic part of Boston that should be preserved

Kenneth Willcox Jr

Richmond, VA

2016-06-29

I'm a die hard Red Sox fan a grew up forty five minutes outside of. Boston in
salem during the eighty and went to quiet a few Red Sox games and sat right
behind home plate soyes make it a landmark!!!

Christopher Prunier

Goffstown, NH

2016-06-29

It has been a landmark for myself and so many others from childhood to
adulthood the sign represents Boston and the fenway history of the city

Molly Wunderli

Belmont, MA

2016-06-29

It's an iconic Boston landmark and should be protected as such.

Danielle Cashin

Atkinson, NH

2016-06-29

It a landmark

Ruth Reynolds

Londondery, NH

2016-06-29

I have lived in Boston area all my 63 yrs !!! Have grown up with this sign!
Please keep the Citgo sign!

Gina Pernicano

Port Chester, NY

2016-06-29

My dad has run the Boston marathon more than 10 times and this sign is
significant to his experience.

Abigail Searl

Allston, MA

2016-06-29

I like this sign, it's a part of historical Boston

marjorie morgan

longmeadow, MA

2016-06-29

It is what I look for .... It is Boston!

Kathy Leonard

Sandwich, AL

2016-06-29

It just wouldn't be BOSTON without it!

Lynne Chukhin

Rochester, NY

2016-06-29

The CITGO sign is Boston's night light. It welcomed my family driving home at
5:30 am from the "moon shot" in Florida in 1969. It is as dear to me as the
golden dome of the State House, the ribboned glass and steel of the Prudential
Center, and the needle of the Berkeley Building. It is a wonderful piece of
commercial art that must remain in place. It cannot be lost.

Melanie Clark

Tilton, NH

2016-06-29

I want to preserve to Citgo sign!

Deborah Gnoza

Topsfield, MA

2016-06-29

I would like to protect the Citgo sign

Joseph Conomacos

Hooksett, NH

2016-06-29

My wife grew up in Brighton and seeing that sighn is her favorite part about
going into Boston. It reminds her of home.

Gael Henville

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

As an athlete who is also Bostonian, this sign represents home, it's a beacon of
so many things for us marathoners. For the past ten years of training on the
course, and during my 4 Bostons, when I crest the overpass into Kenmore and
I see that sign, it signals courage, strength, endurance, determination, pride
and resolve. I believe many feel the same too. This is an integral part of the
Boston course, please help us in our mission to retain it. Thank you!

Nicole Brown

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-29

Our beloved Citgo sign has been a regional icon for decades and deserves to
be protected with landmark status for future generations.

donna picard

Chelmsford, MA

2016-06-29

as a graduate of BU, it was always how I found my way home! would hate to
see it go; it stands for Boston

Donna M Keefe

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-29

Some of historic icons need to be preserved to maintain the character and
culture of the city as development continues. I think it is always better to merge
the old and the new to create vibrant and exciting city advancing, but not losing
the integrity and grit of a place.

Terri Rhodes

Braintree, MA

2016-06-29

I can't imagine the Boston Skyline without the Citgo sign!! I worked in the
Barnes and Noble during college and even seeing that disappear eventually
will be sad, but hope that the sign will stay.

Martha Foley-Landry

woonsocket, RI

2016-06-29

It's a Boston landmark. Loved and recognized by millions.

Christine Deveau

Easton, MA

2016-06-29

It already is a Landmark to anyone in the state of MA. Let's make it official!

Susan Bregman

Brighton, MA

2016-06-29

Boston can't afford to lose another iconic sign.

Shannon Martin

Burlington, VT

2016-06-29

go sox ❤️❤️

Name

Location

Date
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Jeff Rand

North Hampton, NH

2016-06-29

When I moved into Boston in 1983, I lived right next to the sign, above the
quick mart that was on the corner. It was my beacon for finding my way home.
It's just as important as the Hancock weather lights.

CHRISTOPHER

Somerville, MA

2016-06-29

The CITGO sign is iconic with Boston and needs to stay forever!!

Karen Zucker

Brighton, MA

2016-06-29

I'm signing because the citgo sign is my north star!

Michael Barnum

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

michael barnum

David Sherman

Spencer, MA

2016-06-29

Save the sign

Kim Crosby Ambrose

Cary, NC

2016-06-29

This sign is a Kenmore Sq/Fenway Pk landmark loved and treasured by all of

BREWSTER

us who grew up with it!
Liz Brodeur

Melrose, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign brings back fond memories of Red Sox games! Protect this
landmark.

Anne Perry

New London, NH

2016-06-29

Always knew where i was when i saw that sign! Am related to Aerosmith and its
part of family heritage!

margie sullivan

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

It should stay put.

Samuel Andler

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

History is worth preserving.

Heather Kispert Hagerty

Somerville, MA

2016-06-29

This is an iconic historical landmark that should be protected for the next
generation to enjoy

Dennis Witherbee

Alton, NH

2016-06-29

I am a Red Sox fan and it is a background landmark for Fenway

Sara Berthiaume

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-29

I used to live in Fenway and the citgo sign was our north star. the
neighborhood, and the city, wouldnt be the same without it.

Melina Burton

Milford, NH

2016-06-29

The sign is a slice of Boston history.

Howard Piper

Hollis, ME

2016-06-29

Because Boston, that's why

Faith Farnham

Hyde Park, MA

2016-06-29

I have been a resident of Boston my whole life and to see this landmark
disappear would be a shame. The Citgo sign is a part of Boston!

Risa Webb

Wakefield, MA

2016-06-29

I love the sign everyone does

Wallis Jaklitsch

Denver, CO

2016-06-29

Because some old things are just worth keeping.

Matt Browne

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

Nostalgia honestly

Nicole Ippolito

Fort Lauderdale, FL

2016-06-29

Boston is my hometown. I was born and raised there and losing that sign would
be losing an iconic landmark.

Gail Conlon

Agawam, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is part of Fenway Park. (figuratively)

Bianca Koss

Midlothian, IL

2016-06-29

My love loves Boston & all of its landmarks !

Ben Clark

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

I'm signing this because want to save an iconic Boston Landmark

Dan Hughes

Eliot, ME

2016-06-29

I want to see the sign live on!

Leland Gray Jr

Tilton, NH

2016-06-29

It's a huge part of Boston. Needs to be protected from removal in the future

Ivanka Patel

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

I've lived in Boston all my life, the citgo sign is practically a historical landmark!

Ryan Scothon

Cumberland, RI

2016-06-29

The sign is iconic to the city of Boston. Go Sox

Mason Welch

Somerville, MA

2016-06-29

Don't do it!

Paula Forristall

Framingham, MA

2016-06-29

It's always been a Boston site everyone knows the city by the Sign.

William Keohan

Plymouth, MA

2016-06-29

It's a landmark and unique to Boston and should be preserve.

Lisa Cutrer

Concord, NH

2016-06-29

It's been here forever that's how you know your at the game it's part of Fenway

Kris Shea

London, United Kingdom

2016-06-29

The sign is part of Boston, and part of Boston University. It should be preserved
as part of the cultural heritage of the city.

Name
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Tyler Carpender

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

I can't imagine anyone being daft enough to actually remove this sign, but even
still... this IS a landmark and I'm shocked it isn't official already.

Shane Cramer

Schenectady, NY

2016-06-29

That sign has to be left up there it is a land mark and everyone in the city of
boston looks at it and know's excatly where it is

Phyllis Buckley

Marshfield, MA

2016-06-29

That is a Boston icon. We all give directions and navigate by that sign. Once it's
gone it's gone. Some pieces of history are worth saving.

Katelyn Hurley

Charlestown, MA

2016-06-29

It should have Landmark status.

Susan Beauchene

Millbury, MA

2016-06-29

I love the sign telling me I am close to Boston's Fenway Park. For me it is a
directional sign. It has to stay!

Laura Frizzell

Atlanta, GA

2016-06-29

I am a one-time Boston resident and 2-time graduate from BU (under graduate
and graduate). That sign is, indeed, a landmark.

Eric Chenette

Danielson, CT

2016-06-29

That sign IS and landmark and should be treated as one!

Grace Rocco

Naples, FL

2016-06-29

I lived in the Boston area for over 40 years! I always loved the Citgo sign! I
used it as my landmark when I first moved to Boston in 1969. It kept me from
getting lost. I will always love it!

Jennifer Ashby

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

It is a great descriptor/landmark when helping tourists navigate. It was also one
of the first lovable quirks I noticed about Boston when I first moved here .

Antoinette Zographos

Worcester, MA

2016-06-29

It is iconic !!!!! It is part of the Fenway mystique. It is the perfect photographic
background for the park and the team. P.S. I was raised in Boston.

Thomas Schulte

Dewitt, NY

2016-06-29

It's a welcoming sign for Boston locals and tourists alike.

Debi Newell

Derry, NH

2016-06-29

59 English Range Rd.

John Krumlauf

Bedford, NH

2016-06-29

This is a Boston landmark and should protected as one.

Brian Scott

Melrose, MA

2016-06-29

In the eyes of me and my family the Citgo sign has always been a landmark for
us.

Shawn Tatro

Ancram, NY

2016-06-29

I grew up in Arlington and as a kid always looked for the sign when I was in
Boston and at Fenway. I still look for it whenever I am in town

Michael Shay

Upton, MA

2016-06-29

I am signing this because Boston is a city built on tradition and if the sign is
removed what is really safe in the city?

Leslie McLeod

Chester, NH

2016-06-29

It's an iconic part of Boston

Donna Wallace

Danvers, MA

2016-06-29

It's an icon! Everyone knows that sign. When my Dad was in the Deaconess
Hospital for so long it was that sign we would see looking out of the window. It
would be so sad to not see it again.

Alanna Spellman

Ewing Township, NJ

2016-06-29

Keep tradition alive

Maureen Kelley

Centerville, MA

2016-06-29

This is a part of Boston History and should be preserved.

Dwayne Johnson

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

I am from Boston mass. Born and raised in the Roxbury/South End area of
Boston. I was born in the 80s and that sign has been a part of Boston for
decades. Every movie, and commercial has show the Citgo sign. There are
people who come to Boston and make it a point to visit that land mark to take
photos. That sign is as important to Boston as Fenway park. PLEASE KEEP
THE CITGO SIGN.

Marc Bishop

Stockton Springs, ME

2016-06-29

I've embraced this sign as as long as I've attended Red Sox games which
began in 1958. Now, even if not attending games, I look for the sign on each
visit to Boston.

David Pozerycki

Northborough, MA

2016-06-29

This sign should be protected so that my children and their children can
experience Kenmore Square the may my grand parents, parents, and I did!
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Cristina Prochilo

Beverly, MA

2016-06-29

Growing up, my father told me if I could see the Citgo sign I was never lost.
Now I tell that to my 7yo daughter as she learns her way through the city.

Jessica Alfredo

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-29

Future BU students need a way to find home as lost little freshmen!

John Page

Muncie, IN

2016-06-29

As iconic as anything in Boston. It makes me feel I'm back home every time I
catch sight of it.

Leslie Garcia

Lowell, MA

2016-06-29

This sign reminds me of a child visiting my Dad.

Nancy Morrisroe

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

I love the sign. It's part of the fabric of this city and Fenway.

Diane Crowley

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

I love the Citgo sign and have since I was a little girl seeing out my
grandmother's window. I wrote a letter as a child asking it to be turned on again
after the 1970s gas crisis. Please save it. It is an important landmark in Boston.

Robin Newton

Leominster, MA

2016-06-29

In every iconic Boston landscape...this is included in the picture....keep the light
on...

Maria Barnett

Bloomington, IN

2016-06-29

We need to save our cultural landmarks!

Ariana Lema-Driscoll

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

This is certainly iconic Boston. We need this as a guaranteed stay, even if it
stops being lit up.

Ana Soule

Kissimmee, FL

2016-06-29

For as long as I can remember the Citgo sign has been a beacon for many. It's
always been an icon and should remain as such.

test Tester

Unknown City

2016-06-29

Testing

Anne Brennan

Ashburnham, MA

2016-06-29

It is a famous icon for all New Englander's. Grew up in Allston it is just apart of
us

kayla watson

Everett, MA

2016-06-29

Because i cannot see a historical land mark get taken away from such a strong
prideful community that loves their city

Andrew Mercauto

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

Ive seen it my whole life nd its part of the family

Christine Schell

Natik, MA

2016-06-29

Student in the 80's in Boston; lived close to Kenmore Square. Still love seeing
that sign as I approach Fenway Park. It has become a "pop art" icon in the city,
in my opinion.

Virginia Innocenti

Somerville, MA

2016-06-29

This has been a Boston Landmark all of my life!!!!!

brian mckeon

beverly, MA

2016-06-29

I'm signing because if the citgo sign disappears the tourists won't know that at
one time we had this sign and I would be so sad

Mary Schatzkin

Tyngsboro, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is a Boston icon. It has been there since I can remember and
it's a part of the landscape I know and love.

Beth Parkhurst

Dorchester, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign *defines* landmarks in Boston. Also, I've been told that the
Citgo sign serves as the higher power for many agnostic Bostonians in twelvestep programs.

Roxanne Tashjian

Wayland, MA

2016-06-29

I am a Bostonian.

Sophia Moreno

Brookline, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign has always been there to help guide me home. I can't imagine a
Boston without it.

Daniel Patchett

Brockton, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo Sign (Cities Service Company) is an Iconic Sign Historically and
Important Landmark in Boston.

Tammy Doyon

Mendon, MA

2016-06-29

My grandfather helped build this sign! It is a historic Boston landmark. Please
protect this wonderful piece of history!
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Greg Robertson

Quincy, MA

2016-06-29

The CITGO sign is part of the fabric of Boston life. It's an icon of Boston's 20th
century culture. It's as architecturally relevant as a bow front Boston
townhouse. The CITGO sign says "You're home." to residents coming back
from their travels, and "Fenway's over here." to newcomers just learning their
way around. Boston would not be Boston without the huge, bright, obnoxiously
commercial, beautifully dated CITGO sign.

Suzanne Gary

Orlando, FL

2016-06-29

Landmarks are important to keep for the future generations !!

Thomas Darpino

Andover, MA

2016-06-29

It is a Boston landmark.

Peter Tufts

Milton, MA

2016-06-29

Citgo sign is a landmark

Sean Kelly

Newton Upper Falls, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is the best target for Big Papi...

susan nelson

deltona, FL

2016-06-29

This sign reminds me of my childhood going to the baseball games.

Mary-Liz Murray

Everett, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is an inextricable piece of Boston's urban identity. As a city full
of history, The Citgo sign is a monument to pop-art, urban culture, and postmodern life in the United States. It's as impactful on the skyline as the
Prudential building and the Hancock and is a cultural icon.

Michael Cunningham

Fitchburg, MA

2016-06-29

keep it why do you want to get rid of a landmark of the city of boston

Robert Tweedy

Studio City, CA

2016-06-29

The sign is imprinted in my mind.

Odeanna Call

High Point, NC

2016-06-29

Because it is what helps make Fenway, Fenway!

supriya gunda

jamaica plain, MA

2016-06-29

boston is the worst at preserving it's landmarks

Danielle LeRiche-Forkey

Wolcott, VT

2016-06-29

Iconic history that must be preserved

Amelia Billingsley

Nashua, NH

2016-06-29

Because BU, Fenway and the entire city of Boston would not be the same
without it!!!

Brooke Kelly

Potsdam, NY

2016-06-29

I'm signing this because as I completed my first Boston marathon in 2015 this
was such a symbolic point in my run, I had spent many Saturday's in the 20
weeks prior to running the course and this always meant more then just a sign!
I completed Boston again the following year and I can tell you that every
person the loves Boston and has ran the marathon will it want this sign to come
down! It's truly apart of te marathon course!

Michelle Archambault

Warwick, RI

2016-06-29

It is the perfect landmark. You can't get lost when CITCO is in your sight. It is
the compass of Boston. Let it be.

Deborah Sherman

watertown, MA

2016-06-29

I'm signing because....WTF BU, of COURSE the Citgo sign should stay there
and if you're going to sell the building without the stipulation it must stay then
thank goodness someone is trying to save it. The Citgo sign is absolutely a
landmark and really the only thing in Kenmore that has remained a constant.

Larry Ouellette

North Weymouth, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is a literal icon of Boston, and especially Kenmore Square. No
matter how the building is re-purposed, the sign should remain, and be
maintained.

Eden Mancini

Stoughton, MA

2016-06-29

Save the Citgo sign!

Charles Ferreira

Leominster, MA

2016-06-29

Losing this sign would wrong--just wrong.

Martha Tripp

Brewster, MA

2016-06-29

I felt real grief when we lost the White Fuel sign, and this would be much, much
worse.

jacky saint-john

cambridge, MA

2016-06-29

I'm sick & tired of change!~ This is a beautiful memory that we all love!~ Why
change?

Lindsey Blake

Norman, OK

2016-06-29

This sign cannot go anywhere. It is a main part of the Boston skyline. Don't
dissapoint us Boston.
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Kaitrin McDonagh

West Roxbury, MA

2016-06-29

The CITGO sign is as essential to Boston's cityscape as the John Hancock and
Prudential buildings. Shining over us all, it has achieved iconic status
symbolizing Boston as much as any other landmark. I also have a sentimental
attachment to the sign that I always have believed would endure even after
things changed and loved ones had passed. Please solidify the CITGO sign's
status as a hallmark of Boston's skyline and designate it as a landmark. Thank
you!

Jacki Pepin

Alton, NH

2016-06-29

I believe

Holly Arthur

Hyde Park, MA

2016-06-29

Saw this sign as I attended Sargent College, BU for 4 yrs & Grad School. Was
a landmark for me then & now. Enjoyed seeing it from Fenway games too!

Edda Kirsch Mangu

Allston, MA

2016-06-29

I'm signing this petition because the CITGO sign is a beacon of hope in the
cold, dark, drunken nights. It's a guiding light when you desperately need to get
to your dorm and you don't know where you are. The CITGO sign is definitely a
landmark.

jessica Buzana

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-29

Save Citgo sign because its been here my whole life and is a symbol of
Boston!!!

Anne Lyons

Worcester, MA

2016-06-29

I'm signing because the Citgo sign is as much a part of Boston as Fenway and
the Old North church!!!!

paul simpson

Waltham, MA

2016-06-29

This sign is a big part of Boston!

Maria Carmichael

Wakefield, MA

2016-06-29

Please keep the Citco sign at Fenway Park erea

Christina Gomez

Somersworth, NH

2016-06-29

Going to my 1st Red Sox game at 12 years old, when I saw the Citgo sign I
knew we were almost in Fenway. When I saw the sign, I couldn't contain my
excitement.

Bonnie Moses

Corpus Christi, TX

2016-06-29

I grew up driving into Boston and seeing the sign.......it's a part of Boston
culture

Jerome Kanoni

Lynn, MA

2016-06-29

I can see the sign from MGH cancer center lunch room every day!

Derek Manning

Braintree, MA

2016-06-29

The Citgo sign is one of the most iconic landmarks in Boston. It's visibility over
the Fenway Park's outfield fence has made it one the most iconic landmarks in
baseball and as much a part of Fenway Park as the Green Monster.

andrew kurzon

Newton, MA

2016-06-29

It's a true landmark - make sure it stays!

S Redstone

Port Orange, FL

2016-06-29

It's been there ever since I was born and I have given many directions using
that sign as a point of reference. Please don't take it down!

Steve Coyle

Chappaqua, NY

2016-06-29

This is an iconic part of Boston and should be preserved.

alfredo vilar

boston, MA

2016-06-29

A slice of Boston

Elaine Callahan Faber

Winchester, MA

2016-06-29

It truly is a landmark at Kenmore Square. I remember in 1965 traveling by in
the trolley to attend my high school. Not to mention, it's prominence over
Fenway. It is truly a landmark for all native Bostonians!

Migdalia Escobar

Miami, FL

2016-06-29

It's Boston's "North Star", you can't take that away. ❤️

Carlos Bento

Portugal

2016-06-29

This sign is a well known international landmark and should be preserved.

Cynthia Gallagher

Stoughton, MA

2016-06-29

This is absolutely a land mark whether I'm doing the walk for hunger or at
Fenway or even giving directions this is a piece of Boston that I'm looking for!

Jennifer Frye

North Woodstock, NH

2016-06-29

I'm signing because there are few things more iconic in Boston than the Citgo
sign. It can't go!

James Rice

Marlborough, MA

2016-06-29

It's a landmark and should stay

Julia Toffoli

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-29

I grew up in Boston and the Citgo sign is iconic!

Robin Parsons

Haverhill, MA

2016-06-29

its a Boston icon !!
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Derek golliff

South Dennis, MA

2016-06-29

Because its historic

Ruthe Roberts

Saratoga, CA

2016-06-29

I was born and raised in MA and can;t imagine not seeing the CITGO sign
when I watch every Red Sox game on TV and when I go there to visit.

Amy H

l, CA

2016-06-29

I went to Emerson College, and I'm sad to see how the unique shops & history
of Kenmore Square have gotten trampled out. Not everything in Boston has to
be hundreds of years old to be historic, so please save this sign from
destruction.

Vivien Bryan

Durham, NC

2016-06-29

I have seen this sign since I was a little girl living in Malden. It would be a
shame to take this beautiful piece of art down that represents the entrance to
Kenmore Square and Fenway Park.

Laura Jefferson

Henniker, NH

2016-06-29

We need more neon and bright colors, not less.

Kristen Hallock

Colchester, VT

2016-06-29

I love the Citgo sign

Kalena Eklund

Abington, MA

2016-06-29

Iconic piece of Boston sould stay!

zoe xu

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

here is boston

Mark Tracy

Windham, CT

2016-06-29

Two friends from Boston have told me this sign's history and it sounds like a
landmark to me.

Victoria Cangiano

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

It's a landmark that makes the skyline beautiful and memorable!

Margaret Crosby

Pocasset, MA

2016-06-29

I love the sign & it's the best landmark there is

kimberlyj jurentkuff

manchester, NH

2016-06-29

Yes! This A Landmark It's A Icon!! I Always Look For It When I See It Reminds
Me I'm In Boston And Also Fenway Park Is Not Far Away I Appreciate It
Without It I'd Miss It If It Was Gone..

Jeff Shirtcliff

Quincy, MA

2016-06-29

It's a great landmark and I love to see it in the city when it visit

Seth Teague

Athol, MA

2016-06-29

This is as Boston as it gets.

Sybil Nassau

Old Saybrook, CT

2016-06-29

I went to college

in Boston and it was always a comforting sign , still is when I

visit.
Matthew Johnson

Providence, RI

2016-06-29

It's a Icon and historical...... also part of my youth going to Sox games in the
90s seeing it all lit up and I still love seeing it today

Diane Welch

Woburn, MA

2016-06-29

My grandfather was one of the original electricians that made the first version
of this sign. It means a lot to my family, as well as those that live in Boston and
the surrounding area. When you travel, you always know when you're close to
home when you can see the sign. It is not Red Sox, but will always be related
to Fenway, the Sox, and the thrill of living in the great city of Boston! Please
keep this icon shining!!!

Danielle Lydon

Dorchester, MA

2016-06-29

This is what got me to the finish in the 2016 Boston marathon

Amanda Neal

Dorchester, MA

2016-06-29

When you see that sign you know you're home!

Joyce Cohen

Mansfield, MA

2016-06-29

I consider myself a Boston gal.I still live in Ma where i went to college.i LOVe
the citgo sign i know i am at the Kenmore Square neighborhood when i see it.I
continue to enjoy it and still take pictures of it.please keep it!!!

Wayne LHeureux

Roslindale, MA

2016-06-29

It is important piece of the city, the Kenmore Square neighborhood and Fenway
Park... It is used by many to find where Fenway is in relation to some parts of
the city. Iconic, no matter the country Citgo gas comes from...

Sofia Drago

Somerville, MA

2016-06-29

This symbolizes Boston anyone who tests it down sucks!

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Ruth Ryan

Goffstown, NH

2016-06-29

This sign is a LANDMARK. Everyone looks for this sign when trying to get to
Fenway..This is a Boston Icon..This sign can be seen almost everywhere you
go in Boston. Boston University, SHAME ON YOU FOR TRYING TO DO THIS
TO BOSTON..HOW WOULD YOU LIKE IT IF WE TOOK AWAY YOUR TITLE
OF BOSTON UNIVERSALLY AND CALLED YOU SOMETHING ELSE? YOUR
SUPPOSE TO BE PART OF BOSTON SO YOU SHOULD UNDERSTAND
THESES THING..But you don't, because you just want to make money on the
deal..Shame on you..You DON'T BELONG IN BOSTON..

Michele Hansen

Somerville, MA

2016-06-29

When I see the sign I know I'm home. It's Boston!

Jeremy Lang

Chittenden, VT

2016-06-29

The signs needs to stay

Abigail Erkes

Brookline, MA

2016-06-29

I lived in the HOJO dorm of Boston University's campus my senior year of
college. We called the Citgo sign our "North Star" because no matter where we
were in the city, we could find home, find the Citgo sign, and know our dorm
was right next door.

Pamela Mulcahy

Abington, MA

2016-06-29

Citgo sign is a boston landnark, that we cant lose!

Dennis O'Brien

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

It should be landmarked!

Julia Shen

Phoenix, AZ

2016-06-29

It is a landmark and has been serving as a beacon for Boston and it was
designed by my friend's grandpa.

Carrie Marvin

Windsor, CA

2016-06-29

I live in CA but grew up in Boston. Please keep this sign. It says BOSTON to all
of us!

Raina McManus

wellesley, MA

2016-06-29

Let's not become anytown USA. Please keep this distinctive icon in Boston.
Thank you.

Christopher Sullvan

Lowell, MA

2016-06-29

This has been such an icon for Boston that I immediately associate them. I
remember parking directly behind it and walking all the way to Fenway with my
Dad as a child, and I'm sure thousands more people cherish it.

Sinis Tergrin

manchester, NH

2016-06-29

It's better than killing any mofo who dares to remove this sign!

Richard Meehan

Boston, MA

2016-06-29

I live near the sign and it's served as a beacon for my neighborhood. It's an
icon that has lived here longer than most residents.

Barbara Bradley

Palm City, FL

2016-06-29

It is my roots! It has to stay!!

Thatcher Perreault

exeter, NH

2016-06-29

why not

Judith Berube

Tewksbury, MA

2016-06-29

I graduated from BU School of Management in 1965. That sign was an integral
part of me college experience.

Norma Bouillion

Gulf Breeze, FL

2016-06-29

It is a big memory. When I return to Boston yearly, it looks like home!!!!

Erik Osachuk

Lancaster, MA

2016-06-29

It's a part of Boston and that's that!

Cheryl falletti

Cape Canaveral, FL

2016-06-29

This sign should never leave

Judy Roque

Wilmington, MA

2016-06-29

Red Sox icon. Go sox. Boston strong.

Collin Anderson

Framingham, MA

2016-06-30

That sign is a Boston land mark!!!

shela kelly

Canton, MA

2016-06-30

We need to keep our cities historical sites

Wendy Dytman

Los Angeles, CA

2016-06-30

I went to B.U. and though I now live in CA, I visit the East each summer...I
cannot imagine Kenmore Square without the Citgo sign! Please save it.

Angela Fabrizio-Nota

Burlington, MA

2016-06-30

The CITGO sign means "I'm home!"

Joanne Dickinoson

Reading, MA

2016-06-30

I identify the Fenway area with this sign.

Ellen Pennington

East Bridgewater, MA

2016-06-30

The Citco sign has been there FOREVER!! It is a stable of the Boston
landscape. It would be a shame if it were to be taken down.

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Harley Alexander

Colorado Springs, CO

2016-06-30

This sign has more right to be there than whatever they're trying to replace it
with.

Karen Castellanos

Dedham, MA

2016-06-30

Am a lifetime Boston fan and love this sign it's a landmark

Adam Gentile

Melrose, MA

2016-06-30

The Citgo sign is the North Star of Boston

JoAnn Guerard

Dorchester, MA

2016-06-30

It is a historic Landmark of my hometown of Boston! #❤️Boston

Fayanne Kanner

Culver City, CA

2016-06-30

I lived in Boston 8 years and when I saw the Citgo sign, I always knew I was
home. Please don't take it down...it's truly a landmark for Boston, especially
during Red Sox games.

cody fernald

Laconia, NH

2016-06-30

It's a part of Boston and Fenway

Christine Gale

Manchester, NH

2016-06-30

I grew up in Massachusetts and this is a landmark. So many people associate
this sign with Boston and Kenmore Square

Kristafer Carlson

Worcester, MA

2016-06-30

Historic

Doyle Kathleen

Danvers, MA

2016-06-30

It is a wonderful landmark in historic Boston!

Ellen Delany

Abington, MA

2016-06-30

My Dad BUILT the sign and it's a true Boston landmark! If the new owner does
anything to the sign, it would be their worst PR move ever!

Keith Field

Mount Airy, MD

2016-06-30

I grew up in Boston. The sign is absolutely a landmark!!

ANITA A. RESTAINO

Walpole, MA

2016-06-30

sign has been there forever.....should remain as a landmark

Karen Lothrop

Dover, MA

2016-06-30

I grew up in Boston, went to BU and can't imagine my hometown without it!

Rita T

Arlington, MA

2016-06-30

I'm signing because I grew up always seeing this sign from the train, car,
walking - anytime I passed by! It's a Boston landmark that needs to stay!

Joan Ridge

Natick, MA

2016-06-30

can't imagine not seeing that sign...its been there as long as I can remember
and needs to stay a part of the Boston skyline.

Juliet Stein

Sarasota, FL

2016-06-30

This sign is my favorite landmark of Boston

Meghan O'Connor

Williamsburg, VA

2016-06-30

The CITGO sign is basically my north star

Neola Thorsen

Holliston, MA

2016-06-30

I think is a historical part of Boston.

Katherine Greenough

Boston, MA

2016-06-30

I have watched the Citgo sign from my kitchen window for over 40 years and
enjoy it immensely. I'd like to continue doing so and hope the sign can be
preserved at its present height, without higher buildings around it that would
block the sign from being seen, as it is now, all over Boston. It's a treasured
landmark and should be preserved.

Cyndi Hynes

Swampscott, MA

2016-06-30

Citgo sign is Boston!!!

AC Winters

Brooklyn, NY

2016-06-30

The CITGO sign is Boston.

Kathy Kimball

Haverhill, MA

2016-06-30

The Citgo sign, for me, is one of the main landmarks in Boston. I see the sign
& I know the Sox are near.

William Eaton

North Kingstown, RI

2016-06-30

The Citgo sign is a representation and image that is part of Boston's DNA.

Rani Sarin

Boston, MA

2016-06-30

The CITGO sign is an essential part of the Boston landscape.

Gina Vaglica

Billerica, MA

2016-06-30

The obvious...this is a must to keep the Citgo sign as a Boston landmark!

Caitlin Villarreal

Denver, CO

2016-06-30

Citgo signed guided me safely home many a night in college

tommaso Ferme

Belmont, CA

2016-06-30

save the citgo sign

julie haarer

Foxborough, MA

2016-06-30

because when i went to New England School of Photography we were up on
the roof and watched as they turned it on for the first time in years in 1982.
Brings back many wonderful memories so yes it should be a landmark for
Boston because its been part of Boston for many years

Kristen Banaian

Dover, NH

2016-06-30

The Citgo sign is the landmark for everyone going to Boston!!

Name
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Angela Tessier Vian

Colorado Springs, CO

2016-06-30

Grew up vacationing in Boston..the city would not be the same..

Richard Sigel

Las Cruces, NM

2016-06-30

Keep this sign it is so much pat of Boston

Lauren Blackburn

Whittier, CA

2016-06-30

I

Timothy Fahy

Watertown, MA

2016-06-30

It is a landmark. Plain and simple.

Kelly Anderson

Chelmsford, MA

2016-06-30

The Citgo triangle IS Boston. When I see it from a distance I know I am almost
home. It is a North Star, just as important as the Pru.

Brian Smith

Brookline, MA

2016-06-30

Because its the Citgo sign!

Deanna Furlong

Glen Ellen, CA

2016-06-30

It's an icon. Nuff said.

Michael Corbett

Braintree, MA

2016-06-30

I was born in Boston and I am a Red Sox fan and it has always been a part of
Fenway and should remain that way

Lisa Ordynowicz

Fort Myers, FL

2016-06-30

I love boston, fenway, and the citgo sign

Becky Knox

York, ME

2016-06-30

I've been going to Boston since I was little, that sign part of Red Sox
Scenery/History and part of the City of Boston and it's history as well

Nick Havener

Boston, MA

2016-06-30

I fucking love the CITGO sign, it is a staple of Boston and should stay forever

Amy Bilancini

Brooklyn, NY

2016-06-30

It's the Boston North Star. The skyline wouldn't be the same without it.

Matthew Tallon

Chelsea, MA

2016-06-30

I am not native to Boston, but it was the first identifying landmark I used in that
part of town. It's iconic with both the city and the Red Sox, and to lose it would
be tragic.

Andre Dassin

Los Angeles, CA

2016-06-30

I'm signing this because I used to live down the street from the citgo sign, on
comm ave, and it was my beacon for always getting home

Christine Daly

Boston, MA

2016-06-30

Love that sign I can see it from my window.

Sabrina Kelley

Chelsea, MA

2016-06-30

Every year I do the Boston Marathon Jimmy Fund. This is one of our last
Boston marks that we look for. Also, being from Boston, it is an incon. The city
would be so different without it...

Amy Kerzner Nelson

Bath, ME

2016-06-30

I am a newtonian for life that sign means everything to me plz save it and do
not move it

Clay Spelman

Manchester, NH

2016-06-30

Its a landmark,I used to live in Boston and it always lit up the sky at night.

Liz Wenglin

Brookline, MA

2016-06-30

The sign is a landmark, a beacon. And it reminds me of my childhood

Adham Kinawy

Brighton, MA

2016-06-30

What kind of native would I be if I didn't sign this? The citgo sign has been
around longer than I have. Got to respect my elders.

Pat Morin

Worcester, MA

2016-06-30

They sign is a sentiment and history of Bostons nation.

Kelly Lee

randolph, MA

2016-06-30

I love the Citgo sign and want to preserve it

Suzanne Ahlstedt

Boston, MA

2016-06-30

It's a part of Boston's history!

Kevin Anderson

Boston, MA

2016-06-30

My wife made me

Katherine Ward

Boston, MA

2016-06-30

This sign has helped thousands of bu students get back to campus.

Gary O'Brien

Los Angeles, CA

2016-06-30

it's part of my childhood memories!

Michael Coyne

Brighton, MA

2016-06-30

I love Boston, been here my whole life. Seen that sign now for 30+ years, and
would like my future kids and grandkids to see it. It's a Boston/fenway/kenmore
STAPLE.

Suna Garcia

East Hampton, NY

2016-06-30

I was fortunate enough to spend the past 4 years in this beautiful city. Many of
my memories involve talking about or featuring this historic sign. Why take
away something that has been here for so long?!

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Jenn Naber

Oswego, IL

2016-06-30

Boston is like a second home to me. Everytime I see that sign I get this
overwhelming feeling of being where I belong. The Citgo sign is more than just
a advertisement, it's a loving reminder of where I am. I can't imagine Boston
without it!

Trevor Curley

Gloucester, MA

2016-06-30

I am signing this petition because the Citgo sign is a classic Boston landmark.
Not only has it been around for years and years, but it also makes Fenway
Park. We have to keep and protect the Citgo sign!!

Irvin Bailey

Dedham, MA

2016-06-30

My love for the city

Irene Kelley

Ludlow, MA

2016-06-30

As a teenager I use to drive down Memorial Drive and park along the river and
watch the sign. It has sentimental value to me. It is a landmark that should
stay!!

Laura Piantes

Flushing, NY

2016-06-30

I grew up loving the sign! It's unique.

Aimee Perron

Somerset, MA

2016-06-30

As a BU graduate agree it is a landmark

Ashley Cirillo

Brockton, MA

2016-06-30

I'm signing because from the moment I moved out to Boston from Upstate NY,
the Citgo sign has been the "Northern Light" to bring people into the beautiful
city. There are 8 different (or more) towns from where that sign illuminates or
stands. It's the trademark for Fenway, and it's a piece people use to explain
directions, it's as much apart of Boston (as told from my Boston native friends)
as Dunkin Donuts is on every corner. Please don't remove the sign, it's a
historical pieces above all.

James Cronin

Niles, OH

2016-06-30

I live in Ohio,but my family is from the Boston area and I visit every year.Boston
is a second home to me so when I see the Citgo sign on tv or print it is like
going home to me in my mind and heart

Dolores Turcotte

Haverhill, MA

2016-06-30

One of the few familiar sights of my childhood, makes me smile everytime I see
it :)

Sharon Ell

Wakefield, MA

2016-06-30

Born and bread in the North East. It has to stay.

Deb Serrano

Wakefield, MA

2016-06-30

Keep that sign!!!

Susan Hurley

North Andover, MA

2016-06-30

This sign is part of the visual history of Boston. It is a featured in so many
photos of Boston - why would we take this down? Take it by Eminent Domain
city of Boston and let's keep it there and let it shine bright!

Carol Lundquist

Boston, MA

2016-06-30

To me, the CITGO is a valuable piece of public art, a landmark that's stood for
nearly 60 years. Please save it.

Miguel Muelle

Roswell, GA

2016-06-30

I grew up in the Boston area, and attended and worked at BU. My first big job
was right under the Citgo sign. It has always been an icon of home.

Lauren Remmes

MILTON, MA

2016-06-30

This is ICONIC and should not be removed! Protect Citgo sign!

Andrea Shanahan

Medford, MA

2016-06-30

I love the Citgo sign!

Maureen DeLeon

Hubert, NC

2016-06-30

I grew up in Massachusetts and this has been there as long as I can
remember. I know that people still use this when given others directions to
Kenmore square and Febway.

Robert Lafleur

North Smithfield, RI

2016-06-30

I am longtime Sox fan and believe in saving historic landmarks with the Citgo
sign being one!

Maycon Rebelo

malden, MA

2016-06-30

Lost? Find the citgo sign. Cmon it cant go

patricki daly

Chattanooga, TN

2016-06-30

Lots of good memories I had from senior year high school through college at
Northeastern University and Fenway great way to navigate when driving also

Fred Wilson

Woodbridge, VA

2016-06-30

Born in Lynn, Raised in Newburyport, Graduated BC in 71, snuck into Game
ONE of 67 WS, Retired Colonel USA, BoSox for life,

Jessie Griffin

Bossier City, LA

2016-06-30

im signing because my grandpa is the one who made it
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Jennifer Letendre

haverhill, MA

2016-06-30

When you think of things such as landmarks in Boston this is one of them!

Ian Preston

Somersworth, NH

2016-06-30

This is a classic sign that can not be lost.

Bella Faith

Bradford, NH

2016-06-30

I have many good memories with the sign I think it deserves to be a landmark.

Brian Peatfield

Boston, MA

2016-06-30

This sign is a symbol of home. The removal of this sign is destroying what I call
home

Jade Stoffey

Coopersburg, PA

2016-06-30

its a historical icon for not only Boston University, but also the city of Boston.

Julie Cashman

Mansfield, MA

2016-06-30

It is a Boston icon & thru marathon training seasons & Boston Marathons when
I saw it I always knew I was home!

Mike Gorman

Jupiter, FL

2016-06-30

How is this even a question? Keep the sign!!!

LUKAS KNIGHT

East Walpole, MA

2016-06-30

I prefer the sign to not having the sign.

Jonathon A Beliveau II

morrisville, PA

2016-06-30

YOU CANT DESTROY THE NORTH STAR OF BOSTON

meg coogan

Hanover, MA

2016-06-30

This sign symbolizes not only the Boston Marathon as you get to that last mile.
It symbolizes the city of Boston! Save it. Please.

Betsy Smith

Brewster, MA

2016-06-30

As an old Brooklyn Dodgers' fan turned Red Sox fan, I can't imagine not having
the Citgo sign as part of the environment around Fenway.

Nancy Woodfork

Medford, MA

2016-06-30

I love the sign and it's a intrical part of Boston

Melissa Soto

Everett, MA

2016-06-30

I grew up in Boston looking at the sign thinking it was the coolest thing in the
world. Every time we drove by i thought it was so much farther away than it
actually was. When i moved to Boston, it excited me to know that it was right
there in Kenmore Sq. It's a part of Boston. SAVE THE SIGN !!!

maria fiumara

boston, MA

2016-06-30

We need it there forever LOOKS wonderful A Landmark

Katelyn Allen

Harwich, MA

2016-06-30

This icon is essential to Boston history

Sara Custodio

Wakefield, MA

2016-06-30

This is a price of Boston

Brianne Emhiser

Biddeford, ME

2016-06-30

I truly cannot picture the Beacon St. area of Boston without the CITGO sign! It
is such an icon.

Tiffany Clement

Eagleville, PA

2016-06-30

That sign has helped me
Numerous times get my way out of the city 

Leah Huenneke

Boston, MA

2016-06-30

I want the sign to stay!! And I definitely think it should be considered a
lankmark!

Jenn Gerber

Ashland, MA

2016-06-30

It's all about tradition. This should remain.

Floyd Burrell

Dedham, MA

2016-06-30

I want the citgo sign to become a landmark!!

Tatiana Becker

Tallahassee, FL

2016-06-30

It's a huge icon in Boston. You can't take it away!!

Gayle Linton

Lawrence, MA

2016-06-30

It's a landmark!

Lindsay Sheahan

Framingham, MA

2016-06-30

I'm born and raised in Boston and the citgo sign is an absolute landmark. It's
helped me navigate to so many red six games and to anything down near
fenway. It's such an i.portable part of Boston

Laura Vultaggio

Watertown, MA

2016-06-30

The Citgo sign is a part of Fenway history and should be saved!

Lisa Nisenson

sarasota, FL

2016-06-30

I suck at directions

Lauren Neville

Raynham, MA

2016-06-30

I'm signing because it is a landmark and should stay right where it is; a part of
Boston and a part of Red Sox Nation.

Katherine Spencer-

Tariffville, CT

2016-06-30

Lived in Boston 8 years & that eignwas a beacon

Worcester, MA

2016-06-30

You have to keep the Citgo sign, it's a crucial part of the city.

Molloy
Desiree Jerome
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Paula Simpson

Dorchester, MA

2016-06-30

5 generations of my family have loved the Citgo sign along with the City of
Boston. Please keep this sign

Yvens Alexis

Waltham, MA

2016-06-30

Because Boston

Rafael Garcia

Somerville, MA

2016-06-30

half a century, Bostonians and visitors alike have identified with the iconic
CITGO sign

SHANNON Kelley

Brighton, MA

2016-06-30

It's historical landmark!!! SaveCitgo

Harman Losi

Dorchester, MA

2016-06-30

I'm signing this because the Citgo sign is an iconic piece of Boston and it
should stay apart of Boston!

Jonathan Sanders

Newton, MA

2016-06-30

Seeing the Citgi sign reminds me that I'm in Boston

Valentina Espinola

Quincy, MA

2016-06-30

I'm signing because my dad worked in Boston for most of his life, and when I
see the Pru and the Hancock tower (also no longer owned by the John
Hancock ins co) I also see the Citgo sign. Sometimes missing some rows of
white lights, but it is there. It should stay.

Roberto Velasquez

Morehead City, NC

2016-06-30

Ever since I was a child I could always remember riding in the car at night and
looking up at the sign always amazed in Robert. Now every time I see it, it
reminds me of these moments. It would be wonderful if my kids could have the
same memories without fear that it might one day disappear.

James Casale

Wakefield, MA

2016-06-30

It's a landmark and it's very special to the Boston people and the Boston Red
Sox and their fans!!! Save the sign!!!!!

Cynthia Toomer

Cambridge, MA

2016-06-30

I want to keep iconic sign

Glenn Lawrence

McConnelsville, OH

2016-06-30

I was born in NH and have been a Fan of all four Boston sports teams, ,The
CITGO sign at Fenway Park is apart of who we are . And it is as they say a
beacon locate Fenway Park, my first time there we got lost and asked for
directions, and no one knew ,but then one person pointed to something over
my shoulder, I turned around and there it was ,the big CITGO sign I have seen
a million times on TV, .with that said and after going to watch the SOX kick
some butt, that sign is a "wicked" big part of the RED SOX experience. It is
history and history needs to be saved

D. Scott Williamson

Brewster, MA

2016-06-30

Even though I do not support Citgo's business with the socialist nation of
Venezuela, The Sign Is Boston to so many people and should be preserved.

john deveau

Littleton, MA

2016-06-30

Save a Boston landmark

Linda Duncan

Lynn, MA

2016-06-30

The Citco sign is Boston and the Red Sox's!!!

Jan Crowley

Wilmington, MA

2016-06-30

Having lived and worked in Boston for many years the CITGO sign is iconic. It
is a unique Boston landmark ... Boston is not Boston without the CITGO Sign

Lisa Phillion

Billerica, MA

2016-06-30

The sign is a iconic landmark!

Valda Kreie

Boston, MA

2016-06-30

The CITGO sign is of significant historical importance to the City of Boston and
the Fenway/Kenmore neighborhood.

Donna Tainter

Boston, MA

2016-06-30

I'm signing the Citgo petition, because I believe the Citgo sign has been a
historical landmark for year. It is as much of the Boston skyline as the Pru, the
John Hancock Tower, Copley Plaza Hotel, Fenway Park, etc.

Brian MacCarthy

Boston, MA

2016-06-30

It's a Boston landmark!!!

Susan Berube

Andover, MA

2016-06-30

I want the sign to stay it is a big part of Boston.

Jenna Small

Nottingham, NH

2016-06-30

I'm signing because the Citgo sign is a national landmark. Whoever is trying to
remove it clearly is not from this planet.

Shane Chiarello

Worcester, MA

2016-06-30

Because it's a Boston icon. Why would the new owner take it down? What else
are they going to do with the roof of the building? Leave the sign where it is!
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mara lord

Revere, MA

2016-06-30

I remember traveling all over the country but everytime i return to
Massachusetts and see that sign in Boston i know im truly home. Please dont
take down that sign

Allison Gerrish

Worcester, MA

2016-06-30

I love the Citgo sign. I have great memories of seeing the sign when driving
into Boston when I was a kid.

Barbara Waite

West Roxbury, MA

2016-06-30

I grew up and worked in the Fenway Area
For 40 years, and I knew I was home when I saw the sign.

Calvin MacLean

Medford, MA

2016-06-30

Keep the sign, it's an icon and part of our lives!

Lisa Petersen

Arlington, VA

2016-06-30

Because my childhood memories are filled with sleepovers at my cousin's
house as the glow of the CITGO sign came through the window. I can't picture
a Boston landscape without this landmark.

Jake Wildstein

New York, NY

2016-06-30

I love the citgo sign!

William Boziuk

Norwood, MA

2016-06-30

My mom lived below the sign when she was young

Christopher Maahs

Middletown, CT

2016-06-30

Boston native who grew up with it and used it as a landmark for directions.

laura rhoton

kingsport, TN

2016-07-01

That sign is as much a landmark as Fenway itself or any other landmark in the
city... It would be devastating to our city if it came down..

Kathleen Mullen

Boston, MA

2016-07-01

Running the Marathon and you crest the hill on beacon st, you get your first
glimps of the Citgo sign. You KNOW this finish soon!

Matthew Peterson

Bristol, RI

2016-07-01

It is iconic and part of the love of the city. If it comes down it would be like Red
Soxs changing cities.

Victoria Boziuk

Sudbury, MA

2016-07-01

This Citgo sign is part of the history and culture of the Kenmore Square area.
I'm signing this because when I was a student at BU, I looked at it every day
from my dorm room and I always felt it was such a friendly sign, telling me I
was home. It is certainly a landmark of the Kenmore Square area for many,
many people, and it gives the Square a certain "character." Therefore, it
should be allowed to remain, so future people will see it.

Karl Whitney

Palmer, MA

2016-07-01

It is a part of history. We are losing to much of yesterday. Watch a Red Sox
game in the past from that sign.

CAROLYN PEACH

MELROSE, MA

2016-07-01

I've always loved the sign!!!!!

scott lino

Salem, MA

2016-07-01

Its one of the most iconic Boston landmark in existence and piece of Boston
history that cannot be let go!

Amy Coleman

Manchester, MA

2016-07-01

that sign is what i grew up seeing. Its a staple to Boston and a sign that gave
fuzzy warmth when at a baseball game

Eric Thomen

Port Richey, FL

2016-07-01

Keep this icon.. it's history

Jason Trask

South Weymouth, MA

2016-07-01

One of the greatest memories of being a Red Sox fan for over 35 years has
been the consistency of the "CITGO" sign at the ballpark.

Morgan Fitzsimmons

Mineral Point, WI

2016-07-01

America is all about symbolism. The Citgo sign is symbolic of all that Boston
stands for. It is truly an American icon that should stay.

Katherine Kenyon

Ipswich, MA

2016-07-01

It has a history that makes Boston special.

Meagan McCarthy

Marion, MA

2016-07-01

After running three Boston marathons and enduring countless training runs, the
Citgo sign truly was that beacon of hope. It marks the moment when you only
have a mile to go. Moreover, it has become a symbol of our city. I can't imagine
the skyline without it.

Carol Nolan

Somerville, MA

2016-07-01

It is so much a part of Boston!! It cannot be taken down...

Miriam Aguirre

D.F., Mexico

2016-07-01

This is an icon sign that it's part of Boston, when you see it you think is Boston.
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Susan Armenia

Hull, MA

2016-07-01

This is an icon. Personally, as a child for many months In Children's Hospital,
the changing lights were a memorable comfort for me from the 6 th floor each
night.

Virginia Adams

Seekonk, MA

2016-07-01

We had to save this icon once before, we can do it again!

Nicholas Mayo

Malden, MA

2016-07-01

The sign MUST be preserved as a Historical Landmark

Matthew White

Eliot, ME

2016-07-01

The Citgo sign in Boston is most definitely a landmark!

Thomas Hauck

Gloucester, MA

2016-07-01

From 1977 to 1980 I lived on Buswell St. and on Beacon St., near Kenmore
Square. The sign was a landmark then, and it's a landmark today.

Deborah W

Concord, NH

2016-07-01

I believe the Virgo Sign is a symbol of Boston and has great meaning for many.
It has been around for so long and would be missed dearly.

Julie Fields

Waltham, MA

2016-07-01

For 32 years this sign has always lead me home. We need to keep it in our
Boston culture.

ted earle

Somerville, MA

2016-07-01

it is a landmark and feel that it should stay if you take it down its like taking
down the city hall or fenway park

Kelli Maxwell

Irvine, CA

2016-07-01

The Citgo sign represents Boston now. Without it, Boston will have a void and
there will be avoid in the hearts of every person who ever visit the city.

Jeffrey Smith

Nashua, NH

2016-07-01

The CITGO sign is iconic of BOSTON.

Diane McIsaac

Holliston, MA

2016-07-01

There is nothing like seeing that sign in our Boston skyline. Quintessential
Boston. It has to stay.

Erin Stevens

Medfield, MA

2016-07-01

Because I lived in an apartment and that awesome light shined into our living
room for three wonderful years and many colorful New England weather
seasons. I'm shocked it isn't already a protected landmark... What else would
new college freshmen use as a beacon of direction for the Kenmore area? How
else would they get out of the Bell In Hand going down Storrow?

Kathleen McQuade

Watertown, MA

2016-07-01

This sign is an icon and used to put me to sleep watching the lights change
from my bedroom window as a child. Special place in my heart. It's home to
me.

Keven Kiro

Nashua, NH

2016-07-01

Iconic piece of Boston that not only is a part of fenway in sense but also a
tourists guide to the area

Shawn F Sykes

Candler, NC

2016-07-01

I was born and raised right up the road, that sign has been around for years
and should become a landmark

Andrew Stockton

Miami, FL

2016-07-01

I find this Citgo sign to be a historically important to the city of Boston

Carol Keating

Marshfield, MA

2016-07-01

I grew up in Fidelis Way Brighton. Lived on the 6th floor. Every night,I would sit
in my bedroom looking at this sign changing colors. It was soothing and made
me relax and fall asleep. A very important memory of my childhood.
.

Sal Fazio

New York, NY

2016-07-01

Boston is and will always be my home and although I haven't lived there for 10
years, landmarks like the Citco sign conjur feelings of pride in the city Boston
and what it's people stand for as well as how far the city has come in the last
half century. By definition, the sign is a landmark!

Aimee Taberner

Watertown, MA

2016-07-01

It's an iconic part of the Boston skyline.

Hanna Goodrow

Malden, MA

2016-07-01

It's an iconic sign and should be saved!

Becky Harris

Byron, NY

2016-07-01

This is my favorite thing in Boston. It was the landmark I used to get to fenway
and avalon.

Timmy Wade

Fitchburg, MA

2016-07-01

It is the sign. The sign everyone once looked at and Adored it while at a red
sox game. I couldn't imagine going to a game and it not being there.
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Sabrina Petion

Brockton, MA

2016-07-01

I'm a Boston and the sign is a part of Boston.

Cristian Dias

Smithfield, RI

2016-07-01

The CITGO sign is a part of the Boston culture!

Jake Rowland

Bradenton, FL

2016-07-01

I just went to Fenway and thought the sign added to the Fenway experience

suzanne benson

Belmont, NH

2016-07-01

boston landmark, leave it alone

Jean Shildneck

Scituate, MA

2016-07-01

My son loves this sign when he was a little boy. We used to play The Triangle
Game. Oh yeah, and because this sign IS Boston!

joseph boziuk

Sudbury, MA

2016-07-01

This landmark sign has been a fixture for me since 1970, and even appears on
the horizon of the Museum of Science planetarium.

Lisa Burns

Pembroke, MA

2016-07-01

The CITGO sign is THE one single sign you seek when running the Boston
Marathon. You see it and you know you are almost home.

Cara Polonsky

Aurora, CO

2016-07-01

I lived in Massachusetts for 25 years of my life and boston "back home" just
wouldn't feel the same without it.

Kimberly Alvarez

Albany, NY

2016-07-01

I helped save Fenway Park (SFP!) and the Citgo sign is such an important vista
to the ballpark and all of the West Fenway/Kenmore neighborhood. It is a
significant piece of outdoor public art and should be preserved and maintained
through public grant funds. This can only happen through landmark designation
or an endowment.

Terese Pool

Plymouth, MA

2016-07-01

The sky would be empty without it!

Piera Graceffa

El Cajon, CA

2016-07-01

Citgo = Boston....period.

Sean Petersen

Stamford, CT

2016-07-01

When I think of Boston, I think of this sign. I used to visit my cousins all the time
and remember looking out the window and seeing it. In conversations now
about Boston I always use the CITCO sign as a reference point.

Jenny Nolan

Somerville, MA

2016-07-01

Just leave it the fuck alone... It's essential to our capital of Mass!!!

Angelo Vespa

Brookline, MA

2016-07-01

This Cidco sign marks the crossroads of the Boston universe! W/out it
Kenmore Square would be just another big congested intersection!!! I can
remember smiling at the sight of this sign science I was about three years old. I
knew we were close to home when I saw it and home is where the heart is!
Preserve one of homes heart strings, please.

Zoe Yang

Cambridge, MA

2016-07-01

The Citgo sign is what I think of first when I think about landmarks in my
hometown. I've loved it since I was a little kid! It is memorable and an important
piece of personal history.

Joanna Hannon

Boston, MA

2016-07-01

That's our sign all of ours. How could we have a ball game without it?

Margaret Chase

Franklin, MA

2016-07-01

The sign is iconic. It must be protected!

Christopher Gibson

Raynham, MA

2016-07-01

It's a landmark

Christine Obrien

Hanover, MA

2016-07-01

Ack! This sign is a Boston Icon and has been there since the 40's. Please keep
the sign there
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Donna Glynn

Quincy, MA

2016-07-01

My grandfather worked on getting that sign up. It is part of who we are. It
cannot go!

Phyllis Belezos

London, United Kingdom

2016-07-01

Born and bred in Boston and the Citgo sign is a massive part of the city's
history. We've seen the lights shut off once before, but they should forever stay
on.

Dan Schaaf

Boston, MA

2016-07-01

I grew up watching the Red Sox on TV and the Citgo sign was always visible.
Later in life I managed the restaurant directly next to the sign's building.
Boston won't be the same to me without it.

Amanda Patterson

Casselberry, FL

2016-07-01

I was born and raised in boston and this sign is a crucial part of the city

Joyce Murray

Wilmington, MA

2016-07-01

Having spent time with family members at all of Boston's famous hospitals, the
Citgo Sign is a constant.

It is a beacon for hope and promise to everyone. A

constant in the world today is important.
Wendy Hanlon

Quincy, MA

2016-07-01

It's a Boston icon

Nicole Clark

Malden, MA

2016-07-01

Its a piece of boston that needs to be left alone

Staci Fiori

Santa Rosa, CA

2016-07-01

I'm a Bostonian living in Ca. This sign is a forever landmark in Boston.

J Baker

Wilmot, NH

2016-07-01

I'm signing because the sign is a beacon for long time residents, newcomers
and all those in between. It needs to continue to be so.

Sean Kane

Archbald, PA

2016-07-01

save the sign

Beth Zerilli

Rockport, MA

2016-07-01

This sign has helped me through 4 Boston Marathons!!!!

Louis Frederick

Medford, MA

2016-07-01

Cause it's a landmark

Beth Hume

Allston, MA

2016-07-01

It's a LANDMARK, stupid

Ani Nappa

Park Ridge, NJ

2016-07-01

It's a boston landmark

Melissa McMillen

Boston, MA

2016-07-01

I'm signing because I don't believe in destroying historic monuments.

Phillip Lewis

Hiram, GA

2016-07-01

Can't imagine Boston without it!

Diann Fisher

Valrico, FL

2016-07-01

My daughter lives in Cambridge. She has been in Boston since college at BU
and the Citgo sign is an iconic landmark. Don't take the symbol of Boston
away! Preserve it!!

Donna Botsch

Pembroke, MA

2016-07-01

Everyone recognizes that sign, from Boston or not, the view of the city will not
ne the same without it

john wilson

wrentham, MA

2016-07-01

You took the west end
Leave the citgo sign alone

Judy Stella

Salisbury, MA

2016-07-02

It just wouldn't be Boston without the Citgo sign!! It's become part of the
skyline!!

Lisa Vito

Jacksonville, FL

2016-07-02

This is Boston. I remember seeing it as a kid going to Sox games

Richard Hallahan

Manchester, NH

2016-07-02

I love the citgo sign

ERICA DIFIORE

Malden, MA

2016-07-02

IT BELONGS RIGHT WHERE IT IS!

Rachel Derhagopian

Boston, MA

2016-07-02

Iove it history

Robyn Ross

Framingham, MA

2016-07-02

Leave it alone! It's an icon!!

Barbara Lash

Franklin, MA

2016-07-02

This is a LANDMARK!
It is part of the history of Boston
It is an important and comforting icon in the Fenway area
It is part of the spirit of Fenway Park
It's a beacon on Storrow Drive
Please save this vision!!!!!

pete waters

Brewster, MA

2016-07-02

A game @ Fenway just wouldn't be the same! Save it!
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justin macdonald

las cruces, NM

2016-07-02

Boston has already destroyed enough of its history. Let's make sure it doesn't
continue to happen.

Doug Luckerman

Lexington, MA

2016-07-02

I'm signing because I believe the Citgo sign has become a landmark of the
Boston skyline. In books movies and Tv the Citgo sign instantly tells people
they are in Boston. The sign is all a great symbol of a time gone by that
derserves to be preserved for future generations to see and enjoy and
appreciate

selina maitreya

Acton, MA

2016-07-02

I lived in Massachusetts for 40 years and the citgo sign is such a beloved
landmark!

Thomas Hilditch

Brighton, MA

2016-07-02

I've admired this sign since 1967. It would be a travesty to remove it!

Michael Silva

Pembroke, MA

2016-07-02

One of the biggest and we'll known landmarks of Boston.

Debbie Calcagno

Plainville, MA

2016-07-02

To preserve the landmark, there aren't a lot left anymore.

neil lombardi

chicopee, MA

2016-07-02

Being a huge Red Sox fan, the sign is a symbol about the greatness of Boston.
Remember it all tha back to when it was a green & white City Service sign.

Linda Younis

Brookline, MA

2016-07-02

I am signing because this sign screams Boston! Just keep it!

David Kennerly

Hopkinton, MA

2016-07-02

It has been part of Boston's skyline forever — longer than the Pru or the
Hancock Tower. We've grown to love it because it proclaims that we're home.
It is iconic: anyone who's ever been to Boston knows what it is and that it's in
Boston. Many who've never been here know that it's in Boston. New York City
has the Chrysler Building, the Brooklyn Bridge, and the Empire State Building.
Seattle has the Space Needle. San Francisco has the Golden Gate Bridge,
cable cars, and Alcatraz. Chicago has the El, Wrigley Field, and the Sears
Tower. Boston has Fenway Park, Faneuil Hall, Beacon Hill and the State
House, the Swan Boats, the Zakim Bridge, and the Citgo sign. Of the Boston
icons, the Citgo sign is probably #2 or #3 in recognizability. Of those icons,
how many can you see at night, from the ground, at a distance? Two: the
Zakim Bridge and the Citgo sign (the statehouse dome is just not high enough).
How can you tear down an icon associated with Boston all over the world, that
is a beacon welcoming you home from your travels, day and night, that has
been the backdrop behind Fenway Park's Green Monster since World War II?
It must be protected. It is part of Boston's history and culture. It says "Boston".
It is Boston.

Paola Valencia

Boston, MA

2016-07-02

Oh No!

thomas stewart

Windermere, FL

2016-07-02

I grew up in North Reading MA It's part of Boston And Fenway

mike bova

Arlington, MA

2016-07-02

the sign is Boston, when you see it you know you are home.

Rich Nugent

North Attleborough, MA

2016-07-02

its a boston landmark. both local and visitors know it well.

Beverly Steds Christo

Salem, MA

2016-07-02

I feel this truly is a Boston icon and should remain exactly where it is

Victoria Brown

Palm Bay, FL

2016-07-02

I am a native Bostonian and grew up with the Citgo sign. It is iconic to our
skyline.

Karen Sosinsky

Marshfield, MA

2016-07-03

It's a local icon. One that needs to be saved. Like others have stated it's like
Fanuel Hall and the Swan Boats. Don't start ruining everything that is historic
Boston.

Todd Finkelstein

Wellesley, MA

2016-07-03

When I first moved to the Boston area to attend BU over 30 years ago the Citco
sign served as an important landmark to me and remains forever imprinted in
my memory as representing the City and it's history.
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Bruce Notareus

Folsom, CA

2016-07-03

It's a cultural landmark

Joanna Mayo

Malden, MA

2016-07-03

I want it to stay

bruce samia

Los Angeles, CA

2016-07-03

this sign is iconic boston.

Marissa Hedman

Simsbury, CT

2016-07-03

grew up with an aerial picture of fenway in the house, with the citgo sign
glowing in the background. i can't imagine, and don't want to see, a boston
without this sign

Judith St.Julien

Houston, TX

2016-07-03

I am a former Bostonian and it has always been a Landmark for the City of
Boston! City would mot ne the same without it!

Ryan Hilsinger

North Andover, MA

2016-07-03

Boston you're my home

Sean Curtin

North Weymouth, MA

2016-07-03

I grew up in a town just outside of Boston and I'm a huge Red Sox fan so every
time we went to a game. I would see that sign which reminds me where I came
from. My dad also ran the Boston marathon and said that when he saw that
sign, it renewed his energy. #savethesign

Jo Sullivan

Potsdam, NY

2016-07-03

The Citgo sign is awesome

Landry O'Shea

Sagamore, MA

2016-07-03

The Citgo sign is one of my favorite things to see when I'm in Fenway watching
a game!

morgan johnson

wade, NC

2016-07-03

The citgo sign is iconic to the city of Boston

Daniel Dumais

Swampscott, MA

2016-07-03

Im signing this because when you think of fenway u think of the citgo sign. You
walk out of the park and up the bridge toward bthe green line you see the sign

Kyle Henry

Easton, MA

2016-07-03

I'm signing because the Citgo sign is truly an icon in Boston. The city would
forever be changed without it.

Sean McCarthy

Rochdale, MA

2016-07-03

I've been to so many Sox games and seen it over Fenway and have been to
marathons to see it help runners to the finish. I love the city of Boston and the
Citgo sign is a big part of its history and you can't get rid of it. It is Boston! Go
Sox

Jason Gilmore

Boston, MA

2016-07-03

I love Beantown

Avery Leon

Medford, MA

2016-07-03

This sign is a part of Boston, and you can't take that away.

Mike Damiano

Boston, MA

2016-07-03

BU constantly proclaims the Citgo sign as our "North Star" on campus and has
integrated it as a symbol of our university as well as the city at large. Practice
what you preach and require the new building owner to leave the Citgo sign as
is!

Zachary Younger

Greenfield, MA

2016-07-03

The Citgo is as big of a monument as anything else in the city. Living in
western mass and coming to the city since a young age, one of the first things
you notice coming around the corner on route 2 east, is this sign. I have the
skyline tattoo'd on myself and it most definitely includes the Citgo sign!

Samantha Jacques

Manchester, NH

2016-07-03

I'm signing because I love the city of Boston and I don't think a single thing
should be taken from it

Michael Mahoney III

Worcester, MA

2016-07-03

I personally consider this as a landmark and it should be protected as such.

Kevin Colelli

Syracuse, NY

2016-07-03

The Citgo sign is a Boston landmark and shouldn't be taken down

Nathaniel Almeida

Whitman, MA

2016-07-03

This is an icon for everyone going into the city. It's a staple of Boston. When
you go into the Red Sox as a little boy with pop it's the biggest sign you see
and then when you get older you bring your boy and its traditions like these we
can't lose.

Jesse Wise

Hopkinton, MA

2016-07-03

THATS ONE THING THAT BOSTON IS KNOWN FOR! THATS ONE THING
THAT REMINDS US OF THE GREATEST BASEBALL ORGANIZATION OF
ALL TIME YOU CAN'T TEAR DOWN HISTORY! IMAGINE WHAT LESLIE
KNOPE WOULD SAY
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David Moore

Attleboro, MA

2016-07-03

This sign has been and is a landmark of the city of Boston. In my many visits,
the sign was always one of my favorite landmarks to view from afar, and its
iconic glow during Fenway games is unrivaled by any other nighttime landmark.

Patrick Whalen

Leicester, MA

2016-07-03

The Citgo sign is an iconic part of Boston as much as Fenway Park or Fannuel
Hall

Nick Campbell

Boston, MA

2016-07-03

The city of Boston has given BU so many sweetheart real estate deals, the
least they could do is to help protect an iconic symbol of Boston. Since they
won't, we will - The Citgo sign must stay.

Asher Norris

Boston, MA

2016-07-03

A Boston landmark is forever and nobody should "own" it.

Darryl Smith

Dorchester, MA

2016-07-03

I'm from Boston and its part of me

Kelly Southard

Chicago, IL

2016-07-03

This has been my favorite Boston landmark for more than a decade. Every
time I come home to visit I have to take a new picture of it. When I moved, my
friends blew up a picture of the sign and signed it for me.

Caroline DeWinter

Chicago, IL

2016-07-03

I'm a Boston native.

Joe Lucas

Wilbraham, MA

2016-07-03

The history of the sign, and the icon it represents for Boston

desmond fonseca

Bridgewater, MA

2016-07-03

THIS SHIT A CLASSIC, MY G

Marjean Perhot

Malden, MA

2016-07-03

I value this landmark and it serves a beacon to me when I am returning to
Boston from other places

Charles Bellissimo

Bridgewater, MA

2016-07-03

This sign is an iconic and legendary representation of boston.

Chuck Vassallo

New York, NY

2016-07-03

This sign is a cultural icon and needs to be preserved and protected.

Julian Caparros

Naples, FL

2016-07-03

I go to BU

Stephanie Starr

Boston, MA

2016-07-03

This sign is iconic and an integral part of the Boston skyline & cityscape.

Emily Hegarty

Brooklyn, NY

2016-07-03

I grew up in Boston. The Citgo sign should be preserved and land marked.

Wendy Walsh

Allston, MA

2016-07-03

CITGO sign is Boston personality!

Bonnie Fraser

Newton Upper Falls, MA

2016-07-03

It's a great way of knowing where Fenway is.

Nicolas Evrard

Welkenraedt, Belgium

2016-07-03

Because I'm a Boston fan and I live the CITGO sign

Danielle Hall

Boston, MA

2016-07-03

The citgo sign is an important part of the view i get to see every morning in
Boston.

matthew sullivan

Shrewsbury, MA

2016-07-03

only in boston

Nicholas Depina

Boston, MA

2016-07-03

The sign is something I grew up looking up at amazed.

Chris Kosta

Malden, MA

2016-07-03

This sign is part of Boston history.

Gayle Bird

St. Joseph, MI

2016-07-04

I'm originally from Hingham MA and to see this sign taken down would be a big
loss of a historical time. This sign represents Fenway Park and the Red Soxs.

Sarah Gleason

Providence, RI

2016-07-04

The Citgo sign has been part of Boston for as long as I remember. Everyone
loves it. Do not take it down!

Grace Gorman

Plymouth, MA

2016-07-04

It is a classic landmark and always has been a part of Boston. It needs to stay!!

Donald Cowan

Boston, MA

2016-07-04

It represents Boston!

Molly Davis

Boston, MA

2016-07-04

I am a Boston native and this is my absolute favorite part of the skyline. I used
to live in CA and came close to purchasing a lifesize one for my house out
there....that is how much I love it. KEEPY BOSTON STRONG! Don't mess with
those things which make Boston, well, Boston!
Happy 4th!!!!

Brianna Alban

Charlestown, MA

2016-07-04

The Boston Marathon wouldn't be the same without it!!
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Charles Berdan

Newcastle, ME

2016-07-04

I graduated from Boston University in 1989 and the Citgo sign is the most
iconic image on the BU campus...It is an integral part of Boston's
skyline.....watching my beloved Red Sox play it shines brightly as an important
Boston landmark. To remove it would be a tragic an unnecessary mistake.

Siobhan Sheehan

Boston, MA

2016-07-04

I'm a student at BU, and it's our 'north star'.

Erica Kirby

Roslindale, MA

2016-07-04

To keep an icon alive

Matt Robbie

Oswego, IL

2016-07-04

It is a part of Boston history.

Lindsay Nicastro

boston, MA

2016-07-04

As BU alumni, it is my north star that helps me find my way home to campus!

Max Cotler

Boston, MA

2016-07-04

K

Erin Floyd

El Paso, TX

2016-07-05

I'm signing because every time I saw that sign when I lived there, it just
reminded me that I was in Boston and that I was home.

Jerry Thebado

Weymouth, MA

2016-07-05

Losing the Citgo sign would instantly make the new owners the most hated
people in New England!!

Alexandra Staskus

San Diego, CA

2016-07-05

BU sucks dick and this sign should remain. I hated it until I learned the history
behind it and now I want it to stay.

Denise Chau

Boston, MA

2016-07-05

I feel like I am home every time I see this CITGO sign.

Jonathan Tanuadji

Allston, MA

2016-07-05

Whenever you need to find your way back home. You look for that glorious
CITGO sign.

Rob Harris

Brookline, MA

2016-07-05

I live near the sign and it is part of Boston....

Jennifer Gallop

Brookline, MA

2016-07-05

The fact that the sign was recently refurbished is evidence that people
appreciate the sign's unique status. It is an orientation point that if gone would
be mourned and missed.

Elizabeth Trask

Quincy, MA

2016-07-05

Boston icon - needs to stay!

kathryn Colburn

Belmont, MA

2016-07-05

I love the Citgo sign. It's always been a symbol of Boston and Fenway Park.
Case in point, my 4 year son saw a Citgo gas station and his comment was,
"They have a Citgo sign too".

Emily Stewart

Boston, MA

2016-07-05

It's a BU icon!

Cindy Alfredo

Prospect, CT

2016-07-05

The Citco sign is legendary!

Grey Lee

Cambridge, MA

2016-07-05

I am a part of Boston, work in Boston, and I love the old landmark of a sign that
it is!

Casandra Shuman

Pooler, GA

2016-07-05

My brother attended college in Boston and at one time lived near this sign...he
has since passed away, and I would love to keep my momories of his adopted
city!

Austin Weaver

Long Beach, CA

2016-07-05

I love boston

Zack Rothman

Boston, MA

2016-07-05

I live in Kenmore Square and this is an icon!

Veronica Y

Billerica, MA

2016-07-05

Masshole for life don't get rid of this bruh this is my hometown

Micah Trauger

Summerville, SC

2016-07-05

I've been a Boston fan my whole life and the city wouldn't be the same without
it.

James Donnelly

South Weymouth, MA

2016-07-05

I'm signing this because there is no need to take down a piece of history

Hannah Bend

Boston, MA

2016-07-05

The CITGO sign was my beacon home all 4 years of college!

Steven Gates

Chicopee, MA

2016-07-05

That sign is historic, it can't be taken down!

Jonathon Guertin

Framingham, MA

2016-07-05

I love the city of Boston and without the Citgo sign it feels as though the city
would be missing a part of itself.

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Kat Martin

Decatur, GA

2016-07-05

the Citgo sign must stay! it is as uniquely Boston as the Empire State Building
is to NYC (Yankees suck, btw!)

Jake Parsons

Boylston, MA

2016-07-05

I love my city

brendan cogbill

Anaheim, CA

2016-07-05

My family lives in boston and it is a very memorable thing.

Theodore Pernicano

Yorktown Heights, NY

2016-07-05

I have run 13 Boston Marathons and the sign is traditional and sentimental to
me. Please keep it up or move it.

Athena Nolan

Gainesville, FL

2016-07-05

I'm a Bostonian and I'm proud to be one. Every Red Sox game I look forward to
seeing that sign and even bought the hat for it. It's important that we preserve
landmarks such as these.

Olivia Shelton

Brighton, MA

2016-07-05

Iconic

Mike Macdonald

Hingham, MA

2016-07-05

Its a historic landmark

Timothy Letendre

Buffalo, NY

2016-07-05

I grew up in that area, that sign holds a special place in my heart and I'd hate to
see it go.

Ava Ekberg

Norwood, MA

2016-07-05

ITS BOSTON ITS A STAPLE TAKING IT DOWN WOULD MEAN TAKING A
PART OF THE ICONIC HISTORY OF OUT CITY

Melvin Morales

ROXBURY CROSSING,

2016-07-05

I live in Boston and it's a part of our history!!!

MA
Drew Bergman

Boston, MA

2016-07-05

I'm a BU student and I love the CITGO sign!

Ashley Moore

Mattapan, MA

2016-07-05

That sign means home. I went to college out of state and every time I would
drive home and I would see the sign it was a reminder that I was home. I'm
also a Boston native and with the city changing so much that's one thing that
needs to stay.

Matt Harrington

Franklin, MA

2016-07-05

It's something I look forward to seeing every time I go to Fenway!!!

Tom Duncan

Quincy, MA

2016-07-05

Local history

Morgan Barry

Windham, NH

2016-07-05

THE CITGO SIGN IS MY NORTH STAR

Jamilex Pena

Boston, MA

2016-07-05

I am a Bostonian And that Citgo sign means a lot to me.

Erika Lynde

Westborough, MA

2016-07-06

it's an important landmark and a piece of history

Denise Raneri

Boston, MA

2016-07-06

Keep the tradition alive.

Malcolm Travis

Boston, MA

2016-07-06

Without it I can't find my way home

Will Peters

Arlington, MA

2016-07-06

Im signing this because the CITGO Sign is a symbol of Boston and adds to the
atmosphere of a Sox game at Fenway Park. It must be preserved for future
generations to view the large sign as a symbol of Boston and Baseball.

Dennis Novinger

Whitinsville, MA

2016-07-06

This is a landmark and history for all of Boston

Remi Ramos

Pompano Beach, FL

2016-07-06

The citgo sign is the North Star of Boston

Peter Hadzipetros

Toronto, Canada

2016-07-06

The CITGO sign is iconic. As an 8-time Boston Marathon runner it says,
"you've done it" to me.

Juliann George

Burgaw, NC

2016-07-06

I signing because it is an INSTITUTION! I can't say how many nights I've seen
that sign in my 20's & 30's and knew i was HOME.

Jessica Hofheimer

Cary, NC

2016-07-06

The CITGO sign is an icon of the Boston Marathon and a part of experience
and tradition of the historic race!

Teddy Olson

Woodinville, WA

2016-07-06

I go to school at BU

Morris Nathanson

Providence, RI

2016-07-06

We understand the value of history and preservation

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Nicolas Tepper

Quito, Ecuador

2016-07-06

CITGO sign is iconic. Icons identify the city and enrich it. Being around the city
for so long the sign has become part of the city landscape. The Red triangle
has become the north star for many of Bostonians.

James Ryan

Boston, MA

2016-07-06

Too much of Boston is disappearing and it would be nice to keep something
from the past.

James Farley

East Providence, RI

2016-07-06

I am not a Boston sports team fan by any stretch of the imagination but I do
wholly acknowledge the significance of this sign. A true landmark as was the
now gone Boston Garden (yes I was there once when Lew Alcindor was a
rookie with the Bucks).

Alison Evans

Connellsville, PA

2016-07-06

I am trying to qualify for Boston and want to experience this sign like so many
others before me!

Susan Povak

Boston, MA

2016-07-06

The structure has served as a beacon for Boston residents for decades - much
like the Hancock Tower or the Pru. Irreplaceable giants in our skyline.

Amanda Gilbert

South Windsor, CT

2016-07-06

As a BU alum, I love that sign. Kenmore Square wouldn't be the same without
it.

Neil Senior

Andover, MA

2016-07-06

The Citgo sign adds a unique characteristic to the Kenmore Square area as
well as all of Boston. It has stood watch over many events -sporting and
otherwise - that have become part of Boston's history.

Lisa Heller

Melrose, WI

2016-07-06

I recognized this right away. I have never even been to Boston, but I know what
an icon this sign is!!! Shame on you if it is lost

Katya Leidig

Saratoga Springs, NY

2016-07-06

I get lost a lot and am nervous I'll get lost in Boston when I start school at BU in
the fall.

michele meadows

cranston, RI

2016-07-06

Stop distroying old buildings and signs in Boston !! It's starting to look like a
freaking strip mall !!! Don't turn Kenmore sq into what Harvard sq has turned
into ...a sq with No Soul !!!!!

Amy Dermont

Providence, RI

2016-07-06

I love Kenmore just as it is

Riz Bos

Taunton, MA

2016-07-07

Itz a land mark now....

Joseph Macchia

Buffalo, NY

2016-07-07

The Citgo sign is a part of my childhood. It was always there as a reminder that
I live in Boston. Now that I reside in NY I always lock forward to seeing it on my
trips back home and still reminds me that I am still a Bostonian and always will
be. Removing the sign will change that forever.

Meghan Peters

Canton, MA

2016-07-07

It's the North Star of Boston. You can't take it down.

Monika Bolino

Brooklyn, NY

2016-07-07

As a Boston ex-pat, I especially adore that Citgo sign! Whenever I return
home, I know I've arrived when I see that familiar triangle lighting up the
skyline. Please landmark and preserve this bit of Boston history and character!

Linda LeFever

Watertown, MA

2016-07-07

The Citgo sign represents a familiar, welcome and rare glimpse into the historic
past of route 20 and the Commonwealth Avenue auto mile within an ever
increasing homogenous landscape.

paula worsley

Lexington, MA

2016-07-07

Whats next? The Statue of Liberty?

Evelyn Harrington

Braintree, MA

2016-07-07

I'm signing the petition because that sign is a landmark for Fenway Park as
well as our Boston Red Sox!!!!!!!! Please keep it for one of our Boston
Landmarks!!!!!!!

Melissa Silva

Bridgewater, MA

2016-07-07

It's a party of Boston history and should be preserved!

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Gail Pierson

Cape May, NJ

2016-07-07

I lived in Boston for many years. The Citgo sign is as much a part of my
memory as it is a part of Kenmore Square and the Boston skyline. I look for it
on every trip back to the city. It is part of the arrival ritual. It is indeed a
landmark.

Gregg Hagopian

New York, NY

2016-07-07

The CITGO sign is a historic landmark, and should be designated as such.

Christopher Varnum

Hudson, NH

2016-07-07

Don't let this icon go the way of the Moosehead Beer sign!

Ali Perry

Bainbridge Island, WA

2016-07-07

I grew up in Boston and would sail on the Charles with my dad. The Citco sign
was my homing device.

Susan Wilson

Fitchburg, MA

2016-07-07

It definitely should not be taken down! It's definitely a historic landmark!

Ellen Jolley

Yarmouthport, MA

2016-07-07

I grew up in Boston and the Citgo sign is part of Boston history. It should be
declare a Boston Landmark.

Ryan Meehan

Framingham, MA

2016-07-07

That sign is a landmark

Alexandra Crivon

Brookline, MA

2016-07-07

I love the sign- I see it every night from my window. Classic Boston Icon

Kate Murphy

Somerville, MA

2016-07-07

This sign is one of the elements of our city that, day and night, signifies "home"
and reminds me of the great traditions of the city I love. It is a figurative
signpost for the important history of baseball that has been kept alive at
Fenway Park for so many years. The decision to preserve that stadium sets
Boston apart from most other cities, where history has made way for something
new. But Fenway, in remaining true to its foundations, has become something
even MORE unique, more "new" than a new construction, and the Citgo sign is
a part of that thoughtful approach that Boston takes to its history--filled with
pride and respect.

Janet Jones

Boston, MA

2016-07-07

Its a Boston icon - save it. Way too much of our city is going to developers.
Janet

Lisa Olson

Rochester, MA

2016-07-07

The Citgo sign is part of Boston's and Massachusetts' history. Safeguard the
sign!!

Julie Carey

Boston, MA

2016-07-07

As a marathon runner and Bostonian this sign needs to stay!

Michele Maniscalco

Boston, MA

2016-07-07

I've lived in Boston for 21 years and I've seen so much of its unique local
character razed to make way for luxury hotels and housing, much of wich is
being targeted at rich foreign nationals. The Citgo sign, overlooking Kenmore
Square, is a last vestige of the vibrant small businesses, nightlife and
affordable dining and shopping that Kenmore used to be. It's a landmark visible
from the highway, helping drivers remain oriented. Please preserve it.

Elizabeth Beraha

North Andover, MA

2016-07-07

We spent good money to replace the lights with LEDs so it would be green. At
least let us enjoy it for a nice long time.

Laura Wooster

Belmont, MA

2016-07-07

The Citgo sign is absolutely a part of Boston's skyline, and history.

Rose A Doherty

Needham, MA

2016-07-07

The sign is iconic!

Renee Barouxis

Boston, MA

2016-07-07

I'm signing because the Citgo sign is a Boston icon!

Pam Stephenson

Gaithersburg, MD

2016-07-07

This sign is truly an icon that needs to be protected. The wonderful city skyline
or Fenway Park would not be the same. It deserves landmark status and
protection. Please save the sign!

danielle desilets

North Weymouth, MA

2016-07-07

I'm signing because to me - a landscape architect and preservationist - this
sign is an icon in the Boston skyline.

Linda Ahern

Salem, MA

2016-07-07

We can't let it go. It is our history.

cynthia smith

Boston, MA

2016-07-07

I love the CITGO sign.

Name
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Sarah D

Wellesley, MA

2016-07-07

I've grown up with the Citgo sign always in Boston, it has been a wonderful
landmark for navigating the city and just a nice familiar sign that I couldn't
imagine Boston without.

Kay Flynn

Boston, MA

2016-07-07

I love everything BOSTON and that's one of the top icons!

Dale Tanis

Albuquerque, NM

2016-07-07

This is really an historical landmark and should be protected as such, as other
landmarks are protected across the country and even in Boston itself. Who
would have considered tearing down Paul Revere's house or just selling it as
residential property, or, worse yet, renting it out? Sure, the CITGO sign isn't on
the level of PR's house, but is still significant in its own way.

Connie Chung

Auburn, MA

2016-07-07

The CITGO sign is so vital to Boston's culture.

mary pat tierney

Hyde Park, MA

2016-07-07

I believe it is such a part of history and my life in Boston

Lisa Arm

Needham Heights, MA

2016-07-07

Since I moved to Boston almost 40 years ago, the CITGO sign has been a
landmark. Kenmore Square won't be the same without it and how can we think
about removing it?

john malone

Hyde Park, MA

2016-07-07

There is no question that this is a LANDMARK for millions!

Susan Kagno

Boca Raton, FL

2016-07-07

Boston is my hometown. Went to school in Kenmore Square!!!

DIpali Dey

Brookline, MA

2016-07-08

It's the first iconic sign I saw when I moved to Boston in 2014!

Brian Bigler

Newton, MA

2016-07-08

As a 32 year resident of Boston prior to moving to Newton, the Citgo sign has
always been a point of pride in Boston's diversity in architectural preservation
and a landmark for Kenmore Sq.

Ellin Burnham

Germany

2016-07-08

Because I grew up in Boston and love the sign. Because it's beautiful-especially reflected in the Charles! Because it IS iconic. Because it's a bit
quirky that so many people love it!

Brian Allieri

Hyde Park, MA

2016-07-08

I believe the Citgo sign should be considered a landmark to the city of Boston.

Theodore Vasiliou

Boston, MA

2016-07-08

Please save the psychotic piece of Boston history

Nancy Smith

Needham, MA

2016-07-08

This sign is the beacon of this great city.

Chuck Harris

San Francisco, CA

2016-07-08

I lived in that building and the sign screams Boston every time I see it.

Michelle Sullivan

Arlington, MA

2016-07-08

I think this sign is part of Boston History and is a landmark that should not go
away. It is ICONIC!

Christine Creedon

Medway, MA

2016-07-08

That sign is definitely a landmark to Boston and specifically Fenway Park and
the Boston Red Sox!

linda Garrity

West Roxbury, MA

2016-07-08

Our Citgo sign needs to be protected!

Marilyn MacLeod

Winchester, MA

2016-07-08

I'm signing this petition to protect the CITGO sign because without it Kenmore
Square wouldn't be Kenmore Square anymore.

Dorothy Hobson

Millis, MA

2016-07-08

The sign is a landmark to all of Boston.

